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MISCELLANEOUS.

—

A

Choice Butter.

men

A.

2VT.

SMITH’S,
os

Doeskins,

Cassimeres &

Vice Custom

and

Gorman

HHDS. OVAOALOVPE MOLASSES, %
nice artiele for reta’ling. For sale by
Oct 8i—2m
C. C. MITCHELL A SON.

■L I yJ

Apples.

QAA
dLi\J\J

ABIEL

£ept 20—dtf

for sale

by

St.

BOLTS of "David Corner A
QAA
A4\J\J a sail-cloth
of

Son’s”

Leith,

superior quality. Just

re-

direct trom Liverpool, and for sale by
MoiilLVEEY, EYAN A DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept Mth—dtf

ceived

0AK T™AJW'*r

100,000s2?£*
S1MONTON

M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Middle

St.,

hand the largest assortment of

on

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL
In New England—purchased before the very great
advance in all kinds of materials—are prepared to
sell at

Which has pro red itself to be the beet suited to all
kinds of work of any now in nee.
It is pronounced by the most profound experts to
be

GILDING

Tills

DEPARTMENT,
ITS

We

SUPERIORITY.

look equal to

Portraits &

Pictures,

Cleaned and Varnished in the bat style.

MAIFACTMIM JEPAMEM!
e. L.

STOKER Sl

GILT

constantly

on

to Let 1

C. H. STD ART & CO.’S,
SEE

The celebrated large oven P. P. Stemrt Cook and
Parlor Stover.
Tbe New Carpenter McGregor.
Tbe Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Ga> Sumer,
And various otber patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stovea, lor City and Country use.
Deo 1—dSm

Steamship

Bohemian!

undersigned will receive separate tenders at
his otliee in this city, uatll noon on Tuesday,
January 10,1866, lor tbe purchase
1st—of the wrerk of the Hull and Engines of the
Iron Steamship Bohtmian, of abont 8200 tons, as
the i now lie or may then lie, in about bye fathoms
water, about Lalf a mile from the shore ot Cape Elisabeth. opposite Broad Cove,about eight miles lrom

T11E

2d—of all the remaining port'on of the cargo that
mar be found in er arround the wreck, consisting
of Iron Knees, Bar Iron, Sheet Iron, and other

cash, gold ralne, tiiat
prio
the parties are willing to give lor caoh lot, separately, and the party or parties if any whose tender is
accepted, must pay or deposit with the undersigrod.
not later than J at nary 20th, of Twenty per cent, on
theamoint o‘th>lr bids; aforther sum of twenty
percent on or .before Feb’y 20 and tbe balanoe in
full on or before March 1, 1866.
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 10 Exohange s‘reet.
nov301d
Tortland, Nov 29,1864.
in

Splendid Assortment

■1

A

K1

Of Otter, Beaver, and Seal,and

Commercial
Central

The Course o 1 Instruction embraces both theory
and practioe.
Scholarships for full course, time unlimited, *85,00
Blanks tier lull eours, (wholesale prioe)
6,60
For Clroular, Samples of Penmanship, ke., address
WORTHINGTON & WARN EE,
Aug 9—dAw6m
Principals.

FURNITURE
HOYT

<&

O

Furaitur* ft Mouse

Furnishing Qoo ds
do

Canal

Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
7 8-19 loan in snus of *69 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16tb, the date of the new loan.
The notes are oonvertable at the end of three
years into specie paying 6 per cent. 6-90 bunds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on alLamonnts
of *1000 and over.
B. C. SOMERBY,
Portland
dtf
Cashier.
ng. 1,1864.
new

And

T

OPENED,

will be sold attho

a

FOLDING
—

Bottom*]

ajto

OOTS.

cheaper or bet*er in the market. The best

Ateo, A Large Lot of Silver-Plateri Wart, Table
<m& Pocket Cutlery, Trunks, Valises, Ac.

materials and the most skillful
NONE
acterize
r's Establishment

Every Evening.

E.COTTON,

Auctioneer.

'*

ft

IVTOXJLDliMO-S

Boston

Hi DE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MASON & HAMLIN

Any inquiries regarding Mends at or near City
Point. Va. may be addressed
H C. Hoooaros, Agent, Ind. Belief Dept.,
U. 8. ( hristian Com., City Point, VoPrompt answers will be liven to all Inquiries diTIW8. It. UAH 88,
rected as above.
Chasrmui Army Com., P. P. M. C. A.
novUdPm

Are

instruments are in oonstant use in the ooncerts cl
the most distinguished artists—as Gottsohalk and
;ras in the principal citothers—as well as in the
ies, whenever such instruments are required. Price
(35 to 8600 each. These instruments may be found
at the Music Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prices.
H. S. EDWARDS,
No. 3491 Stewart’s Blook, Congress St.

aprlSdti

Art oiTransferring PioUres in Oil Colors
or Wood.

the
OK,upon
Cnina, Glass, Marble

Instruction Free.

Vases,

Tea

Sets, tfc., tfe,, done to order.

and Pine Needle Work

Embroidery

UB4TLT

dec8 4w

EXECUTED.

Mag. J. W. EMERY,
Corner of Spring and Winter

Portland and

Sts*

Kennebec B.

B.

Special 1STotice!
e

Morning

and

Evening

DO FORTH & CLIFFORD,
scocBsuona to

hatch,

.g AUGUSTA at 6.80 A. M.,and
JP. M-, will be dieoontinued on and

>

Tuesday, Nov. 1st,
Except on Monday Mornings and Saturday Nights
B. H. CUStillAN, Sent.
until further Notice.
oaWtt

Commission

BUTTER.

EGGS,

and Provision

a

2 WHOLESALE and RETAIL

165

All orders in

!▼

dtf

KIDDIE STREET.

the oity or from the country prompt
sept28dtf

filled._

Exchange
IM.

—-

/r\

n

A

or

Large

fa-iand Uents,

wiaE^HBS®

IPhinney,

inform his friends and former customers.
WOULD
that he has taken the Store Ho. 121 Exchange

Street, where he Intends to carry on the
Stove and Furnace Business,
In all its branches. STOVES, Qf all kinds, of the
most

approved patterns.

Furnaces

and

novlJjrdtf

.assortment for
fastened with

Ladies

“Sprague’s Patent Buokle,”

of the Golden Rifle,
42 Exchange Street.

Bouquets, Cutflowers, Wreaths
ttnd

Crosses,

furni hed at the shortest notice at the
GREEN HUGHES' CORN ER of

WILL

Ranges,

Tin and Hallow Ware.
UB Sceond hand STOVES bought,

exchange lor

or

taken in

new,

8TOTBS, Samis. Fvxxacxs, and Xus Wann re-

paired at

short notice, in

a

faithful

manner.

G rateful for former patronage, he hopes by strict
to receive s

attention to business, and fair
dealing,
generous share ol public favor.
Oot. 28—dtf.

—

DXJLLmns nr

'•

—

Flour and Grain

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHABF,

IJNWsureial Street.

Portland!, Ms,

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

f

»

Surveyor and Civil Engineer,
OFFICE, CODMAS BLOCK,
moh!7 dfcwtf

Trkpii Strbet.

Window Shades

t

PAINTED AT HUDSON'S,
SQUARE.
.1

nov20

TTS2w

ECONOWYJS WEALTH.,
rcspoetfiilly
in general that be will
THE

without ft tenlngs, at cerplow prices.

Sign

126

Street.

Groceries and

SKATES.

be

North and Montreal Streets, Munjoy

|)|,

informs his

friends

Repair Gentlemens’Garments
OF

EVERY

DBSORIPTIOlf,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
So that Money can be Saved in theee War TimetJ. B. STORY, Ho. 33 Exohange St
Aug 87—dtf

HATCH & FROST,

1

Produce Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.
h! a.’

&

PORTLAND, ME.

The highest market price* paid for produee oi aP
kinds. Consignments solicited.
Deo. 1—Amtd

Exchange Street.
to.

«

*

JOSIAH HEALD

decl92aredfc2weed

Hals & Caps \
All the Winter Styles of Hat*

ana

v.

ap«

decBdlxn

now

r».auy at
COE A McCALLAB’S,
95 Midie street, Portland,

Me.

46

69
15

,

ry and disbursed, postponing for the time the
necessity to that extent of making a loan, but
which the exigeocksof the treasury thecoming'year will require to be made. The loans
effected by the Treasurer the past year have
been made under the authority of Resolves
approved March 19 1S64 providing for the
borrowing of three millions of dollars by the
issue of bonds on a term of twenty-five years

also authorized a temporary loan of any portion of this amount which the convenience of
the treqpury might require to be refunded
from the sales of the bonds. Undor this authority bonds have been disposed of to the
amount of $2,765,000, and there are outstandnotes on short time lor $200,000. The success of the Treasurer in negotiating so large
an amount of the permanent loan of the State
under the limitation of not selling below par
at .a time when there existed so much competition in the market of public securities seeking the money of capitalists, many of them at
a rate of interest very much above the rate
paid by this State is a substantial compliment
to the financial standing of Maine.
The difficulties of negotiation for those under the
necessity of borrowing are not likely to be
diminished in the future.

ing

imposed npon

the power of the Legislature to increase the
debt of the State, was a most Wise provision,

aflecting it upon the occurrence of warlike necessities, still the spirit by
which it was dictated demands its chary use.
The magnitude of our present debt enforces
this consideration, and when it is considered
that the municipal corporations of the State
have Incurred au amount of liability equal if
not larger than that of the State, 1 feel sure
though

So.

DENTIST,
256 Coagreei Street, corner of Temple Street,

Oot T—dtf

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

not

that you will not consent to au increase beyond what may be required, if anything, to
meet past engagements, or the most unyielding necessity in the future. The progress of
events during your present session will doubtless develop? these.
The people of this State have most unmistakably announced their purpose to sustain the
general government in its efforts to save the
life of the nation, and they will expect of you
the adoption of sheh measures as shall enable
Maine to fulfiill all her duties.
While compelled by circumstances to resort
to loans to supply present necessities, a wise
administration of affairs points to the propriety of beginning at an early day to provide for
their liquidation. It is with States as with individuals in matters of finance. Those who
are careful of incurring debt and provident in
the arrangement of their affairs, so as to anticipate their obligations, do, and ever will, command the readiest credit and the highest prices
tor their securities.
The State bas thus far reaped the benefit of
its high character for scrupulous punctuality
in meeting its engagements. I respectfully
suggest that the best interests of the State require at an early day the establishment of a
sinking fund by setting apart a fixed sum annually to be applied to the purchase of the
debt. True it is that the only source of revenue possessed by the State is direct taxation,
but unless the State debt should be largely increased beyond its present amount, the time
is not distant when the State tax may be considerably reduced and still leave it large
enough to provide such a fund as would in a
few years sensibly reduce the debt. The inauguration of this policy would greatly
strengthen the credit of the State, and facilitate the negotiation of its bonds if the condition of the treasury shall require.
The imposition of a tax ot a single mill upon
the valuation of 1860 would be entirely adequate to the purpose. The policy of the last
Legislature in levying a State tax sufficient to
pay ail the ordinary charges upon the treasury, including interest on the State debt, and a
large surplus to be applied to the liquidation
of the claims of cities and towns for money
advanced in aid of the soldiers’ families will
commend itself to your favorable consideration in making provision to supply the treasury for the year 1866.

The necessities of the nation have compelled Congress to resort to the imposition of
taxes hitherto unknown to our people, and
that to an extent which nothing but the most
unshrinking loyalty makes tolerable, but
which, while the necessity continues, will not
be called in question.
Added to this, and in order to give the national government almost exclusive possesst

is re-

a

shock

disturbing

the course of com-

ple of the

The revenue -derived from this tax is that
which the treasury relies to defray these
charges the present year and whatever may
remain after meeting them will be applied to
reduce the debt to the cities and towns for
advances to soldiers’ families. A portion of
this tax has already been paid info the treasu-

and

appropriate legislative expression

mercial transactions. The subject of banking,
so intimately interwoven with all the business
of our people, is one requiring to be treated
with the most careful consideration. The peo-

public debt.

restraint

argument.

BANKS.

debt of the State as represented by loans $5,337,000. In addition to this is the amount to
be relunded to cities, towns &c., for aid furnished families of soldiers in 1864 not payable
till 1865, but constituting actually a debt
against the State. The amount of this last
item in consequence of the returns not having been made, I am unable to state, but it is
supposed it will reach a higher figure than
was required for the same object last year.
TheXegislature of 1864, in levying the State
tax ror that year, assessetr tno sum or six hundred thousand dollars beyond all requirements
for the established ordinary civil expenses ol
the State, including the interest on the whole

me constitutional

of

The condition of affvrs, arising from the
surrender of the charters of so many of our
baoks, either retiring altogether from bnsiness
or changing to national institntions, is anomalous.
That some additional legislation may be
needed for further security to the public is
probable. It is extremely desirable that this
financial transition shall he made without pro-

632,108 14
2,988,183 78
73,179 63

445,197
384,221

variety

commended.

ASSUMPTION OF STATE DEBTS

found at Lowell t Seater’s
rders lelt there will be prompt-

Bouquets will alway*be

LARD,

LIME STREET,

BRACK EXT,

A

subscriber

-i

!

Manufactured and for sale

DURAN

some

to refund advances to soldiers’ families and
for the payment ol bounties. These resolves

Traveling Bags

27 MARKET
a

Family

VALISES,

JOED

Provisions. All orders promptly Ul.ed and satisfaction warranted.
dec20d8w
SCAMMON8 * DEGCIO.
Ch- ice

ly attended

PORTLAND, HE.
sept»

Street.

eubeoribeie bare taken the Store No 298
THE
Congre-e street, where they will keep supply
of

llama, Beans, Dried Apples, Ac.
NO,

Congress

No] 298

Store,

FLORISTS,

Merchants,

DSALEBB IK

CHEESE,

TRUNKS,

Detroit, Mich.

ences.

Grocery

pohtlahd, ME.

_leaati

Albert and Joseph A. Dirwanger,

CLIFFORD A CO.

aun

Traini

after

October 46.1844.

IVotiee.

E. B ROBISON, of Boston, at the urgent
solicitations of the pub'ic and h’s many friends
in this city, has returned to Portland to resume his
profession of Teaohing and Tuning the Piano Forte.
Having an experience of over twenty years, he
fe> is oouLdent entire satisfaction will be given to
those desirous of his services in either department.
Sy~ Orders from abroad or In this o ty left at
Paine’s Music Store, o: at his recidenoe i6 Spring
street.
drc&dlm

Produce

Buildings,

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
of Hogs Floor, Tallow, Grain, 4c., ie .forth. Eastern market, and would respetlully refer to, as refer-

MB.

Pictures and Materials,
For Sale.

Musical

lHwh!

ALBERT WEBB * COa

Family Hams,

Campus Margins,

the best instruments of their class in the world.

Nearly all the most prominen’ artists in the country
have given written testimony to this effect, and these

Decal comania !

seplOdtf

First ■s’a’lonal Bank of Detroit.
P. Preston fc Co Bankers, Detroit,
Muore, Foote k Co., Merchant., Detroit,
L. P. Knight, Esq M. Oeat’l B. K. Co., Det-oit,
Wright k Beebe. Com. Merohtg Chicago, 111,
de«Z9j8m
Bangor Courier oopy.

may obtain inf irmation In regard to
friends supposed to be in Hosplta't at or near
Washington, byadareniog
Aokkt Ihd. Kblibv Dipt.,
V. 8. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.

ANY

Bret Street Block
(Over H. J. Libby fe C«„)

MERCHANT, Com,
Fork Packer ft Provision Dealer,

,M 1

SPECIAL NOTICE.
one

P.

George Darling,

The Cabinet Organs

novl5dtf

Glasses.

supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and GiltOval Frames, Oar
manufacturing facilities enable ns to furnish all articles in this line os low in prices as oan be found
elsewhere. We invite purchaser, to call and examine our very Hue Engravings at whioh we hare a
The Trade

Railroad Hotel

Co.,

great

These debts have been incurred for the naUonal defence, upon which ground alODe justice demands their assumption by the United
States, and still more loudly is it called lor by
the fact that sources of revenue hi the States
have been dried up by Congressional action.—
Should you concur iu this view of the subject,

on

Hot. 1 amd S

newest and

—FOE—

workmen char-

fuck*
A idross Hiram Tuoker, 117 and 119 Court st.,

ft Looking Glasses;

Manufacturers of all kinds ol

Bearls^Nook-Ties,

Octal-dtf

Ohambtrt

Hugh

Paintings, Engravings,

And Curer of Extra

ap# dt,

AND FURNISHING GOODS,

126

;

Looking

set up in the best manner, and aii
country faithfully execated. Ah

READY-MADE CL0THIN8

HO.

Exchange Su,

Picture Frames and

or

attended to. Constantly
J°bWj^PrB“Ptiv
SHEET LEAD and BEEE
LEADTIPES,

COMMISSION

vis:—Doeskins, CassiSatinets, all wool Snirtiag, Under Shirts and
Drawers, DeLaius, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
Embossed all wool Table Covers, Sontags, Hoods,
Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen

CHAS.

arranged and

___Jylldtf

Manufacturers of all kind, of

Photographs,

Closets,

Kannfhotnrers and Wholesale Dealers in

j!

R.J.D.LABRABEE&CO.,
No.

Oil

OF

and Water

PUMPS of all descriptions.

marchlOdtf

Consisting of tbe following,

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS.

«o.,

,

Oolite and 8ploes pnt up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trad, at short
notice.
ET All geode entrusted, tthe owner’s risk.

stock of

FAM0Y GOODS,

Auction Sales

—

Q-RA 1ST T

arge variotv.

Exchange Street,

Formerly occupied by Stewart k Pierce,

delivered at any port required.
McGIDVEBY, KYAH fc DAVIS.

-FOB-",

SPII4U

of Water Fixtures tor DweiEVJ?®Y,„de80riPti0B
liag Houses, Hotels, Publio Buildings, Shops.

*iBd8

9515,040

From loans permanent and
temporary,
2,965,000 00
From all other sources.
309.513 48
It appears that a debt of $2,965,OOu baa been
created during the past year which added to
that existing January 1864, makes the whole

Warm, Cold and Shower b.tlu, wa.h
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

orders in town

a

ducing

been—
From State taxes assessed
prior to 1864,
State tax of 1864,

j

«J. T. Lewis <Sz>

Wholesale Dealer in all hinds of

This

JUST

Pumps

Interest thereon,
cities and
towns money advanded in

reluiidiug

For other war purposes,
The receipts in the same

SO> 131EXCHAME
STBEET,
V PORTLAND, MB.

FRAMES

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
the

Oomp'y.

GRANT’S COFFEE ft 8PI0E KILLS.

BanH.

hopef ul promise.
To God, in His infinite mercy, let us render
the homage of our thanks for His
goodness to

1863, for relief of soldiers’
families,
For bounties,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Force

asking

the assumption by the United States oi the
States, counties, cities and towns, incurred in aid of the general government in
the prosecution of the war. This was enforced by a speech of eminent ability and research, presenting precedents for the measure
in the uniform past action of the government,
at the same time
demonstrating its justice by
debts of

period nave

*K>do
300 do Nary Fine
Delivered in Portland or Bottom.
Beth, April38.1888

at short notice and

69

Canvas,

Bath, Me.

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Nails, ft.,

ueree,

Spring-Bed

Old Silver
au««dSm

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

P. •—Highest prices paid for Second-Hand FurndecSdlm*
iture, Ao.

DEY AND

TO FURNITURE DEALERS I

Re-flnisbing

undersigned, agents of the abore Company,
are prepared to furnish suite of

HOYT A CO.

the Pott Office.
i»8w

Scotch

Attnoiate session oi Congress, a resolution
presented to the House of Represents
tives by a gentleman
representing this State
in part upon the floor of that body,
for
was

State. True, indeed, peace long hoped for,
has not yet returned to rejoice the hearts of
all our oountrymen, and the
carnage ot battle
still tills the land with anguish; yet the year
which has closed upon us, has been marked
with signal success and memorable achievement, and the opening year dawns radiant with

debt'and

ion of the market for the sale of Us securities,
and induce the purchase thereof by the people, they have been specially exempted trom
municipal and State taxation. The power to
do this has been judicially affirmed by the highest tribunal known to our laws,
Tne wisdom ol this policy f do not propose
to discuss. The consequence is to Increase
the burdens of State taxation upon the visible
lixed property in the States, by iuviting very
large investments in government securities.—
Coupled with these considerations, arises another, growing out of the exercise of the power by Congress,
grauting charters to the National banks and the imposition of snch taxes
upon existing State institutions as must compel them to throw aside their Sjate charters
and transform themselves into National banks,
or to surrender them and
quit the held. One
or the other of these alternatives awaits the
banks of Maine.
The surrender of each State charter involves a loss to the treasury of a tax which
from time immemorial has been paid by every
bank created by the laws ot the State. Iu the
outset, as soon as the system of National banks
was inaugurated, the
Legislature of this State
in the spirit of lairness and
justice, remitted
one half of the bauk tax, and authorized the
surrender of the charier of any bank by a vote
of a majority of its stockholders. The loss to
this State of revenue derived from this source
by the action of Congress on the basis pfthe
banking capital existing two years since, will
not be less than $80/100
per annum.
The case stands thus: while the States,
counties," cities and towns, in their efforts to
respond to the demands of the nation, have
incurred heavy debts, to meet which Increased
taxation is demanded,Congress devising means
to the same end, has impaired their ability to
provide for even their current, usual expenditures by the withdrawal on the one hand of a
large poriion of capital from liability to contribute to it, and on the other by the absolute
annihilation of long established sources of revenue-

Bouse of

Hepresentatiees :
1 congratulate yon upon the
auspicious cir-

For

MAKER

WARE,

Portland, Me.

WOULD

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

___aeptOdtf

PLUM BE It!

OV

Salceratus ft Cream Tartar,
Ntv Cofee and Spite Mills, 18 and 16 Union street,

O.,

GOVERNOR^ MESSAGE.

Manufactures to order and in the best manner. MO*
ttary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garment*.

Plater,

M AITOVACTUBBB

6, 1865.

FINANCES.

Reeves,

Tailor Ac Draper,
98 EXCHANGE
8T.t

COFFEE, SPICES,

inform the people ef Portland and vicinity that they have a good stock of

No. 86

■deolO

AND

PEARSON,

Jan.

this nation.

200»? doiStTgfiS^K,

Boom, 110 and 11* Sudbury St., Bolton, Mate

J.

HERSEY, Agent,

Sleighs,

New Bedford uopper

STORE!

Roofing

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.

Jnneltf

Sept 6.—dtf

COMPOSITION,

Ho. 18 Union 8treet.

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

Mo. 43, 46 and 47 Union St.

far men, at

Tucker’s Patent

and

Preble street, (Near Preble Honse,)
PORTLAND, ME.

New and Second-Hand

Auction Boom of C. £. Cotton,

and collars,
near

KIKBALh,

MAKUFAOTUBBB OF

complete business education.

IMt'OBVED

-FOB SAX.B BT-

THE

Concord, N- H.

THE

CAPS,
HABBIS’,

Hall,

Oollege,

most thorough and extensive Commercla
College iu Mew England, presents unequalled
1 waliuee lor imparting to young men and ladies a

M

Nutra

«altntlets

Portland, Me.

NSW HAMPSHIRE

tbeolty.

Tenders to state the

Preble Street,

SILVER

and those in want of goods in thin line, would
well to oill before purchasing elsewhere.

Wrecked at Portland.

goods.

LEMONT,

Also, liepairing and
Ware.

171 and 173 Middle Street.
AND

Jnneldtf

best manner.

made to order.

STOVES, STOVES!

COME

E.

in

Friday Morning,

The financial condition of the State, and the
provision to be made for meeting future calls
upon the treasury, will demand beyond any
other Bubject your most serious consideration.
The expenditures of the last
year have been for all ordinary civil purposes including payment of public

All kinds of JTare, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, &c., plated in the

pti7—dtf

or

FOBTLAND.

938 Congrets St., Opp. Court House, Portland, Me.

With the fhcilitieg afforded them they can get
up
any pieo© of work in their department of business
as wall and as cheap as can be done in Boston or
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F. Tracy, Traveling Asent.

cumstances under which you have assembled
to inaugurate anew the
government of the
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WILLIAM F. SONGEY &

Charles Blake,

Machine,

WILL

oan assure

OLD
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1*7 C mmeroial Street,

EXAMINATION

..e,•«,.«•,

WOOD AND COAL

Board at United Statea Hotel.

Simplicity & Perfection Combined
AN

170

D.,

OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

in the city.
The serricee of Mr. H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend tho

M.

(Late Songey, Cooper 4 Co.)

OF

Lower than any other Establishment

HUNKfNS,

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

GET THE BEST !

WHOLESALE OK RETAIL,

and they

S. C.

nov!6

THE EMPIRE!

EVANS, FLOCK,
sure
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A

CLEVELAND Sr OSGOOD, Sewing Machine’?
CALL AND EXAMINE
147

DENTIST,
Middl

Dr. J. HE. HEAJ D
disposed of his entire Interest in hfe
Office to Dr. 8. C. FEENALD, rrooId ohoeriully

Work executed in every part of the State.

KJT

KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.
Pertland, June 18,1884.
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Bates of Advertising:
One inch oi space in length of ooiumn, constitutes

DR. S. C. FERHALD,
SlfKBISOlS

rociuiB Daily PbbssIs published at *8.00
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Ihb M Aia a otatk Pbbss is
published every ThorsIsy morning,at S2.00 per annua, in ndvanoe; *2.28
if
within tin months; and *2.60, If payment he
paid
lelayed beyond the year.

osband,

A CARD.

SOfiUMACHBR,

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MS.
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low for Cash, at tho old

Mi idle street.

HAVING
Fresco and Banner Painter, reeoommend
him to his former patio ats and the pat*

Scotch Canvass.

PICTURE
No.

CHA8. J.
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Premium Paged Account Books.
PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 63 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
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TRUK * CO.,
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Treenails.

Furnishing: Goods,
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Bookseller, Stationer,

SSLS. Choioe Appplca, just received and

MACHINES l
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DAVIS, |
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SING ER-'S

JOHN T.OILMAN. Editor,
.nbiished at He. 82} KACHANGK STEKKl
,by
N. A. FOSTER & CO.
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Mo. 6 Lime

Pants, Vests,

All of whloh will be sold
atand of Lewis ft Smith.

Union Wharf.

DANFOBTH A CLIFFORD,

Beady-Made Overcoats,
And

No 485

To Grocers.

we

Undercoats,

now landing from soh
Powers, and for sale by
WALDEON f TKUe,

Amanda

Work.

We would inform onr flrienda end the pnblie tbit
intend to keep the beat the market affords, and
can aell at the leweat ratea.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We weald also rail attention to onr
nioe Custom
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Lana.)

John A. S.

Bye.

Wo. in Fore Street.

Beavers,
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at

▲Iso a fine stock of Cloths, such
▲merioan Moscow and Castor

Woodbury Dana, [

-i AA BBLS. Sweet Cider In store and for eale
A. T. HALL A CO.,
IUU by
No 1 Milk atreet, under Courier othoe.

Boys

and

May be found

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,
Portland,
Luther Dana,
)

Sweet Cider,

Fall and Winter Clothing!
For

BUSINESS CARDS.

KA TUBS. Choice Vermont Batter, for family
t/V/ u.t For sale by
TWITCHELL BEOS, ft CHAMPLIN,
82 Coml. St., Thomas Block.
deoSOdSt

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP
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MERCHANDISE.

TALL AND WINTER

CLOTHING!

■

1

State and the public in general, have
the strongest guarantee in the character of the
managers of these Institutions, that all their
obligations will be faithfully and promptly

discharged.

ENLISTMENTS, ETC.
1864 there have been sent
from this State 13 623 men, of whom 3,380
were enlisted- under tue call of October 1863,
Besides these, 3,525 veteran soldiers whose
term of enlistment in the organizations which
entered the service in the beginning of the
war, was about expiring, have re-enlisted.
Enlistments in the Navy for the same period
number 1846. The aggregate of these is 18,994 men whom Maine has in the year 1864,
contributed to the service of the countryequal to twenty regiments. All these have
received tu
bounty 0f the State. The same
proportional contribution or soldiers irou oil
the loyal States would constitute a force of
nearly three-fourths of a million. Allowances
of credits for naval enlistments anterior to the
past year have been made to the number of

During the year

3675.

During the same period the 3d,4tb, 5th, 6 th,
7th, 12th, 13th and 14th regiments have been
mustered out of service, the term of their
original enlistments having expired, and the
organizations disbanded. The number of men
actually retiring from service by these mus-

The residue of these
organizations who had re enlisted, or whose
original terms of enlistment had not expired,
have been transferred to other regiments.
At the present time there is probably a small
deficiency in the quota of this State upon the
call ot July 18th, 1864, for 500,000 men, but
enlistments are constantly progressing and I
doubt not in sufficient numbers very soon to
furnish the complement of the' State. The
President of the Uinted States has made
another demand for 300,000 men, to be enforced by a draft after the fifteenth of February
next.
The military position of the country
is such as to afford encouragement that this
requisition will be met with alacrity. The
staggering blows recently dealt npon the
military power of the rebels in the west and
south, furnish a cheerful augury that the end
is approaching and the country will not willingly lose the advantages gained by wlthho'ding any needfal support.
Until the last calls, Marne has met every demand upon her for troops, not by constructive credits, but by the bone and sinew of her
people. She will continue to do so to the
end. I am confident that her citizens will
have no cause to blush at a comparison of her
ters

out, is about 2000.

efforts with those of her sisters to sustain the
government of our fathers. Authentic returns establish the fact that more than 61,000
of her sons have been in the military and naval service oi the nation since the commencement of the war—a number very nearly equal
to one-tenth of the whole population of the
State, embracing both sexes and all ages.
The report ot the Adjutant General, furnishing the history of our soldiers the past
year in full detail will make an honorable
record for our State. It would be invidious
for your chief magistrate in a communication
to the Legislature to designate any single instances of heroic sacridces where there have
been so many. The disastrous campaign upon the Bed river, the mnrderous march from
the Kapidan to Petersburg—almost a continuous battle—and the brilliant campaign in the
Shenandoah, all attest the bravery and heroism
of our soldiers. Maine mourns the loss of
thousands of hersons on these various fields

of conflict, all of whom have laid down their
lives for their country. Thej families and
friends of the fallen receive ths sympathy of
every patriotic heart. The noblest tribute
that can be paid to their memories, is the
steadfast maintenance of the cause, in support of which they have perished.
BOUNTIES.

Intimately connected with and affecting the
financial condition of the State, the subject of
paying bounties is deserving attention. This
system, inaugurated at tho outset of the war,
providing at first for the payment of two
months wages to privates and non-commissioned officers

as an inducement to volunteerhas overleaped the prudent limits then
established and earned the creation of a very
large State and mnniclpal debt. The magnitude of the present bounty has been reached
in consequence of the competition of the various cities and towns, which in their anxiety
to fill their quotas and escape a draft, stimulated overbidding upon each other. In addition to the evil ot an accumulating municipal
debt, there arose another growing ont of the
permission at onjj time to enlist men without
regard to their residence, and crediting them
to the quota of the place paying the bounty.
The direct effect of this was entirely to deprive the poorer towns and plantations, particularly in the northern border counties, of the
benefit of tho enlistment of theirown citizens,
from their utter inability to enter the list
against larger and more wealthy towns In the
offer of pecuniary inducements.
To prevent these mischievous results, and
hoping to check the tendency to a ruinous expenditure, the Legislature, at its last session,
enacted a law for the payment of a uniform
bounty by the State. The liberality of this
provision was such as to command the belief
that the men needed could be obtained by it,
and that all portions of the State would be
enabled, the poor as well as the wealthy, to
fill their quotas. Until the last call for five
hundred thousand men, thn law operated as

ing,

When this call was made for men
single year, the bounty ot one hundred dollars paid by the State, was thought to
be Insufficient, and the old mode of paying
bounties by cities, towns and associations of
individuals was again resorted to.
Intended.
to serve

a

The system originated at

was no

a

military organization,

time when there
State or nation-

al, by which service could be made
compulsory, to invite volunteers to meet the
pressing
necessities of the hour. The United States
have since established a
system lor enrolling
and calling out the
national forces, which is
adequate to the object lor which it was created. it very
able-bodied citizen between the
ages of twenty and lorty-flve. Is held
sunject
to iu provisions without
distinction. The

necessity originally existing for the payment
oi bounties has ceased, for the
government
can reach the men it needs.
The large boon
ties paid the past year in other States as
well
as this, have given rise to
great abuses. Men
have been found base enough, and in
large
numbers too, to enlist, get their
bounty aud
desert, go to another place, re-enlist, receive
another bounty and desert again. There is
reason to believe that this has been
practiced
to a great extent.
Othirs, unlit by reason of
years or some covert disability, have beep
mustered into service, paid their bounty and
gone directly to the hospital, and ere long
discharged pocketing the fruits ot their frauo.
The consequence is that quotas are tilled bat
roldierg not obtained, and it is soon found
that anotiter call must be made to
supply the
lack of numbers created by these
delinquent
proceedings, and thb same system of fraud repeated. Another evil has likewise arisen, and
that is the creation of a class oi chtcaliera d'
Industrie, called substitute brokers, who are
believed to have been largely instrumental in
the perpetration of these irauds, aud
by whom
many a soldier has been swiuoled out of the
greater part of the bounty to which he is entitled. I recommend in regard to this employment, that a heavy doty for a license
should be imposed upon those
practising i>,
and that their qualifications be defined
by law.
Among other abuses is that of enticing boys
under age to enlist,destitute of mental or bod
ily stamina to flt them for soldiers, without the
consent of their parents.
Severe penalties
should be prescribed for such practices, as well
as ror all the various trauduleut artifices
by
which soldiers are defrauded \jf the bounty of
the government. It is within the province of
the Legislature to protect our citizens
against
these frauds.
If the government of the United States
would adopt a regulation that every broker
who put into tbe service ^recruit that subsequently deserted, should be summarily seized
and put into the army to make good tho place
of the deserter, a considerable portion of the
evils inflicted by this class upon the community and government would be cured.
I respectfully submit, whether from economic considerations and tne good of the cause, it
id not time that this whole matter should be
revised. Embarrassment of the finances of
our State will inevitably ensue from the continuance of the system as at present existing.
That a liberal, even generous provision should
be made for those who may be obliged to enter
the army, I unhesitatingly admit and cheerfully concur iu, but it should be in some mode
better adapted to keeping up the numbers of
the army than that now practised, in lieu of
the bounty now paid, let the Slate eslabli-h an
addition to tbe monthly wages of tbe soldier,
to be paid while he remains in the service.
This will most effectually pat a stop to the
swindling operations which have absorbed
thousands of dollars.
If it is o Injected that unless tbe present policy is persevered in, men from this State will
be tempted to go to other States which pay
large bounties, and that Maine will thus lose
her own citizens, by whom her
quotas ought
to be Ailed, the answer is at hand. The number of men called for from a State is based
upon the enrolments of persons Of military age,
resident therein. A State, in equity, is entitled to the credit of every person so enrolled
who may enlist in the service of the United
States, while his name is borne on the rolls 01
such State, without regard to the place
qf his
enlistment. Congress can, by amending the
law regulating euroltneuis provide that each
person duly enrolled shall be held to military
service in the state in which he is so enrolled
for the period of one year from the date therein.
mese lists are puonc
records, easy or access, ami there would be no difficulty in tracing any case that might arise of an individual
improperly attempting to transfer his services.
This would effectually cut off competition between States and leave to each all its own cltiaeus or military age io meet the calls upon li
tor soldiers.
The extension of this rule to
sab-districts in the same State would save a
vast amount of trouble aud expease to them,
as well as vexation to all concerned in an official capacity, in settling questions of quotas
and allowances. This proposition so lair in
itself and so just to the Sta es, must commend
itself to the favorable considerations of Congress.
With these brief suggestions, JL commend
this whole matter to your serious considers
lion, trusting yon may be able to devise some
measure by which the treasury may bo protected from plunder, and it is hardly necessary
to add, the only treasury we have is the pockets
of the people.
HOSPITALS, ETC.
In compliance with a resolve of the Legislature, early in April last 1 made personal ap-

plication

to the authorities at
Washington lor
the establishment in this Stale of a General
for
the
accommodation
of our sick
Hospital,
aud wouoded soldiers. While met by a very
friendly disposition, the pressnre of business
growing out of the preparations for the then
ensuing campaign, was such as to preclude
that consideration which the subject required.
Subeequentiy, in the month of May, I renewed
the sppllcation with success. An' order was
issued turning over Camp Fiy and Camp
Keyes, at this place, to the medical department, for hospital purposes. The accommodations furnished by these buildings, not hav
ing been originally designed lor the purpose,
were not very convenient, but such as they
were.ihey gladdened the heart of many a soldier who pined to breathe the air of bis native

State.

Dr. Brickett was placed in charge of
hospital, and immediately engaged in
proving aud enlarging the arrangements,

the
imfor

the comfortable accommodation of the patients. Upon his application, approved by the
Medical

Inspector

of this

department,

orders

isaued for the construction of additional
wards, buildings lor laundry, ntess room and
officers’ quarters, and the introduction ot an
adequate supply of water, all of which has
were

been accomplished, so that it is now a conve
nient and well appointed ho-pltal, with beds
for the accommodation of eignt hundred patients. During the summer the buddings at
Camp Keyes have furnished quartets lor quite
a large number, but being rough strucluies,
intended only for the temporary occupation o!
recruits, they are uiiflt for habitation in the
severer m milts, with the exception of two or
three which have been repaired and made

comfortable

tor

convalescents.

establishment of this bospital,
twenty five hundred soldiers have been ad
Five hundred have
raltted for treatment.
Since the

passed through it. Eight hundred and seventy-one have returned to duty with their regiments. Fifty five have been discharged for
permanent disability, one hundred and twenty three transferred to other hospitals, twentyfive have died, and thirteen deserted.
The sanitary results here presented, are of
a most satisfactory character, and I do not
doubt that very many lives have thus, been
must have been lost, had th# pa
tients remained lu hospitals no farther south
than New Yolk.
It affords me pleasure to state that in ail my
intercourse with General Barnes, Surgeon
General of the Uhited States Army, and with
Medical Director McDougall and Medical Inspector LymJn, of'Sbtf Department of the

saved, which

East, touching

the matter of the

hospital, and

welfare of our soldiers generally, my
wishes have been met with the greatest cheer
fulness aud courtesy, and the State is under
great obligations to these gentlemen. The efforts which have been made by the authorities
of the nation to provide adequately for its sick
and wounded soldiers, have been upon the
largest aud most liberal Beale ever attempted
by any people, and as a general remark the
hospitals are worthy ot the government. The
gratitude manifested by our unfortunate
soldiers, who have been transferred home, is
ample demonstration of the value, not to say
the necessity, of the establishment of a hospital here. Many applications for transfer have
been unavoidably postponed, in consequence
Of the hospital being filled to its utmost capacity. I hope to be able to obtain an enlargethe

ment of its accommodations, and, if successful in this effort, the wishes of many more to
be removed near their homes, will be gratified. As It Is at present new transfers cannot
be obtained until room Is made by the dis-

charge

of present occupants.
At the citv of Portland the needs of soldiers
sick and wounded, in transitu to their home*,
or hospital, have been moat generon-lv attend
ed to, by the kind and ever reads liberality ot'
its ct'iz-ns, aided by the treasury of the State.
Tills being tile first prominent poiht of arrival
in the State, the demands upon the charities
of her people h ive been very great, and have
been met In a manner highly honornbie to the
citizens of our commercial metropolis.

The great number of soldiers returning, en*
feebled by sickness and casualties,
residing in
the eastern and northeastern
portion 01 uie
State, passing through Bangor, the terminus
of railroad
transportation in that

rendered
necessary the
to take care of those

adoption

direction,

ol measures

that point of
distribution. The Mayor and citlzeus of that
city, with the energy and liber aliry so peculiarly and honorably its characteristic, immediately by private contribution, undertook to
supply the need. Alter a time it became evident that it was too
heavy a tax upon their
chanties, and by order 01 the Executive Council, the same was assumed by tne state. I at
once entered into correspondence with the
Medical Department of the United States, upon the subject of this Soldiers’
Best, to procure
its adoption
by the general government, in
which 1 was successful,
except that the rent
ot the
necessary buildings is paid by the State.
Immediately after the inaguration of active
hoatiliiies, gentlemen resident in the city of
Washington, formerly citizens of Maine, and
the members of Congress from this Siate, established the Maine Soldiers’ Belief Association, supporting it by their own contributions.
My immediate predecessor arranged with this
Association to provide for the necessities of
our soldiers in thst quarter, paying a
monthly
stipend of two hundred dollars and discontinued other existing agencies. This was found to
be economical and effective. The advance in
the cost of every article of consumption, together with the largely increased number of
soldiers requiring its care and attention, rendered it both just and necessary to enlarge
the compensation allowed and it bas been raised to three hundred dollars per month.
The rooms occupied as the headquarters of
this society are immediately sought out by

arnvrng

soldiers arriving

our

at

at

Washington, needing

aid of whatever kind, and they are at once attended to. Iia employees also are in active
personal communication with the army, leiwarding packages to soldiers and furnishing
from its own sources, such aid as it may be
able to afford.
uo

not Hesitate to

commend inis Associa-

tion to the charities of our people, with the
assurance that, whatever may be given 1o it,
will be distributed with fidelity, and whatever
is sent to its care for any particular organisation or indtvlda&l, will be forwarded with
punctuality and despatch. From its constant

with our soldiers, their particular necessities are better understood at this agency
than elsewhere.' The support heretofore extended to it from the treasury should,dn my
judgment, be continued, and I trust it may be
fostered .by the contributions of the people,
as one ot the most direct channels
through
which they will reach their objects.
The agencies which have existed since the
first year of the war, at the cities of New York
and Philadelphia, rendered necrsssiy by the
large number of sick and disabled soldiers passing through those great thoroughfares and
arriving at the exteusive hospitals is the vicinity of those cities, have been continued at
a moderate expense.
I take pleasure in bearing witness to the fidelity with which Col. F.
E. Howe, at the former, and Col., Robert R.
Corson, at the latter place, have executed
contact

their responsible trusts.
In this connection, it would be improper to
pass in silence the Sanitary and Christian Commissions. The former has been the recipient

of the most stupendous charities the world evwitnessed and right nobly has it executed
its trust, as is known to every soldier in the
army and I cheerfully bear my owo testimony
to its readiness to meet any demaud made upon it.—The Christian Commission baa performed tire labor its name implies, dispensing
bodily comforts aud spiritual ministrations.
Its uncompensated agents have lajlhluily performed their sell imposed duties, msuy of them
at the expeuse ol ruined constitutions, acd the
grave folds in its embrace others who have
sacrificed their lives iu its service. I trust
that the people will not Bhorten their charities
or withold their support to these moat meritorious Instrumentalities.
And, in conclusion, it is with pride and
pleasure that I acknowledge the whole-souled
and Christian generosity with which the people
of Maine, in every locality, have responded to
the numerous and urgent appeals in behalf of
the soldier.
er

FUGITIVES FROM THE DRAFT.

To dll the armies of the Union as rapidly
as the
exigencies dsmjuuied.it became necessary lor the government to enforce xte t»w

providing tor a dratt.
people as a body, it is

To the credit of our
but just to say that a
ready obedience was rendered, and in most

localities every effort wss made by municipal
authorities and citizens to comply wlih the requisitions of the government, and the quotas
were largely filled by volunteers. Exc‘ p ions,
however, I am mortified to tay, in t< me quarters arose. Ia one instance, a person in the

employ

of the Provost

District, in the discharge
brutally murdered.
In

numerous

Marshal of the Fifth
of a public duty, was

instances, individuals drafted

have expatriated themselves to avoid rendering service to their country. It is an oft-repeated truism that every able-bodied citizen of
the legal age owes military service o bis coun-

try. Inasmuch as no general military organ!
zation exists in the country from which tbe
men needed to reinforce armies in tbe field
can be detailed, it is Impossible to provide any
system which shall levy its burdens more fairly than that created by the laws of tbe United States, “for enrolling and calllrg out the

national forces.” These laws were enacted to
provide for the contingency of the failure of
volunteers to snpply tbe required recruits, upon whom the country, in the commercement
of the war, relied. Under them, who shall
be called npon to fill the ranks is determined
by lot.
COAST AHD HARBOR DEFENCES.

At an

early day after

my secession to the

Chief Magistracy, my attention

was

attracted

the condition ot the coast deducts ot tbe
State. The government of the United States,
the previous year, had constructed earthworks
fur batteries, and mounted cannon at various
points, but there wero neither soldiers in
charge nor barracks for their accommodation.
In this condition or affairs, the batteries were
worse than useless, as a small force couli have
captured them and turned the guns upon tbe
towns they were designed to defend. In view
of this state of facts, I addressed the War Department upon tbe subject. Authority was
granted for raising several companies of coast
guards to be mustered into tbe service of the
United States and subject to be ordered whomever the exigencies of tbe country might reto

quire. Three companies were accordingly recruited, two of which, soon alter entering the
service, were ordered on duty in the defences
near Washiugton.tbe third being distributed to
tbe several batteries constituting the nucleus
of a garrison which could readily be reinforced

Barracks, convenient and of
also been erected,
all that could be dethese
defences
rendering
sired. What mischief may have been averted
Uy these preparations. It is impossible to say,
but without them almost our entire coast was
au luvitiog field for plunder and destruction,
which a single ember could have visited, laid
in time of need.

adequate capacity, have

under contribution and escaped before capture
was possible.
Incidents which have occurred indicate
very clearly what might have happened bat
fbr timely precaution. Aa early as July, intimations were received that an attempt was
to be made by confederalea coming from the
Province ofXew Brunswick, to commit depredations upon the city ol Calais. Having time-

ly notice, due preparation was made for their
reception aud capture. Three ouly ot the
miscreants made their appearanee, at mid day,
for the purpose of robbing the bank of that
place. There is evidence that the original
party was much larger. Those who made the
demonstration were disappointed in not being
joined by their comrades, and were instantly
arrested by the authorities, have been tr'ed,
convicted and sentenced, and arc now suffering the peraity awarded tbeir crime, wiih the
exception of one, who escaped from the State
Prison. The leader of this band avowed hlui-eli an officer in the confederate service, and
That his associates were also confedera'es
There was noihiug in their conduct incompatible with the character which they claimed.
An attempt was subsequently made to surprise the battery at Castine, the facts in relation to which are well known. It has been
suggested that this was simply a feint, designed to alarm the garrison and create a mom- ntary sensation. That it was snch can hardly
be credited. The love ot mischief, simply,
would be an insufficient motive to lead men
ftitO' actual danger, and it mnst bave been
known that the garrison would employ deadly
—

weapons against any body attempting a surat lenst, the probabditv o' it* dnirg so
was so crest that it is not ratknal to b«Heve
it could have been approached as it was except for a serious purpose.
These incidents, apparently insignificant,
read by thn lleht of what has ocenr ed t bewbere on the Iwirder, afford eel >r to the presumption that they were a port ion of a series
of attempts plotted sort organized
pen Ibe
soli of our neutral neighbors, 1 did n it feel
at liberty to
neglect these monitions, tad took
I such steps as appeared necessary to
guard

prise;

occurrence of actual mischief, re*
co operation of the War Departcelvlug
Over-caution is better than neglect.
ment.
Ever; able-bodied citizen owing service,
up >u wbom the lot falls, is bound by every
priuclpie of patriotism, every incentive of
honor, every obligation of tbe law, to come
forward aud go into me ranks or furnish a
substitute. Disregarding all these considerations, men have been found so unpatriotic,
base aud cowardly, as to seek in flight to a
foreign country, au escape Irom the performance of the duty they owed the r own, the ;
benefit and blessings of whose institutions they
have enjoyed, worthless poltroons aud traitors
as they have proved themselves to be. If the
exhibition of personal unwortbiness was the
end of such conduct, I would pass it over in
silence lor the credit of the State, which is disgraced b / such citizens, lint it rests not here.
Tue quota of each town must be filled, and
tae desertion of auy of the number drawn compels the renewal of the draft until it is. The
coasequeuce is that the burden Is cast upon
the loyal aud Union loving men, and they are
required to staud not only in their own but in
the lot of those base fugutives.
It is true that they are liable under tbe laws
of the United States lor desertion; it is true
that they briug upon themselves the scorn and
detestation of every patriotic citizm, which
would be punishment enough for any soul
sensitive to the promptings of an honorable
emotion, but men who are guilty of such gross
dereliction of duty as is implied in the failure
to respond to the call of their country, purposely expatriating themselves at a time when
their services were urgently needed, compelling their manly aud loyal Tieighbora to meet
their obligations, morally forfeit the right to

against ths
tbe

American citizenship.

dent to tattle the

question of the value of this

the propriety of Inaugurating another. The friends of the Normal School profess to be satisfied with the beginning. That
it may be a perfect success is certainly to be

school, or

desired.

A disposition for some years past has been
manifested to abolish the office of Superintendent of Common Schools, and it is believed

most
has prevented it. At the present time there is no
such embarrassment, the late Superintendent
with
having resigned his position to participate

unwillingness to displace
worthy and competent official, alone

that an

you as a

a

lawgiver.

Whether the salary ot this office and the
other expenses arising therefrom, can be saved
to the treasury without injury to the educational interests of the State, is tor you to demine. The suspension of this office for a time
will prove or disprove its value. If on trial
it is found expedient, it will be easy to restore

it.

the whole subject to your consideration, I shall defer most cheerfully to
your decision, whatever it may be.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.
Under the “Rrsolve relating to the establishment of a college for tho benefit of Agriculture aud the Mechanic Arts,” approved
March 24'. h, 1864, Honorable Messrs Wm. G.
Crosby, Joseph Eaton and Samuel F. Perley,
were appoiuted by the Governor and Council,
Commissioners to perform the duties thereby
created and defined.
These gentlemen have proceeded to the discharge of the trust confided to them with that
intelligence and fidelity demanded by the
public expectation, and of which their char-

Commending

adequate a guarantee. A full reportof all the propositions submitted to them
for consideration, accompanied by their own
reasouiugs and conclusions upon the subject,
will be submitted to the Legislature at au early day. Tbis report will, I doubt uot, receive

acter was so

A man who thus wantonly repudiates the
claims of hl» government at, such a crisis, deserves the withdrawal of its blessings and protection forever; and I submit whether it is
not a duty devolving upon you iu behalf of the
at your hands the consideration to which it
loyal citizens of Maine, to devise some mode will be entitled, and, I trust, may aid you maby whlcu tbis class of persons shall be perpet- terially in the settlement of the subject to
ually disfranchised and cease to be citizens of which it relates.
In other States the subject ot tne most apthis State.
While the defenseless condition or oar
propriate disposition of the endowment granshores excited apprehension, similar fears
ted by the Uuiled States for Agricultural Colwere entertained for the safety of our coasting
leges, has not been unattended with difficulla the month of Slav last, having
commerce,
ties, arising in part from the lack of that
been placed in possession of evidence tending
experience which practically and wisely
That diversities ot
to
that
the
rebels
to
show
settles such questions.
designed
strongly
visit the coast with destructive purposes, 1
opiuion will arise with you is to be expected,
forwarded it to the authorties at Washington, but the people will look with confidence to the
coupled with a request that a patrol of gun- Legislature lor the adoption of a policy which
boats should be established aud maintained for
shall secure the greatest possible amount of
the protection of our property by seaand land
benefit attainable with the means at your conThat there was good reason for asking the adop
trol.
tion of this precautionary measure, the earMy own opinions upon this subject have
ly subsequent destruction ot numbers of ves- undergone no change within the year, and I
sels jtist outside Penobscot Bay, aud iu sight
again take the liberty to reiterate the sentiof laud, clearly demonstrated. The routes of
ments heretofore expressed, that the objects
our coasters upon the ocean are as well-defined
of tbe grant and the interests of the State will
as highways and railroads upon the land.
b8 best promoted by a connection of the proThese traversed by gunboats, with suitable
college with some one of the established
posed
coaling stations in our harbors, so as to avoid literary institutions ot the State, unless the
the necessity of temporary withdrawal, would
national grant is largely increased by private
effectually protect that interest and secure the contributions. The funds to be derived from
expo^d aud otherwise defenseless towns situ- the sale ot the scrip will be utterly inadequate
ate la close proximity to the sea, from hostile
to tbe maintenance of an independent instituattack. The extensive demands upop the Na- tion, and the financial condition of the State
vy Department for blockading purposes have
forbids that one shall be established upon the
hitherto perhaps prevented duo attention to foundation of taxing the people for its supthis matter, but it is certainly to be desired that
port. I invoke for the settlement of this
in future, something more than an occasional
question vour most impartial and dispassionate
visit by a gunboat may be ordered along the
consideration.
coast.
The resolve contingently authorizing the
SOLDIEB8' VOTE.
Governor to dispoec of the scrip issued to the
lbe Kesolves providing lor an amendment
It will be
State, has not been executed.
of the Constitution to allow soldiers absent proper that some new provision upon this subfrom the State to vote for Governor, Senators, ject shall be made by yon daring the session.
Representatives and County officers,’' passed I would respect'ully ask that the responsibiil
by tbe last Legislature, having beeu duly sub- ty of disposing of this scrip may not be demitted to the people tor approval, were sanc- volved solely upon the Executive, bnt that
tiooed by a larger vote aud more
emphatic others, to be designated by the Legislature,
unj irity than ever attended any other propo- shall be associated with him in the discharge
sition changing the organic law of the State. of this delicate dnty.
On the sixth day of October I issued a
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.
proclamation as required, announcing their
The public institutions lor ihe relief of the
That
so
adoption.
simple an act of justice unfortunate or the puniBbment and reform of
should be accorded to our fellow citizens, wUo
tlie criminal patronized or maintained by the
have, in the spirit of the loftiest patriotism, State have been visited the past year by the
encountered voluntarily the deadliest perils in
Governor and Council.
behalf of our common country, was to have
The Perkins Institute for the blind at South
beeu expected, and it is only a mutter of surBoston and the American Asylum for the
prise that it should uot have beeu done by an Deaf and Dumb at Hartford are too well
eatirely unanimous popular expression. The known to require any special notice.
The
amendment could hardly be said to confer any benefits rendered by each to the class of unnew right, but simply afforded the soldier, an
fonnoates coming under their special care
able by reason of his duty and position to rewould be utterly astonishing If they had not
turn to bis home, au opportunity to exercise
become so familiar.
the most precious privilege attaching to the
The past year the number of beneficiaries
American freemau. The spirit which would
supported by the State has been seven at the
deny this opportunity is uot far removed from Institute for the Blind and thirty-three at the
that which would disfranchise a people. Tue
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, and I unheslaws in regard to voting for the Electors of itatingly say, that in my judgment, no public
President ymd Vice President of the United expenditure has been made lor more worthy
States, and for members of Congress aud va- objects or attended with any better results.
rious State officers created by latv, were modi- I I
cheerfully commend to the Legistsluts a
fled to meet the new condition of affairs, and
continuance of its patronage to these instituallow tue absent soldier to participate with
tions.
the citizen at home in the selection of those
The Asylum for the Insane has been filled
who should be called to hold the helm of to its utmost capacity with ps'lents and unState in t n-—— tmuwous times.
able to receive all the applicants for its treatTo carry out these new provisions, I apment.
The report of the Superintendent will
Commissioners
to repair to the varipointed
acquaint you with the details of its operations
ous military Departments in which Maine
and being under your own eye during the sessoldiers were serving, talcing with them all sion of the
Legislature you will have ample
necessary blanks and baliois lor the candidalei opportunity to judge of its management, its
for Presidential electors and State officers
usetulness, and its ability to meet the necessinominated by each political party, with Inties or the State. The expense of supporting
structions to them to furnish the same to evhe inmates chargeable to the State has inery military organization, detachment or
squad creased with the advance in prices; this is unbelonging to the State, that the soldiers might avoidable and without a remedy. in looking
have enure freedom in the selection of such
at the vast usefulness of this institution the
as they might choose to cast.—I have
wonder is how the State ever got on without
every
reason to believe that these instructions were
it.
fail Ufully observed.
The visit to the Reform School was both inrn > whole number of votes throwu
by the structive and gratifying and served to disabuse
soldiers was four thousaud nine hundred and a
portion of the visiting board of erroneous
fifteen, of which due return was made, accom- opinions. It is to be looked
rather as a
panied by certified poll lists showing the name 're uge for misfortune than upon
a receptacle for
of each person voting.
criminals. Judging from the appearance and
To meet the allegation that fraud
might be size of the children there it would seem that a
practiced, by the same persons voting at home
majority quite large are hardly to be regarded
in Sspie uberand at
camp in November, as well as either legally or morally accountable.
as to detect any false
return, I caused a circuThey are indeed the children of misfortune,
lar to be addressed to the various cliles, towns
irpbaus by the loss of parents or made worse
and plantation* requesting them to iorward to
than orphans by parental criminality, cast up
the Secretary ol State a certified copy of the
on society with none to care for or be interestcheck-lUt used in the two elections, noting
ed in th°m, to live in the purlieus of our cit
thereon every person who voted at either.—
ies, coming in contact with vice in every form
Fiom the comparison of these with the polltnd exposed to its pernicious example until
lists of the soldiers, it is very clear that the
pr some petty offence they find themselves
returns of the soldiers’ votes were free from
for the first time in their lives brought
perhaps
any suspicion ot wrong.
within the sphere of virtuous and Christian in1

THE NATIONAL CEMETERY.

The Legislature of 1834 appropriated the
of $2300 as the supposed proportion oi
this State for improving the ground* -<nd
ereciing a monument in the National Cemetery, dedicated as the last resting place ot the
soldier* who were slain at the battle of Gettyssum

burg.

Circumstances well understood, have caused

the cost to be very much increased beyond the
estimates, chiefly growing out of the Urge ad
vauce lu prices, or more
properly speaking,
the depreciation of our currency. The asaoci
atlou having this patriotic labor in
charge,
have voted to apply to Congress for an appro
to
it.
Should
this
priation
complete
prove
successful, no further call will be made upon
the States; failing this, quite a number of the
States have already indicated a willingness to
contribute their proportion to finish it. I submlt that .you take such action as the dignity
and honor of this State requires in the premises. The report of the Commissioner will be
submitted to you.
I venture to renew the
recommendation,
submitted last year, that some provision be
made, by which the names and memories ot our
fallen soldiers shall be preserved. Monuments
have, In some few instances, been erected by
private contribution If a law (should be enacted authorizing all our municipalities to
erect these monuments to their own
soldiers,
to be paid for from their
respective treasuries,
the object would be
effectually accomplished,
would, not then be left to the

individual liberality.

accident of

MILITIA.—

1 ^ddre8s J

honor to submit to
Legislature of 1884, at the commencement
ot the session, the necessity of an
organized
Militia, and the adoption of a system to secure
it, was presented at length. The conviction
of the jus ice of those views has
derived
strength from the occurrences of the past year.
A State which does not
possess a military
Force within the reach of the Chief
Magistrate,
for the enforcement of the laws, the
preservation of order, resistance to attack and to
guard
against violence, is deBcient in one of the vital
fhai
the

elements constituting % State.
Without physical power to enforce them,
the laws are but empty threats,
furnishing ro
safety against the violence of the lawless,
who in small numbers may combine to resist
tb“m.

It is unnecessary for me to reiterate what
said on the lorraer occasion. The Constitution of tho State requires It. internal security demands it, and without it we are helpless against external attack.
The incidents of the past year have demoo
etrated the necessity of this
proposition, and I
trust you will not
separate without making
adequate and ample provision In this regard.
EDUCATION.
The Normal School at Farmington commenced operations the past season, although
the sale of land designed for Its
suppflrt had
not. been made.
The arrangements tor opening having ail been entered into it was deemed
advisable to advance the requisite funds for
the payment of teachers, from the
contingent
fund of the Governor and Council, to be reimbursed Irom the proceeds of the sales of the
lauds »o be sold for its maintenance. This
School is but an experiment, in this State, and
was established upon the earnest and
persistent solicitation of tho«e who
b-iieved great ad
vauteges would result to the cause of education in Maine, therefrom. The
Council vMted
the School at the close of the fall term
but I was
prevented from doing so by causes beyond my
control. A single term is by no means sufflwas

port of their doing* which will be laid before
you in due seasonThe application was not successful, and one
of objection was the alvery strong ground
leged unfriendly action or the Legislature of
this State some years since, and still unrepealed, in regard to connections with railroads
west of Portland baying their termini at BosI would respectfully call your attention
ton.
to this subject for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the supposed exigency which called
for this legislation exists at this time. In the
sarly history of railroads in this State, certain

regarded as indispensable, the
wisdom of which has hardly been justified by
experience. That the legislation referred to,
belongs to that class is more than probable.
A neighboring State can hardly be expected
to contribute in aid of an enterprise, in the

policies

were

benefits ol which it is not to be allowed a participation. It is only upon the ground of a
common interest to be promoted by the freest
inter-communication that any such claim for
co operation can be asked with prospect of
success. In addition to a common interest believed to exist, there are some considerations
connected with the past history of the public
lands of Maine, formerly the joint property of
Massachusetts and our own State, which may
be fairly urged as a reason for seeking assistance from that commonwealth in aid of the
European and-North American Railway Company.
iwany years diuuo aunugcuicuiD ncic on
tered into between the two States for the management of their common domain, and among
other stipulations was one for the expenditure
01 the proceeds of the sales of the land and
timber, to the extent of not more than ten per
cent, in making improvements through these
lands by the construction of roads and rendering the watercourses navigable. But a very
small part of this sum was expended, as is well
kuowu to every person at all conversant with
the history or our public lands.
Again, the State of Maiue extinguished the
title of Massachusetts in these lands by purchase in 1853.—A bargain fairly made is binding upon both parties and not to be complained of, but if the State of Maine ever receives
from the land thus purchased a sum equal to
the interest of the principal paid for them, it
is as much as those well informed upon the

hi* flag, sought ignominious saftty on board
the neutral yacht so conveniently at hud for
bis rescue.. Winslow, the countryman of Decatur and Hull, has earned for himself a fame
as enduring as the mountain from which his
noble ship was named.
The youthful Cushing, glowing with the
same chivalrous spirit which animated Somers,
Wadsworth and Israel, to immolate themselves in the harbor of Tripoli, but more fortunate than they, by tbe destruction of the Albemarle, at such imminedt peril, well deserves
association with those honorable names.
Along with these, come Foote—sweet be
his sleep and hallowed his memory;—Porter
—a name of glory in our naval annals;—
Wordeu, the hero of the first combat of ironclads, and scores of others worthy the naval
genius ot our country.
The action of other nations has Inaugurated
a system of piracy (for it is not warfare) inviting the destruction of our commercial marine,
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expectations are eutertaiueu oy its
projectors and the public, resulting from the
developments of the northern portion of our

State
lor

well as
largely wilderness,
the increase of trade and business, which
now so

a

as

its connection with the neighboring provinces
will bring to our cities.
Last year I took occasion to commend to
the favorable consideration of the Legislature
the propriety of extending aid to an enterprise
designed to secure a more direct and shorter
communication between the Penobscot and
St. Croix rivers. I have seen no reason to
change my opinion as to the desirableness of
the measure. In ail matters relating to public
expenditures you are the guardians of the
interests oi the people, you will be heid responsible for them, and you must be the judges.
THE RECIPROCITY TREATY.
The President of the United States, in his
recent annual message to Congress, reccommeuded that notice of the abrogation of the
Reciprocity Treaty with Great Britain be authorized upon the ground of the financial necessities of the Nation. The popular branch
ban already acted affirmatively upon the suggestion aud the subject is uow before the Sen
ate, with the prospect of a speedy

~—.*-T:My own viewB upon this subject have been
publicly expressed heretofore. However favorable the operation of this treaty may have
been upon certain minor interests, I cannot
rence.

refrain from the expression that it has been
detrimental to two of the leading interests of
the State—her lumber and her agriculture—
in which so large a portion of our population
is engaged.
A

UNITED STATES SENATOR.
vacancy of a Senator in

Congress from
during the recess of the
occasioned
the
Legislature,
by
resignation of
the Hon. William P. Fessenden, for the purpose of accepting a position in the cabinet of
the President of the United States,
Under the provisions of the Constitution I
appointed Hon. Nathan A. Farwell Senator
ad interim.
Upon you devolves the duty of permanentthis State occurred

ly filling

the office.

NEW HAMPSHIRE RESOLVES.

A copy of certain resolves

passed by the
Legislature of New Hampshire in regard to

the construction of flsh wavs over the dams
the Connecticut, Merrimac and Saco
rivers, has been transmitted to me with a rethat
the 8&me be laid before the Legisquest
lature of Maine. With this request I most,
cheerfully comply, and invoke that consideration ofihe subject which the comity between
across
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town’squota.

day an apple pie two and a half feet in diameter.
jyThe evidence elicited respecting the Petersburg mine explosion is said to be favorable
to Gen. Burnside.
|y Next to the rhinooeros, said

Douglas Jerthere is nothing in the world armed like a
woman—and she knows it.

rold,

nothing to complain of except
the length of his address. In this respect only
it is not a model document according to our
notions of “the fitness of things.” If Governor Cony had been practising a dozen years in'
a daily paper, trying always to solve the problsm of crowding the largest possible amount
of matter into the smallest possible space, he
would have made a message that would have
caused the printer’s heart to leap for Joy; say
about one column and a half long.
We have no space to-day for comments upon this document even were they necessary,
but we see no necessity for them. Every person interested in the affairs of the State will
read it for himself, and all intelligent readers

jyA widow of forty-one years has just had
her broken heart healed by a verdict of $0000
from an unfaithful lover of 80, in Wayne county,
Ohio.
grThe editor of the Gardiner Journal, a
practical printer, always did hate the sight of
Old English type in books, thus showing his'

good taste.
gyThe Farmer reports that a lad 10 years of
age, named Colman Austin was seriously injured by getting his arm entangled in the water
wheel of the sash factory in Augusta, on Friday
last.

$y Rev. Horatio 3tebbins, we learn by a private letter from a well informed source, is proving very acceptable as minister of the Church of
are competent to make their own comments. •the Pilgrims (Unitarian) in San Francisco. “He
wins favor,” the writer says daily, “and I beWe commend specially tq the reader’s attenlieve he will be entirely successful here.” No
tion what the Governor says under the head higher compliment oould be paid to the sucof “Fugitives from the Draft,” and hope the cessor of Mr. King.—[Boston Transcript.
iy Lieut. J. 8. Hay of the 9th Me. Vols.,
legislature will heed the suggestion and cut off
all such skedaddlers from the
of met with an accident recently while riding at

privileges

State citizenship.
I

Glimpses of the Oapitol.
Augusta Jan. 5,1864.
The Legislature will have made by meridian
to-day most rapid progress towards getting
in good working order.
Scarcely twentyfour hours from the first stroke of the gavel
calling the members to order, before the organization will be complete; the Governor
inaugurated—his message delivered; the State
officers and Councillors elected; and the presiding officers ready to proceed with the usual
business of the session. This denotes work—
and a disposition to forward the business of
the State with great despatch.
The various officers, as announced in your
telegraphic columns, were nominated in convention last evening by acclamation, except
the State Treasurer.
For this nomination
there has been quite a sharp contest going on
The present invaluable
for several days.
incumbent is constitutionally disqualified for
a re-election at present, so that the place was
thrown open to competitors. The office Is of
great Importance at this crisis In our national
and State financea. It la not surprising that
the selection of a new mau should cause excitement and a variety of opinions. In the
Convention, this diversity shew itself. Some
half dozen candidates found zealous friends,
and the printed ballots were plentiful as snowflakes oa a wintry day. The prominent candidates were N. G. Hitchborn, of Stockton,
Geo. A. Frost, of Sanford, Marshall Cram of
Brunswick, James Drummond of Bath, and
D. L. Milliken, of Waterville. A good corps
to select from. Mr. Hitchborn came within
two votes of a nomination, and it was made
unanimous.

Thus a most important office was

filled in a

j

Sta'es demand.
meet the sacrifices and bear the burdens of
This is no new topic with the people of this
fluence.
The appearance ot the children was credit
State, legislation having often been sought for continued war is a marvelous testimony to the
steadiness of popular government and the
this same object, upon rivers,
title and their proficiency in the rudiments of
lying wholly
within the limits of Maine. The experiments capacity of mankind to sustain it. A war
education most satisfactory.
have not been satisfactory. Our rivers, the waged for less than the life of a nation freightThe sentence to the Reform School of a
young child during its minority, at first sight haunts of flsh in former times, ere yet the ed with the hopes ot freedom and mankind,
could alone have evoked so sublime a oonsewheel of the steamboat disturbed their waters,
sKtuns harsh, but is it not rather a deed of
kindness to children without parents or with or they had been turned to the nses or neces- cratiou.
Since the day which heralded the advent of
sities of the white man, are so no
oarents unfit to take charge of them that solonger.—
ciety gathers them up as waifs upon its bosom Civilization, which has banished the red man our Savior, none more glorious has dawned on
from its presence, has also destroyed the our race than the eighth of November, eighand undertakes to provide for their wants daring their tender years and fit them for useful- means on which be subsisted, and the efforts teen hundred and sixty-four.
Samuel Cony.
to preserve bis flsh and game have been as
ness in life ?
They are not committed to this institution futile as would be the attempt to recall these
for punishment but for reform and education perished tribes. The buffalo of the west has
been as constantly receding from the presence
under the guardianship of the State. As they
of the white population, abandoning prairies BY
arrive at a suitable age many are apprenticed
by the trustees to employments adapted to now within the borders of thickly settled
-TO THEtheir capacities. I think it desirable so far as
States, until it is being crowded to the very
possible to dissociate from this institution the verge of the Rocky Mountains, preliminary to
EVENING PAPERS.
its final disappearance.
idea that it is peual in its character and rather
For the uses of commerce, of subsistence, or
connect with it the sentiment that it is a refof
it
sport, would be but a poor exchange to
uge for misfortune. The expense of sustaining this school will be no exception to the gen- withdraw the teeming and industrious millions From Savannah Movement
of Troop* in
who have taken possession of the ancient home
eral laws ot economy to which we are sub
ISouth Carolina—Gen. Sherman’* Flan*.
of these dumb herds, that they might be inject.
vited to return. The mills and manufactories
I commend it to the favorable consideration
New Yoke, Jan. 5.
of the Legislature and trust that it may be vis
upon our rivers and streams, though they have
The Herald’s Savannah correspondence says
bauished the former denizens of the waters, mauy of the citizeus have taken the oath of
ited by a committee which shall take time
lurnUh a compensation immeasurable as comtuflicient to examine all its workings and enallegiance. The 3d division, 20th corps, moved
able it to make suggestions cf any improve
pared with all the flsh that ever have floated across the Savannah River into South Carolito their bosom.
merit in the regulation) by which It is governPartial attempts to invite na, aud met and drove a division ot Wheeler’s
ad if any is required. Tlie report of the offiagain to these waters have had no bene- cavalry. No other rebel force was found.—
thtjm
ficial results. Any thing more, which should
cers of this institution which will be laid beThe Adams Express Company have
already
fore you at an early day will be read by you
compromise the security or value of the vast received and forwarded to the* north over
with interest.
improvements upon which the prosperity of $500,000, and the rush continues. In addition
our State so much depends, will
in June last a thorough examination was
hardly be de- to the military reviews the eniire lire departmade into the condition of the State Prison. manded by the comity of States.
ment had passed in review before Gen. SherThe edifices constituting it, with the excepman.
With the exception of the officers the
CONCLUSION.
ting of the warden’s house and cells recently
fire
companies consist ol negroes.
After three years of war with varied for
The Savannah correspondent of the World
erected, are bv no means creditable to the ar- tune, the mighty armies of the
Republic, which hints that Gen. Sherman will march
chitectural skill which constructed them, and at no time have lacked
first to
aught to secure success
the whole arrangement is unsightly and by do
and then to the rear of Charleston,
but competent leaders, have at
length found Augusta
It is very evident that the
means convenient.
with
in
he
will
when,
Dahlgren front,
themselves marshalled to victory by comlay siege
structures have not been erected upon any
manders whom the progress of the conflict to the stronghold. Dispatches captured on a
"’ell matured plan. bpt have, been built by
rebel
soldier
the
intention
to send
divulged
has slowly developed, of consummate
skill, the rebel rams out of Charleston
piecemeal from time to time under the presharbor at
and energy, inspired by no other amcourage
sure of some
thus taking advantage of the absence of
necessity which could not long- bition than that of serving and
saving their once,
er be evaded. The defects of the
original conour iron-clads.
This led to promptly
sending
struction can hardly be cured except by raz- coun'ry by crushing the military power of the all the monitors to Charleston
harbor, where
rebellion, and willing to abide with patience
ing to the ground; this, however must be
they now are.
that recognition of distinguished merit which
postponed to more auspicious days. I am a
The Savannah correspondent of the Times
grateful people have never yet tailed to achappy to be able to state that for the year past
that most of the old merchants there
cord to their benefactors. Grant,
Sherman, says
under the management of Warden Rice amost
have
not identified themselves with the rebelSheridan and Tboma% have inscribed their
marked improvement has taken
in
the
place
lion, and are anxious to have Government
names in ineffaceable characters on Ihe scroll
financial condition of the prison. The
reports of fame and on the tablet of every loyal heart. leave them enough of their cotton and rice to
ol the Warden and Inspectors
off their northern creditors, to whom
exhibitthe an- Coupled with
they
these, and animated by the pay
omalous fact that it has been for 1864 a selfowe heavily.
If the Government seizes all
same inspirations, are the officers and soldiers
sustaining institution, a most gratifying sur- of the armies ot the
■their
will
be
ruined
and
proper they
their
East and West, companprise to those conversant with Its past, his- ions of their
toils, instruments of their success, northern ere i ors lose their money.
tory.
will
ever
be
they
inseparably associated with
LAND OFFICE.
their glory.
The operations of the Land Office have been
The Dutch Gap Canal.
But the land has not alone been the theatre
circumscribed the past year, in consequence
of heroic achievement Old ocean has reverNew Yobk, Jan. 5.
of tbe contingent grants to the
European and berated with the echoes of hostile cannon,
The Herald, speaking of the Dutch
North American Railway Company, to literaGap
the
of
the
American
triumphs
pealing
Navy. Canal, says eight regiments, white and colorry institutions, and for educational purposes.
Stern Farragut, before the forts of Mobile, did ed, have been at work on it since August last.
Bates College and Maine Weslyan Semina- not
It is 522 feet long, the
say “that this day” America, “expects
greatest width excavary, have complied with tbe conditions of the
tion 122 feet, and depth 45 feet. The width of
every” American “to do bis duty,” but
grautt to those institutions,and thelands have himself to the mast head, directed the lashing
assault the canal proper is 65 feet at the top and 45
been selected.
amid the iron
and shew bis men how feet at the bottom.
At high water the depth
Until it is settled whether the European and to perform it. tempest,
Brave old man I no nation on will be 16 feet.
Even if the canal cannot be
North Ameriein Railway Company shall so far
earth can drag
from
history a naval hero to completed owing to the rebel batteries, a great
'■omoly with the conditions of the resolves in whom he is second.
deal has been gained towards enhancing the
favor of that corporation, sales of lands or timWinslow, almost in sight of Eaglish shores, commercial prospects of Richmond
when it
ber will be necessarily held in abeyance.
almost in English
the
combat
govs into the possession of loyal hands.
waters, accepted
In compliance with certain resolves invokThe
with
a
Tribune’s
Army of the James special
u 01 w u hn W^? deflantly challenged,
ing the aid of the Commonwealth of Ma»*a
British built ship armed
with Brifisb canDon, dispatch says the Dutch Gap Canal is regard
ehnsetts in behalf of this important enterprise, manned by
ert
as a complete success, the result of
English
commanded
seamen, but
the exHonorable Messrs Kent, Hubbard and Washtndtor- The Alabama was plosion of the bulkhead being all that was exburn, were appointed commissioners to pre- Bunk to the bottom of the
A
a
machine
not
pected.
will
now
finish
ocean, leaving
dredging
sent the subject to the Government of our parspar or plank afloat. A fitting ’end to her
pi- the work. Sixteen feet of water has been
ent Commonwealth. They will make a reratical career. Her
commander, after striking in the canal since the 16th of last month.

dollar

iy Artemas Ward states the fact that the
prettiest girls in Utah generally marry Young.
fyOver 100,000 emigrants arrived at New
York during the year 1804.
tif" As Henry Ward Beecher lauded the apple,
some of his friends gave him on New Year's

that we And

and bitter. The prestige of a man long honored and honorable as the designation of a
party which, almost from the birth of the nation, had shaped its measures and, as it were,
claimed the traditloual right to the possession
of Ihe administiation of its government;
whose proud boasts were the vast expansion
of the borders of the republic, it» unswerving
UA«Uty to the country, its promptness to resent any outrage of its autbority or insult to
its flag, which ever visited its flercest wrath
upon every utterance calling in question the
justice of any national quarrel with foreign
powers as moral treason, and which had never
been twice successfully defeated, iu an appeal
to popular favor, allured thousands to the sup
port of the candidate of the opposition, in
spite of the pregnant implications of disunion
contained in its platform. But it was ot no
avail. The people of the country, rallying in
the spirit of the declaration that “the Federal
Union must and shall be preserved,” endorsed
the administration of President Lincoln by
overwhelming majorities, paying him the
tribute of a re-election, which was last accorded to the patriotic Jackson, and being the
second which has occurred in forty years. I
This was, however, in no sense a personal or
party triumph, it was the result of a national

late election, is a verdict upon the past, and,
combining in a majority, a decree lor the future; binding the whole nation, majorities as
well as minorities, individuals aud masses, to

fill the

The Governor’s Address.

of the American people, that, after four years
of failure to restore the Union by the experiment of war, during which, under the pretense of a military necessity or war power
higher than the Constitution, the Constitution
itself has been disregarded in everv part, and
public liberty and private rights alike trodden
down, and the material prosperity of the
country essentially impaired; Justice, humanity, liberty, and the public we! Tare demand
that immediate efforts be made for a cessation
of hostilities, with a view to an ultimate Convention of all the States, or other peaceable
means to the end that at the earliest practica1
ble moment peace may be restored on the btsis
of the Federal Union of the States.”
The issue was thus squarely submitted to
the people.
The canvass, though short, was animated

upon whom the sacrifices and burdens of war
bear lightly, should protract a bloody strife
for years is no new thing in history. But
that a nation where each man is a
sovereign
and every voter an integral part ot the Government, in which every ballot cast, as ia the

one

iy A negro, 100 years old, died recently In
Baltimore.
iy Farmington has voted $400 bounties to

6,1885.

We lay this document before the readers of
the Press this morning. Ordinarily it is a relief to have something in a state paper or public document to And fault with, but Governor
Cony has so well made all bis points, and so
admirably presented the affairs of the State
and the questions calling for legislative action,

them.

necessity. That a nation governed by an absolute despot or by a monarch of limited
authority, surrounded by aristocratic orders

Jan.

The circulation ofthe Daily Press is larger
Hw any other Daily paper in the State, at d
huWe that of any other in Pot ..Jiui.

It is not, however, in the conflict of armies
upon the land, or the combats ot ships upon
the ocean that the record ot the year that has
just expired fluds its most brilliant page. After nearly four years of deadly strife, attended
by gigantic efforts, enormous sacrifices and
heart sickening sufferings, in the regular order of our Constitutional history, the people
of the United States were called upon to elect
lor another term a Chief Magistrate of the
nation.
The earnest and exciting discussions incident to a Presidential canvass, even when accompanied by none but its ordinary surroundings, have, from the beginning of the war,
caused this point in our history to be looked
forward to by all reflecting minds, as the
hour ol our extreme peril and the very crisis
subject ever expected. These considerations of our national life. inThe policy andofmeasures
of the government
the conduct
the war
may be fairly addressed to Massachusetts in
seeking her aid for this enterprise, and it is for and during its whole progress had been assailed with severe and able criticism by a portion
her authorities to determine their weight
But little progress has been made the past of the press and public speakers of the countty, with a freedom unrestrained, beyond the
year in the construction of this railroad. The
European and North American depends in a example of any other land, unsurpassed even
considerable degree for Its immediate success in this, irrefutably disposing of the charge
that the liberty of either speech or press was
upon the connection it may be enabled to
in danger and renewing the assurance that
make with the lines of railway in the Province
The the long enjoyed American privilege of arof New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
discussions which have recently arisen having raigning parties in power or candidates for office at the bar of public opinion for all shortfor their object the confederation of the British and North American Colonies, have reviv- comings, is not likely to fall into desuetude.
The renomination of the present incumbent,
ed the slumbering project of an inter-colonial
railroad connecting these provinces, which, if implying in Itself, and accompanied by a disconstructed would postpone the early comple- tinct approval of the general principles by
which he had been governed in his administion of the European and North American.
The great cost of labor and material fpr rail- tration, with an expressed determination to
road construction, as measured by the currenprosecute the war to a triumphant vindication
of the national authority, occurring long becy of the United States, has been such as to
discourage the Immediate commencement of fore the name of his competitor for Presidential honors was authoritatively announcthis enterprise.
A committee of Congress informally visited
ed, was bat the signal for more impetuous
assault.
this State the last summer, for the purpose of
ue lriiiuus oi me government were comacquainting themselves with the condition of
our froutler and coast defences, and it is bepelled more earnestly than ever to defend Its
lieved by gentlemen having the interests of measures while yet ignorant of what was to
this proposed road in charge that the visit be the avowed policy of Its opponents. At
will be productive of beneficial results.
length the convention assembled which nomiTbe very lively interest lelt in the valley of nated the rival candidate, and it did not adthe Pt nobscot in the early completion of this journ leaving the country in doubt as to its
line of traffic and travel has led tbe city of purposes, however otherwise it might have
Bangor to vote a loan ot its credit in its aid been, judging simply from the antecedents
and an individual subscription is being solic- and character of its candidate.
That Convention proclaimed “ as the sense
ited with promising results.
■u-jige

iy Potatoes in Richmond cost

tfjtrtrw.

each.

which to some extent has been effected. If
any expectation has arisen in unfriendly
bosoms, that the naval power of this country
was to be crippled by such procedure, they
may learn at once that it is not wood, iron
aud cordage which constitute the essence of
that power, but it is the maritime genius of
our people and the determined valor of our
seamen.
The vast increase of our navy, and
the record of its exploits the past year, demonstrate that the United States are rapidly
preparing tor any conflict which may be foreed
upon

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

single ballot.
The House promptly, on motion of Mr.
Granger, fixed on Wednesday next for a balloting for United StateB Senator. The Sjnate
as promptly concurred.
This great question
therefore is soon to be settled. The members
have decided,and wisely-too, that it shall not
entwine itself into other legislations, and by
such entangling alliances to have other important matters shaped. It is to stand by ltseir,
and In that way, the members are rapidly taking their places. A week was as good as a
month for that purpose. On Wednesday this
question will be put beyond the pale of legislative intricacies, by the election.—after a fair
canvass,—of Mr. Fessenden. This is my
judgment reached by observiog the agitation
or the waters, since I have been here.
This
early disposition of this important matter, will
be a source of gralulatlon to all. It has been
fully and fairly discussed, for months in all
the localities of the State. Nothing has been
left undone, that could be fairly done. Now
let us have the result—and then turn to other
important matters—which these great and
glorious days, press upon us with lightning

rapidity.
The Message will be delivered to day. It
is long. The necessities of the day, elevate
many important interests into great significance, and

faithful Governor cannot do
his duty fully without giving these
topics a
full discussion. The day of short Messages
has gone by. The day of great events has
rendered that glorious era for printers simply
impossible.
Pelham.
our

Aid for the Freedmen.
Mr. Editor:—It is to be regretted that there
should be any want of harmony among those
who desire to aid the liberated slaves. So far
this is the case, it has- resulted from the fact
that so many societies have been engaged in
the same cause. I have gool reason to believe that all these societies have been faithful
in their work, and have been doing much
good.
And if their rivalry did not create more or
less distrust of them all, in many localities, it
might increase their usefulness, instead of
as

diminishing

nighttowards the front near Jones’ Landing,
Va. His horse being on a smart eanter at the
time stumbled, and In his fall crashed the leg of
the rider rendering it necessary for him to keep
close to his quarters for a few weeks.
OTA man in Cincinnati has got into trouble

by the publication

on the ground that
the amount of his tax showed either that he was

means, or that he had swindled
the government, and would swindle others if he

got a chance.
SSfXhe Bath

Times says that on Wednesday
a young man named Charles H. McQuarrie,
while out gunning in West Bath, in a swamp

Bull Rock Bridge, fell and the gun went
off.and the charge entered his side. He was
brought home to that oity, and at this time of
near

writing, it was not

thought
H"A special dispatoh to the Boston Advertiser says it is due Captain Collins to say, that

State, and then appropriate them, through any
or all existing societies, as the directors
may
think best, or as the donors may request. It
is believed that one

agent in this State may
then attend to the entire home work; and that
there will be no other expense attending it.—
Those who give will then feel that their contributions will not be absorbed in paying
agents of societies in other States. And the
character of-the men who will give their time
and attention to it, will satisfy all persons that
donations entrusted to the State
8ociety will

wisely appropriated, as the urgent wants of
the .Freedmen, at different points,
may from
time to time demand. The fact that such men
be

Governor Washburn and Rev. Dr. Graham
of this city, and men of like position in other
parts of the State, are willing to take hold of
the movement, will entitle it to the confidence
of all. And it is hoped that all local societies
in this State may thus be induced to work together for the same great and beneficent purpose.
Woodbury Davis.
Portland, Jan. 5,18do.
as

-.-

Cheney’s Excelsior Organ.—That class
of Instruments known as reed instruments,
have, within a few years, been regarded with
increasing favor, by the musical community.
The action is now brought to such a state of

perfection, that rapid and lively music can be
executed nearly as well as upon the piano,
while their full, sustained and sympathetic
quality of tone renders them infinitely superior.

the opinions of

our

leadiu? musicians, when we say that the Exceisir Organ, mauulactured by J. D. Cheney,
whose ware rooms are at 135 1-2 Middle St.,
is not excelled by those of any other manufacturer in any of toe qualities which render such
an lustrument desirabie-t-such as
durability,
quickness of action, strength and purity oi
tone, power of expression, &c., while the low
price at which it is sold places it within the
reach of societies and families of moderate

means.—[ Transcript.

ant,
(and railed 131 b for MJragoane);' 6th.
Lawrence, Cobb, Bangor, (and aallod 12th for Miragonne.)
In port 17th nit. barque Henry Tbackary Lataway,
front Bangor, ar 6th: "Hiram Abigail," Giles, from
do, ar 8th: aob Hathdway, Hathaway, ftn do, nnc.
Ar at Grand Turk 18th alt, ecb Windward, Harrington, Porto Bico. land eld same day forPor land)
81d ftn Havana 28th ult, barque Conquest, Carver.

Mew

Care of P.O Rox 6110

oot7d8m

Boston Stock Lin,
thb Bioiub' Poabd, Jan. 5

chusett at his own request; that he had not been

by the President
Department for his action in the

censured either

6 3)0 Amerioan Gold,*..
600 .do..
8.000 .do IN. Y. Check).«8
8 300 .do.2284
2.000 .do..
8.600 .do.2271
600 United State* Coupons.2271
400 .do.228,
3 OJO U S Coupon Sixes (1881)-.110}

Arat

Pori land.
Cld 21a«, Ontario. Watson. Calcutta via Cardiff.
Ar at London flat, B G Troop, McCumber, from
Portland.
Cld fist, Odessa. Nickels, Cardiff.
Ar at Graveseud 21st, Daniel Webster, Spencer,
New York.
Ar et Newport fiat ult, Boobeator, Patten, from
Bordeaux.
Sid ftn the Clyde 18tb, Belle Creole, Knowlea, for
Point do Gallo.
81d ftn Troon 10th, John Kerr, 8w<etror, for Cardenas.
Sid lba Queenstown 20th. 8uaaa (4 Owens Norton,
(from Liverpool) for Culloo.
_

7.U00.do.110J
800 ..do (small).110!
I, 100 United States 7 8-10ths (Oct).110}

60 .do.1194
1.0“0 United Stales Currenoy 7 8-10ths. Wi
11.000 .do.. 94*1
600 .do (small). 961
1 00O United States 6-20’s.in)
18 500 .do.
108}
7.000 .do.........1091
500 .do (small). 108!
1.600 .do.109
8.000 United Slate* U«bl Certitt ate*(Dot)
974
II. 000 Vermont Central K B 2d Mort. 36
3.000 Ogdensburg 1st Mortgage Bonds.
96}
6.000 Ogdensburg 2d Mortgage Bonds.1*1
16 Western Bailroad.149
4 Boston and Maine Railroad,..120
47 Eastern Railroad.1C8
6.000 Rutland 2d Mortgage Bonds.274

At

Maulmain Oct 26. John Watt, Wlnoheli. for

England; Ooaan Belle. Harrison, for Bombay.
Ar at Ambers', (no date, Minnesota, Lcrerett, fin

Gale.

Ar at Buenos Ayres Oo‘ 80. Warren, Averlil, f om
New Brunswick: 5th, kugeuia Devine. St John NB.
Sid Nov 8, ■statesmen. Pendleton. Akyeb.
Ar at Montevideo Nov 7, Angoe n s. Fuller, from

...

Cadlx.
Ar at

Bio Janeiro Nov 12, Mary Bussell, Weeks,
Cardiff.
Sid Nov9, J G Bioha'dson. Kendall, Amhe-st.
Sid ftn Peruambueo Nov 16, W M Dodge, Penny,
New Yorx.
Sid ftn Antwerp flat nit, St Janus, Williams, Ar
Ca-dlff.
Bio Janeiro, Nov 24—The cargo and passengeiaof
tbs Gorilla, from Liverpool lor Sydney, which pat
is here leaky, will be taken by the Br imp Abolhos,
(formerly Am ship Cbae S Pennell) Ar £6600.

married.
this city, Jan 1, by Rev J E Walton, Simeou.8
Nash, of Raymond, And Mr* Mary A Motes, ot this
city.
In Bath, Jan 4, Dr Chat Hutchinson, of Gray, and
Mrs Mary E Hatch, of B.
In Greene, Jan 1, Frank A Brooks, of Lewiston,
and Miss Lizzie J Fuller, of U.
In Saco, Nov 7. Dan’l O Kdgecomb, of Limestone,
and Miss Mary S Fowler, of S.
In Biddeford, Deo 27. Granvl le P 8awyer, of Wintbrop. and Miss Frances M Haley, of Hollis
la Biddeford, Deo 24, Enos B Patterson, ot Saco,
and Miss Anna L Emerson, of B.
In Lyman, Dec 22, tolomon Drown, 2d, and Mrs
Leona K Hill.
In Bangor, Jan 1. Daniel Wheeler, Esq. of B, and
Mrs Mary J Gay, of Brooklyn. NY.
In Bangor, Jan 2. 8tm'l T Nickerson and Maria A
Smith, both ot South Orringt n.
la

SPOKEN.
Oct 8, off Cepe Horn, ship Andrew Jackson, from
New York Ar San Francisco.
Dec 28, let 8617. Ion 74 40, eeh Stephen G Hart, of
St Vieurge, steering H E.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

or

the Navy

charges have been preferred

no

Promenade

The qualities of Burnett's Cocoaine, as preventing the hair from falling, are truly remarkable.
iyThe undersigned gives his exclusive attention to oolleoting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prise Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
St., opposite Postoffioe, Portland.
W. S. SAWYER.
References—Hoh. Samuel Cost, Gov. of Me.,
Hon. Wm. Pirr Fessenden,Seo’y Treas’y.
13d 6m.

DIED.

IN AID OF THE

Portland “Soldiers' Best 1”

v

aged

Will be given at

68 years.

in Veazis, Dec 18. Mrs Hope J, wife of Moses
Wood, Esq, aged 61 years.
In Saco, Dec 31. Marsh C, daughter of William H

Deer mg,

aged

CITY

OH

Tuesday Evening', Jan. 10,1865,
Under the direction of the following

PASSENGERS.

General Managers.
Lieut. Col. G. L. Andrews, U. S. A.
Major James Mann, U. S. A.
Major Hiram Rollins, V. R. C.
Captain Henry Inman, U. 8. A.
Captain Charles Holmes, U. S. A.
Captain Charles H. Doughty, Pro. Mar.

Cardans*—Richard Mason
Libby,
of New York.
In steamer Africa, from Boston for Liverpool—J
Gotkind, ot Portland, Mrs and Mrs John H Redington, and others.
In the M E

fro in

IMPORTS.

CARDENAS.'
molasses, to

NOTICES.

Barque Mary

E

John D Lord.

Floor Managers.
J. Frank Dyer,
J. Hall Boyd,
J. C. M. Furbish*
Henry P. Wood,
Elias Thomas, 2d,
Wm. R. Wood.

Libby-298 hhds

Prldar...Jaasary (.
Sun rises.7JO Length of daya.0.13
Sun sets.
4.43 | High water (p m).... 6.13

“DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”
Header, did yon ever hear of this? If you hare
net, then let us tell you about an invaluable Medinine, mad apeak of what we know. Some time ago
we pnrebased a bottle to try it, at we have been
mnch troubled with Catanh.
We used one bottle
nea’ ly and—we were cured.
Dry Up it not an appropriate name for this great
medicine, aa it la an cxpsotrrant It clears oat the
mueous membrane, allaya all inflemation engendered by long standing disease, heals the nasal organ,
and gives tree rent to respiration.
Por the blessings In ttat rc-pect vre new enjoy,
we indite this item
in topes that others affiioted
may be similarly healed.—8;raonse Conatltntioralist.
H. H. BAT, Druggist, Special Agent, Portland.
Janddf wtf

Will be in attandanse at Mrs. Dr Adam’s Medical
Offloe 214 Congress Street, opposite Universa'ist
Church, to give alvlcs and prescribe iu all fbrma of
disease, Tuesday and Wednesday the 10th and 11th
of January. The sioknny invited toeall. Advice
free.
jaatlw*

Elaines,

WATCH MAKER,
For several years past with H. J. Gluten, has removed to Mo. 187 j M>ddle street, second story, (over
W C. Beokett’a store) where he will be happy to receive the patronage of his f .rmer customers, and
the pnblio generally.
All work entrusted to bis care will reoeive his personal attention.

January 2,1885—dSw
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THIS.

Gents' Cluster Chain Pins, Scarf Pire. Sleeve Buttons, Gents' Cnalne, Long Chains, Meok Chains,
Kluge, Jet Heopt. Bracelets, Loo.eta, Ladirs’ Sets
in g eat variety—100 pa te-ns to ohfeose from—Only
one .dollar, at DKessHK'S
cheap Store, 99 Ex
change street. «
ot
the
abovo
ar'iclcs
rent
Any
by mail on r-oeipt
ofoDO dollar. Address L. DdESSSR,Portland,Me.,
Box 182.
decUdtw,

Photographic Gallery,
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
SO Middle St.,

Copying done in the

Portland,
beat manner.

Me.

dec29tf

French Language.
Prof Masse rctarna thanks for the patronage hitherto afforded him in thi« Ui'y. and girea notice that
his JViater farm will o jmineao on Wednesday the
4th ot Janaary next.
For further particulars inquire at Messrs. Bailey
and Noyes, between 12 and 1 o’clock.
dec21d4w

WAR REN’S

Water-Proof and Leather
FOll BOOTS

AND'

Preserver,

SHOES.

J. W. MxxsriKLD's Store, 174
Middle at, Portland, Me.
deo21dfw2m
For sale at Mr.

HALE’S

HONEY
OF

HOBEHOUND

AND

PORTLAND.

Thursday......Jaassary 5.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, boston.
Boh Forrester, Kemtok. Ellsworth.
CLEARED.
Barqne B Colcord, Colcord, Cardenas—U I Bob-

A

TAR!

FOB THE CUBE OF

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Hoarseness, DijHeult
Breathing, and all Affections qf the Throat,
Bronchial Tubes and Lungs, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorit. recipe ot ao lllua'rious Phyaln an and Ch-mist, who for many year* used it with the mo-t comsuccess in his extensive private praetioe.
He ha long been profund'y impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey ftf the plant Horehonnd,

plete

and Healing properties
In union with the
of tar extracted from the Life Principle ot the forest
For year,
tree Abies Salsamea or Balm of Gilead
he was bathed in his attempts to blend these great
medicinal forces into sneh a uuios that the original
powerofeaeb would be pr servod.the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the price of
the oompound be within the means of all. At last,
alter a lonr course of difBoult chemical experimeute
he found that by adding to these dee other ingredients, each one valuable by itself, he notoaly obtained the desired results, but greatly increaaed the
ourative power of the oompoand. This baling been
thoroughly teatef by praotloe, is now offered to the
general public aa asafe.pleaaant and infallible rem-

Cleansing

-or-

Brig Eudortu, Haskell, Cienittegoa—E Cburohiii

A Co.

Brig H Stowers, Stowers, Hmtanzss—H 1 Bobinson.

Will be given

AT

Dexter, Windsor NS—master.
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^___j.nSdlf
County

To Enrolled and Drafted Hen.

deolfisoi*

Bfli yon areln wantof anykind o fPRIjmiTO
all at tbs Dally Press Offioe.
U

Cumberland.

p
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o
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Prosecutions.

PORTS.

$'5 08
3 86

°

°

a
™
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8.J.C

8 95
Nowland,
Frederick M. Libby,8 86
James

POST LUDLOW—In port Nor 28, (Up Dublin,
Goff, for Australia. Idg.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8th ult, ship Starlight,
Gibbs, Boston; barque Camden, kUtohell, rm leekalot.
Ar 9th nit, ships Young American, Camming!,New
York; Caroline Koed, Friend. Bellingham Bay
Sid 7tb nit. ships Merrimao, Leokie, Fort Angelos;
8th. Wizard King, Woodworth, Callao.
PORT ROYAL SC—Ar 24th ult, barque Savannah,
Stinson, Bath; set's Mary K Smith, Smith, and CS
Edwards. Garwood. Philadelphia.
GEORGETOWN DC-Cld 8th, ceh Emma Furbish, Jones. Nsw London.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8d. sob LAM Reed,Reed,
Port Royal SC
At Delaware Breakwater 3d Inst, barque Eventide.
Park, from Philadelphia; brig Avondale, Dix, for

|g
*

s-a

.£"C

E°
<

General Bill, >)
Skaters. Neheminh Rios,

S.J. c

«

,,

..

Tboe Can tie to it alias
CUas Hmit i.
4 61
Aimon L. Emery, 4 07
4 07
Ears well J. Carter

game,

...

««

««

*•

..

«

AGreenleafCbnte4 07 Man. C
Peabody Kneeland, 8 96 8 J.C

Same,
Daniel Brown, Jr.,
Same,
Same,
Jamet lUU,

86
7 74
8 74
s

F

I 74
<•
••

»

••

Cum-

mings, sppM,

4 50

<•

m

Geo. W. St. John. 4 17
John Sail Iran and
>•
Marg’t salliyan, 4 07
Sam’lThing « KtsrrettA Litchtteld, 4 07
••
•*
Same,
4 07
John O. Brion am
Thee O.Doneell, 4*7 Mon C
Chas. S. Hewhali, 449
n
W-.A Mlteb.ll, 4 17 8. J. 0.
Joho loll inti,
8 S'*
Henry J. Morgan, 14 91 Man. C.
4 49 8. J.C,
••
James W. Leavitt, 4 07
Marota Richards.
8 96 X19.IL
Some
8 96 8. J.o

NEW YORK—Arid, barque N H Gaston, Purmelee, Barbadoes
Ar 4<h, steamer Clarita, Morse, Wiscasset.
Cld 4tb, ship North America, Collier, Melbourne;
barques Harmon, Parkins, Matamoras; Reindeer,
Wellington, Barbadoes; brig Wm M Dodge, Penny,
Pernambuco.

PROVIDENCE—Cld 4th, brig Ocean Wave, Cole,
Philadelphia.
N EWPORT— Ar 4tb, brigs Lillian, Kenney, from
Buckrport for Washington: Oroiimbo. Tracey, Boston for Philadelphia; Judge Tenney, Dean Bangor

fbr Providence; Christina, Rich rds, Portland tor
Fortress Monrte; N Berry, Plummer, trom Bath lor
do; RB Pitts, Mills, Rookland lor New York.
Balled, brigs CHas W King, McLean, Cow Bay CB
fir New York; Delmout Locke, Coobran, Bangur
fbr New York; sebs John MoAdam, Pearson, from
Dix ixIand.Me. lor Georgetown DC; E Richardson,
Richardson, Maohius, for Now York; Nathan C iflord, abate, Bangor rat do; AC Brooki, Hodgkins,
Bangor for Georgetown DC; Antelope, Horton, fin
New York for New Bedford.
In port 4th, brigs Tim Field, Patterson. Philadelphia for Newburyport; C P Gibbs. Tap ley, Grand
TurkTI for Philadelphia; sob Juliet Billings, from
Rondout fbr Boston; Fredk Warren, Coombs, fm
Elizabetbport for Boston; Bloomer, KlweJl, from
Grecopoint LI lor Boston,
HOLMES’8 HOLE—Ar 3d. sobs F A Heath, Wil-
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••

...
1.
..

u

Joseph

A. Knapp fc
CBas Montasue.
4 07
Morris F. Dearborn,6 88
Pot*pJ7 Cone
IT 01
Josephine N.
18 ]g
®>‘“ A J season, 16 1*

Map

r
a. J r
*
M ““
an C'
c

alley,
Hifi,

W- r„..W,

•<
.<

14 79
0* 8.J.C.
7# Trial Juatioe
90
8 J O

Gowd. 44
JSokO
Rcbsvt E. Cleaves, 19

?*me,

t) 89

~

Isaiah Daioy,
88 94
Same,
7 41
Calvin W. Allen, 43 91
Same,
7 70
Edward L. Kia ball
18 81
.*»'•
August* Penney, 17 71
Cha lee Glancey, 16 49
Griffin S. Reed,
36 H

liams, Philadelphia for Boeton; Mora, Kelley, Klizabetbport for Porttmouih.
in port 4tb, brigs Hydra, Herriman, St Thomas for
Portland; Whitaker, Look, Eluabethport tor Boston; schs Bessie, (Brl Amesoury, Grand Turk T1 for
Portland; F J Cummings, Lent; bard nian. Rumball. and Flora. Church, New York lor Boeton; G
W Kimball, Jr, French, do for Newburyport; Cullsta. Hall, and Drcacen, Davit, from Elizabethport for

Joseph

A.

Hussey,

.,

•

••

•«

...

•«

..

«

1.

Man a.

..

••

11 19
9 *4

12 09
8»rnh Wall
8 81
Jefferson B. Other, 9 Is
Horace
40
Wm. Hewett,
12 4«

PhUbrook,:43

Elizabetbport

<•

Knapp

0k-als.8oi. Fse.
Samuel Kn.pp,
Henry B.

Gloucester.

EDGARTOWN-Ar 31. sobs Col Eddy, Coombs.
for Boston; G W Kimball, French, fm
New York fcr Newburyport.
BOSTON—Ar 4ib, brigs Caroline E Kelley, Merrill, Havana; Sarah Peters,Lord, Philadelphia; sobs
Kate Wentworth Adams, Georgetown DC; Fast,
Norton, PortsEwen: Mechanic, Morse, Ellsworth;
Vto a. Sherman, Elizabethport.
Cld 4th, »-ilo Memnon, Freeman, Batavia; barqae
Z pbyr, Small. Cadiz: brig Clara Brown. Brown,
Portland, to load lor Cabat soht Bernioe, Thompson,
Pastport; Kllioott, Duncan, Bnoksport. to load for
Porto Rico; New Packet, Foster, Hillbridge.
Ar 6tb, brig Hsttle E Wheeler, Terr, PortKwen;
sch Nicola, chishsm. Ellaabethport.
At quarantine, brig Hampden, 8n*w, from Phila-

,,

••

8 86

J.

Richard

<•

••

Harmon, 8 98
FrancisO.J.Smith, 3 *4
wm.

Boston.

Lather Penn. 11, Jr.,

B. J. C.
Man. C.

«
••

••

Trla’ Justice
Muu c

••
,.

» 00 Trial Justice
John Bradley,
4 69
Mun c
Liquors claim'd by
J. t. Abbott,
1 78

••
.,

8368 81
THOMAS H. MEAD,

^srt&Ir

Portland, Doe. 81, 1864.

Portland Glass

delphia.

Comrya^

mHE annual meeting or t^e Pert’
_/*
X pany will be boldea at the o' v*“* Glass Comof 'he Trensarsr of raid
.7*5*
on
Wet*
Company
'l,h of
J i st .at 3 o'oloct P
*
nve Directors for the en<nln,0t the eboios of
the sebject oi no iocreaet. „re,r; ^so to set spon
seeh other mutters
“?->«
“Lc‘"UJ'~“d
them.
properly come before
By order of th« Directors.

Cld 6th, barque Danl Webster, Nickerson. Gibraltar; brig Blizabeth, Libby, Portland, to load tor
Cuba; sch Ella May, Cobb, Fortress Monroe
SALEM—Ar 14th, brig Alamo, Steele, Elizabethport; Hero, Kenney, New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 81st, soh Jerusha Baker, Barberiok. Portland for Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, brig Russian, StteheU,
Georgetown DC.
ROCKLAND—Ar 18th nit,sebs Sarah. Nash, Portland: 31st. Exee
Hatch; Auguste, Getohell, and
Frolic. Kennedy, Boston.
Ar31 Inst, sobs A Powers, Bollock, and I L Snow
Packard, Portland.
Artth, sobs Nad Sumter, Lord, and Amelia, Greg®
ory, Boston.
Sid 27th ult, sobs Billow, Jiillems, Washington
DC
*
Slst. Dashing Wave. Camden.
Sid ad test, soh F Thompson, Holmes, Now York,

urn'

8-

rALMMR^Clork.
Portland Glass Company.

Portland, Jan.

g

ig#

of
Pn:,]»n<i Ghwa Company
THLi?ir'C>t07
fteelared from the earnings of the
the stock" fitfd
2>t inat

J*”y * **,d«Mi Of s x per cent, on
company, the aamA is peyeble on

■

foreign ports.
At Melbourne 0c‘ M, ship Ocean
Hover, WUcomb
tor Hon* Kona, with coolies at H per head.
11 th
blr9oe Volunteer,

gists.

1 hive now Six Sxilora, aliens, who have not been
aehore three w eke in thie aountry that I will ship
ae snbe Ituee for enrolled or drafted wen, in any
Oi triotln the Stato, for three years, at ae low a
figure and with ae quick dispatch as can be bad of
address.
any concern In the State
HORACE H. .iftHNRnw

ol

TKKisTOKR'e Omol, Dec.. 1864.,
of Cost. of Criminal
Prosecution,
CJTATEMiaiT
allowed by tbe buprowe Judicial Coart, at
u,e
Sloe, rerm, A. D. 1884, made In
wi-.h the
oonformity
requlrementa of an act ot the Legislature of \datne
entiUed “An Act relating to Fine, and Cost,
of
inal Proeeeution.," approved March *7th, 18M Criml

gale,

K>r^ff

k Bimond'i fill dudnll* Bud.

by Kiyeud

Mo*d»*«*-J. G. Aniboice. A. 8. Wojtb.ii w
H. Colley, J. J. Gilbert. M. Dima.
«“ »• >*»d »t
Colley’• Farnitare
.A 388 Congress
st. Akttmblie* to
store,
begin n 84 »

position

Bristol*
,h'P* Guldlnu 8*ar. Small:
leV. nSl'J*0
-UJ*7' and
John
0 Baker, Miller,
Witch of the WarnTodd

Jan. 12th, 18Cj5.

deyotea

DISASTERS.

,4th aU' b*r<M Gr»*-*»,

Thursday Evening,

An hoar etch evening before tbe t
ssembly will be
to beginners in Finer Dancing, witjjont
ex+raeharge. AH tbote wishing to practice., will
pic-ye meet at 7| o'clock p. m.
IT“ ricke‘8 to the entire coarse 94 CO.

Brig Denmark, Capt C C otap.es, from Cienfttegos,
with a cargo of molasses for Boston, oazu ashore on
Uardiuer Point, 28th ult, as before reported
The
and has eight feet
vessel 11m ia a dan.eruna
of water in tho hold. A heavy northeast storm was
prevailing and sho would probably break up.
Baique spartan, Uerrlman, from Boston for Gonaivea, was wrtoked oo tbs Caicos roofs on the night
of the 27th of November. The captain attributes
the loss of hit vessel to the strong current whloh
sweeps over the Caicos reefi, as the oo arses steered
ought be take the vessel clear ot the reef. The direction and force of the current aronod these Islands
after a strong northerly
even under ordinary
circumstances, often deceive those who are wall aoare
often
deceived as la provquaioted.an.i strangers
ed by the number of disastors which yearly scour on
these reefs
Brig Catharine Nickels, before reported ashore In
Vineyard Sound, oame off on the afternoon of the
3d without damage.
Ship Caroline Bead, Friend, at Ban Fraooisco from
Boliugham Bay, r ports, Nov 26. lost nearly all her
sails, anohor and boat, oarried away the maintopgaliant mast, sprung mainmast and sustained other
DOMJESTIC

MECHANICS' HALL,
Commencing

was lsuuched from the
railway at Cape Elizabeth, a few days ago, where she
has been undergoing repairs. Her old copper has
been stripped off and its plaoe supplied by new. She
hu been chartered to load lumber for Buenos Ayres
and will have immediate diapatoh.

fo^UuiM§*

Okablm Downs, General Agent,
44 Cedar at.. Haw York.
BOv4d3tn

SIX SELECT ASSEMBLIES f

Brig Edith Ann, (Br) Crocker, Fonoe PB—Phin-

edy.

Price GO Cents per Botltle.
For sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, sad nil d rag-

COURSE

insoA.

damage.

DB, J. W, KELLEY,

Edward IP.

OF

Bau.d,

Under tbs Leader slip of
Prot. A. POPPENBERG,
Danolng to oommenee at 8 o'clock.

NEWS.

MARINE
FORT

Mask by the oelebrated

17th XJ.S. Inf.

Ship Ceres, of Yarmouth,

tar Carriers of the Dailp Prestars not allotted
to sell papers on their routes.

HALL,

18 years.

In Saco, Dec 24 Mr Elas Milliken, aged 60 years.
In Kennsbank, Dec —, Henrietta B Webster, aged
12 year*.

ney A Jsokeon.
Bch Nava, (Br)

SPECIAL

Concert \

Bath, Jan 6, Mrs Nancy, wife of Abner Turner,
aged 72 years 8 months
At Plantation, No 3, Deo 20, Mr James S Stacey,

MINIATURE ALMANAC,

The Lady's Book.—The “little Kings”
are on hand, bright and early, with the January number of their tasty little monthly. A
volume of it would be a nice New Tears present for a boy or girl.

ORAND~

A

In

Florida case;
that he has not been ordered before a court

LOOK

[Per steamship Nova Beotian.]
Moravian, (an) Alton, from
Liverpool 22d,
*

Sal* at

he oould survive.

he was detached from the command of the Wa-

oot.

ion.

Sid ftn Segue 22d ult. brig Martha Washington,
Leland, and Caimuck, Pettingill, New York
Ar at Cardenas 27th ult. brig Belief, Burke, from
Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 24th ult, brig A M Boberte, from
Bel flut.
Bid 27tb, briga Cyolone. Griffin, and Frontier, Littlefleld, Philadelphia.

and Sunday. AddreM all letter* to
Da. V. B. LOCK BOW, New York.

3

martial, and that
against him.

Ar»t Jiemel6thalt, ich Mary E Nason Varna
*
BottoDiTth, Marnrst Ana, Starni, Haw York
Ar at Port an Prlseo 2d nit, brig Lucy Ann BryBoeton

exoeptSaturday

living beyond his

PORTLAND

But in addition to this, each of the societies
has its paid agents, who have fixed salaries, or
a percentage of all their collections.
In this
way quite a portion of all the contributions is
absorbed before they reach the Freedmen, not
improperly, but necessarily.
A few friends of this cause, who met Mr.
Pearl when be was here, did not approve of his
plan. And in order to lift the cause above all
rival societies abroad, it has been determined
to form a state society,—not to work itself
in the South, but to raise contributions in this

reiterating

His

banker refused him credit

it.

We are but

of the income taxes.

ora»iuptio rtM >•* k* c»m4.-b».
Locxaow having bsoome eminently iuoe*ssful in
earing this terrible malady, Invites all similarly uf
Uoted, to oall or send lor droolers oi references and
testimonials of numerous oases oared of from one to
twenty-four years standing. He devote* hi* attention specially to disease* olthe Cerebro-Spinal Axisor Nervous
System, and solioits an investigation oi
his claim to thepablio confidence.
He may be oonsnlted at his
private residence No.
1(1 West42d street, daily from 10 A. n. to 2 r. U

»t Trou

recoct «ut In.!

office to .tookhold

r.

of

p,.
ion*?*
Jen ft, 18«j.
Fffirtlsnd,
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t Muchas;

barque Deborah Fennell, Fenneii do
i for Cork), Deo J. ship, “0™^.’ i
Situation Wanted.
sailed Deo 9 for Cork); 4th, Helles- (
WAN rED—a ,lt„lion ne . oiart
pont, Burnham. AlbernI: CasUlUaa/Pike,
k
Boston;
TV
man Juat
young
barques Inveatipator, Carver, Buenos Avres: 10tb,
retornod fro~ \h« Tlbr.B
Liood rf commendation eiven
front*
nArid25‘
«
8u.au A Btaisdell.
*
i
Baa
iunu
Address 8, at the
Sawder,
Press Office.
Tarbox, Tarbox. New
Zealand; nth. Western Chiel,
dlwj»n6
(and sailed Deo
Fatten, do land

iTl

Janeiro
D“nb*”’.Ki0
16th.)
jand all rent iaedMechanic,
At St Thomas iSth ult,
Mcship Ymn*
Loon, from New Y ork *or Ha a kranoisoo; brls N ellie btaples. trom New
dl.a; sch Laurel, ParYork,
ker, from Trank fort, ar Jd. die*.
™ nlt' brl* Caroline, Searles, fin
N^r
J<ir*,Ble M ult- *«b c H HoWMh Hedgdon.
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AMD VIOIMITT.

iSpeciAl Dhpatob to the Pres*.]
Mr. Fessenden Unanimously Nominated.
Augusta, Jad. 6.
Separate Caucuses were held this evening
by the Union men of the Senate and House for
the purpose of nominating a candidate for U. S.
Senator for six years from the 4th of March
next. In the House Caucus there were present 110 members. Gen. Hersey of Bangor,
withdrew the name of Hannibal Hamlin, and
Hon. William Pitt Fessenden was unanimous-

1, 1866, the following regulabo rigidly observed by the Proprietors of

tions will
the Press ;

papers will be delivered by Carriers exoept
those who hare subscribed at the e<9ee.
2. No Carrier will be allowed to sell papers on his
route, or to solleot money from subscribers.
8. Carriers found guilty ef violating tbe foregoing
rnles they wl I be discharged.
The publishers of the Press are obliged to adopt
the method above eet forth in order to prjteat them1. No

to

ly nominated, receiving

against abuses,
relieve the Carriers from embarrassing duties which hare often dethem
in
the delivery of their papers, to the
layed
great inconvenience of subscribers.
and also to

1

Young Ladies’ E. F.

Society.

The amount of work accomplished by the
R. F. Society, during the past year, la as follows: Two huudred and thirty-four shirts;
209 pairs drawers; 138 towels; 130 handkerchiefs ; 24 pairs stockings; 24 pairs slippers;
4 doz. pairs of mittens, and 6 dressing gowns.
Of the above, three boxes have been forwarded to tha New England Branch of the Sanitary Commission; two boxes to Home for discharged Soldiers, Boston; one box to Miss
H. Merrill, Armory Square Hospital, Washington ; 1 box to 29th regiment at Red River,
La.; six boxes to Ladies’ Sanitary Committee;
six shirts and four doz. pain mittens to 1st
Maine Veterans.
The appended report of the Treasurer shows
cause for renewedlndebtedness to those whose
interests and generosity have supplied*us
with means to continue our work, and though
our record is small when
compared with larger
organizations: still for the sake of those whom
we wish to benefit, we respectfully ask a continuance of the public favor. Per Order.
H. W. Oilman, Secretary.
Dec. 29 tb, 1864.
Treasurer's

924
804
210
19
11

Donations,
Pines,
Admission Fees,

For Flannel,

Books, Handkerchiefs, Mittens,

gor.

Attorney General

00

border defence was referred to the

91.069 85
8. MoCOUB, treasurer.
,

PRESIDING.

Thursday.—In the case of United States
vs. a lot of iron, Ac., the testimony on the part
of the Government was continued without being concluded.
In the case of Hurray vs. barque William
Carey, further testimony was taken by the
Clerk of the Court.
The Theatre.—A very good audience was
In attendance at Deering Hall last evening to
witness

the

performance

of the excellent

drama, “Ben Bolt.” The parts were well assigned, and the several roles were admirably
rendered. The leading characters were perBonated with a skill and tact that place them
almost above

speaking

and

criticism.

acting far

We consider the

mediority.—
no “sticks” among them, and each
act well his part, and it was well
above

There are
strives to
done. We say, and mean what we say, that
it is very seldom that a better theatrical company visits oar city. The lovers of good plays
can enjoy the exhibitions of this company with
a good zest.
The closing piece, “Wandering
Boys,” went off in fine style.
This evening the beautiful comedies of the
Soldier’s Daughter, and the Forest Rose will
be

performed.

Marine Railway abound Niagara
Falls.—Such a railway is now agitated. It
to be a

Is

thought
especially since

grand and useful enterprise,

relations with Canada
have come so near being interrupted.
We
may be deprived of the use of the Welland
Canal at any lay. The advantages of this
Marine railway are obvious. While it takes
from twelve to sixteen hours to pass vessels
through the locks of the canal, the same vessels floating in the moveable lock might be
passed from Lewiston to the Niagara River
above the Falls, inside of two hours. Horace
H. Day has addressed a letter upon the subject to tbe President of tbe Board of Trade at
Detroit, in which be points out the advantages
of this railway over the Welland Canal.
our

%

_

Mortality op Portland.—The wiu>le
number of deaths in this city daring The
month of December, 1884, was'51. Of these
there died of
Scarlet fever, 1; lung fever, 7; consumption

14; Infantile, 1; diarrhea, 2; scrofula, 1; (congestion of lungs, 4; murdered, 1; whooping
cough,1; inflammation of lungs, 2; apoplexy,
1; typhoid fevers, 2; old age, 1; casualty, 2;
croup, 1; dropsy on brain, 2; unknown, 2;
pneumonia, 1; palsy, 1; cancer, 2; disease of
the heart, 1; bitlious fever, 1.
Ages—under 5 years, 18; between 6 and 10,
1; 10 and 20, 2; 20 and 30, 8; 30 and 40, 6;
40 and 50,3; 50 aud 00,5; 00 and 70,2; 70
and 80,4; 80 and 90, 2.
Sexes—Males, 28; females, 23; total 51.
Louis Bunce,
Superintendent of Burials.

New York and Boston Oil Company.
—We would call attention to the advertisement of this company, which may be found
in another column. The geological report
made by Mr. Roberts the Geologist, speaks in
flattering terms of tbe tracts and parcels of
land owned by tbe company, which have been
examined by him. Messrs. Wm. H. Wood
<Sc Son, are the Agents for sale of the stock in
this city, and they will be happy to impart
all the information in their possession relative to the compauy, its lands and its pros-

pects.
Railway Traffic.—The

receipts

on

the

Oraud Trank Railway, for the week ending
Dec. 31st, were

Passengers,
$30,077.00
Express freight, midis and sundries, 3,124 00
Freight and llvg stock,
§4,363 00
t<M)j
Corresponding weak last year,

$123,564.00
109,765 00

Increase,

$13,799,00

Mechanic’s Lyceum.—A very lively debate was had at the meetiug last evening, on
the resolve that the introduction of female
labor mu'1 all branches of mechanical busiuees
for which the7 are physically qualified, would
be beneficial to i’oth sexes. The debate took
« wide rauge, and wai oarticipated in by many
of the members. The resolve was laid upon
the table to be taken op &t the next

Recruiting.—Two substitutes

meeting.

putin
yesterday, at the Provost Marshal’s office, and
of Baldwin. Two
were credited to the quota
recruits were put in and credited to the quota
were

of Portland.

Twenty-four enrolled men were examined
were
by the Surgeon, seventeen of whom
for
the
list
from
disability.
stricken
Vote fob Speaker.—The vote for Speakstood thus:
er of the House of Representatives
.of
(Onion)
Waterville,
A.
Dillingham
W p.
Edmund Wilson of Thomaston, (copper)

116;

22.__“

-Merrill
Search and Seizure.—Deputy
the shop of R. R. Duddy,
visited
yesterday
Clark streets, and seized
corner of Spring aQd
a small quantity of

liquor._

articles in type are unavoidably
crowded out by the Governor's Message.
Several

from merchants of Bahia relative to the seizure of the Florida, requesting the merchants
of New York to suspend giviug any reward to
the captors of the Florida, made a report today. They say that most of the signers of the
communication are allied to British and rebel
interests, and recommend that the thanks of
the Chamber of Commerce be tendered to
Capt. Collins of the gunboat Wachusett, for
his courage and conduct in generously subjecting himself to tho risk of censure and
the loss of his commission in order to rid
the seas of a scourge and our commerce of an
incendiary ioe. A motion was made to send
a copy of tlie report to the merchants of Bahia,
but objection was made that the merchants of
New York should take no further notice of
the factors of British pirates, and the motion
was not put.
llailroad Accident.

New York, Jan. 5.
A collision occurred in the Bergen Tunnel between the Norris and Essex Rrilroad
train and the Erie train. A portion of the
former had bee -me detached, and while the
connection was being made the outward train
for Patterson on the Erie road ran into the
rear of it, demolishing the Morris and Essex
Four or five persons were killed and a
ears.
number injured, all of whom resided in Newark. The Erie train was undamaged.
Later—Only one person was killed by the
accident in the Bergen Tunnel, a boy named
Sthenck, of New York. Four or live persons
were injured, including L. S. Haskell, of Orange internally, and a young man named Rob-

The Maine State Press,
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return from his exile in the South.
A resolution was sought to be introduced In
the House to-day, by Mr. Blaine, for the appointment ot another Lieutenant-General, interior to the Lieutenant General commanding
the armies—was designed to create the pos-

ition for Gen. Sherman.

corps
committee oh Foreign Affairs.
A resolution was adopted directing the
Secretary of War to inform the Senate of the
number of men enlisted in the naval service
who have been credited on the military quotas
of States, and upon what principles where
such credits were made.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Military committee to enquire into the expediency of reporting a bill to distribute the proceeds of the sales of the cotton captured In
Savannah among the soldiers of Gen. Sherman’s army.
The pension bill was taken up, and after
recommendations to supply deficiencies from
the Secretary of the Interior were read, the

bill was passed.
The resonltion freeing slaves and the children of slaves who enlist in the army was
taken up.
After a long debate the Senate refused to

refer the resolution to the Judiciary committee in accordance with the motion of Mr.
Davis—yeas 15, nays 19. The subject was
then postponed on motion of Mr. Saulsbury,
Who wished to debate it.
Mr. Wilson called up the Util to permit
aliens who have servedjor one year in the
army to become citizens of the United States.
Mr. Sherman offered an amendment that no
alien who had resided in the United States
continuously lor five years before the 19th of
April, 1801, shall be naturalized under the
laws oi the United States after the first day of
'April, 1805, anything in any act to the con-

Mr. Sherman extrary notwithstanding.
plained the object of his amendment. There
were a great many aliens in the Uuited States
who would not become naturalized so as to
keep from liability to military service. Pending the consideration ot the subject the Senate

adjourned.

HOUSE.

A resolution was adopted calling on the
Secretary of the Navy for all facts relating to
the bursting of the guns in Porter’s fleet.
A joint resolution was introduced for the
appointment of disabled seamen and soldiers
in the public departments. Referred.
A joint resolution of thanks to Gen. Sherman and his army was referred to the Military
committee.
A resolution was offered by Mr. Steveus,
instructing the committee on Ways and Means
to inquire into the expediency of reporting a
bill to prevent the formation of combinations
to raise the

price

of coin.

After some debate Mr. Stevens withdrew
his resolution.
The House then went into committee of the
Whole on the President's message.
Mr. Creswell of Maryland, made an antislavery speech. Mr. Stevens of Penn., advocated the abolition of slavery. Adjourned.
Gen.

Canby’s Views of Trade with
surrectionary .States,

the In-

Washington, Jan. 5.
Gen. Canby In a letter on the subject of
trade with the insurrectionary states, says If it

is carried on in the manner and to the extent
claimed byspeculators who now control, it the
inevitable result, in bis judgment, will be to
and strength and efficiency to the rebel armies

taken into custody. A large amount of money
and papers, containing information of value to
our authorities is said to have been found upon them.
There are some matters of interest
in connection with this capture not judicious
to publish.”
of Pon&c.
Ooubtland. Ala., Jan. 4, l

The

Pursuit of Mood—destruction
toons and Capture of Wagons,

via Decatur, Ala. )
The cavalry belonging to Maj. Gen. Steadman’s command have passed, captured and
burned Hood’s pontoon train, captured 600
mules, 100 wagons and 200 hogs. Forrest is
reported near Russelville,and a deserter from
Hood’s army reports that Hood has been ordered to Tuscaloosa to reorganize his shattered army.
Rhoddy’s cavalry command is almost en-

tirely dispersed.

Maryland Legislature.

The Legislature

large number of carefully prepared Orig-

ext<n?i{p Army Correspondence, the Current
News of thoDay, Latest Intelligence by Telegiaph,
Congressional and Legislative Proce'dings, a fil l
Marine List, Portland Prices Current, carefully prepared Beviewoi the Market, Stock L:st, Mew Pork
Markets, Boston Brokers' Board, Brighton Cattle
Market, Be.
Enclose ti ourrent money b; mail, and a receipt
an

for one year will be returned.

the

constitution and consummation of
emancipation, and claims compensation for the
State therefor by the general government.
new

N.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 5.
Legislature convened to-day.
John U. Pittit (union) was elected speaker of

the House. The Governor and Lieut. Governor will be inaugurated on Monday.

FOSTER & CO.,

A.

invitation

as

this,

now

that we are

PORTLAND,

PARLOR

STOYE!

believe so Stove ever iotroduced to tbe PubHo, haabeenrco-ived with suoh universal fevor
es this.
Its beat recommendation Is to bo lound Id
the uniform expression offkvor wcich we have heard
Cram those using it. We think ot all the Parlor Store*, It ia

WE

4'Decidedly the Best!”
For these reasons: it imparts a greater amount ol
heat for the qu intity of Coal oonsumcd, than any
other. It is more easily managed, and requires leBB
care to keep up a uniform temperature.
It makes
less dirt because it is easily regulated; the lire can be
kept for any length of time without rekindling.
Tbe Portland Daily Press, saya of the "Fireside,"

Financial.

New Yobk, Jan. 5.
The subscriptions to the 10 40 loan here are
on
account
of
itB
withdrawal after tolarge
morrow.
The Dinth National Bank of this
city offers to receive subscriptions by telegraph to the latest moment.
Paper Blockade of northern Ports.
New York, Jan, 6.
An editorial in the Richmond Whig suggests the declaration by the rebels of a blockade of all the ports in the United States, thus
making British and French vessels seeking
those ports legal prey for rebel pirates.
Hebei

Michigan Legislature.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 5.
The Michigan Legislature convened yesterGov.
Blair’s
day.
message was read and
9hows an enconraging condition of State
J. M. Howard

finances.

nominated for
Senator by the Republican caucus last night.
was

2 6s.

New York, Jan. 5.
We have South American dates to the 13th
ult
From Chili there is no Important pditical news.
Business was affected at Valparaiso by tbe
unsatisfactory relations with Spain. A bill
has been approved to raise by loan three million dollars.
There was no change in the Spanish Peruvian question. The South American Congress were trying to see what they could do
by further negotiations.
Admiral Pareja had taken command of the
Spanish squadron at the CUincha Islands. Tbe
recall of Admiral Pizon by Spain, was regarded as more favorable policy towards Peru.
The bar at Grey town has closed up tbe
channel so that the small river steamers cannot get out.
A new revolutionary movement had broken
out in Carthagena, ending favorably for the
opposition. The President of tbe assembly

resigned, and a successor was appointed.—
Tranquility had been restored.
Tbe U. S. steamer Lancaster, Admiral Pearson. sailed for Callao on the Ytb,fropi Panama.
The sloop-of-war 8t, Mary’s was at Panama
on

the 2tith ult.

for the Sufferers at Savannah.
New York, Jan. 5.
Col. Allen stated to the Chamber of Commerce to-day that he bad been appointed by
tbe people of Savannah to buy food for tbe
sufferers there. He bad no rice or cotton to
sell, but was prepared to buy what he could
and receive epch contributions as the merchants and people of New York saw fit to ea' te»d
to the loyal citizens of Savannah. He
stated that at the citizens’ meeting the resolutions were received with three times three
Aid

cheers for the Union and President Lincoln.
They were all In favor of the old flag which
had ruled

Col. Allen stated that
of provisions, and that
bis visit here was fully sanctioned by Gem
Sherman. The Chamber of Commerce appointed a committee to teselye subscriptions
for Savannah, and passed resolutions calling
for aid.

Savannah

over them.
was destitute

Election of

a

Corn—quiet; sale< 14000 bush Western 190 afloat:
White Southern 2 06.
Oats—ljc lower.
Beef—steady.
Perk—easier; sales 6600 bMs.
Lard—dull;sales 12U0 bbls at 20®26J.
Butter—quiet; Ohk>36@48.
Whiskey—quiet; sales224 bblslat 2 24(0,2 24*.
J

Bioo-dBl',

Sugar—quiet; sales380 lib.Is Porto,Rioo 22; Muscovado 18j@10i; Havana 200 boxes at 18J<g25.
ttoek

Market,
Niw

Seeo»'i Htiiird.—Stock, heavy.

York, Jtn 6

A nerioaii Gold,,.,227*
United Btatee 1U-40 coupons.102J
United state* 5-*l coupons.106*
United States 6’s 1*81 coupons,.HOi

Erie...

Now

York

.84}

Central....10B*

Reading.

Michigan Central.........

lie*
Util

Michigan Southern. '2*
Gold closed to-night at Galligcr's Evening Exohange at 2 27*.

Sanitary
Office

Commission.

of the U S. Sanitary Commission, [
823 Broadway, N. Y., Dec, 20, 1864. }
I SR vEL WASHBURN, Jr., of Portland.
Maine* ha? consented to accept the duties of
Ueueral Agent of the Commission f r Maine, and
is hereby appoi ted such agent by authority of the
Commission.
He will be ready to furnish advice to the friends
of the Commission’s work throughout the S'ate.
All money contributed in Maire tor the use of the
Commiss‘on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by Mm.
Hon. Mr. Washburn i? the sole agent recognised
by the Commission for Maine.
J. POSTER JENtfISS,
General Secretary.
dec28d&w f

HON-

fill *i

Pam F<tt S<dR-

The subscriber offers his Farm for
sale situated ,.e r Dunn's Depot in
North Yarm nth formerly known
’’
as
tbs “Mo se Farm
Likewise
hfa q-opk tpd Farming tools
The
Farm contains about 110 actes of good land, good
are
to
ioyitThose
&c.
wishing
purchase
building*
ed to oail and examine for th* mse-ves.

K. T Dillingham
East North Yarmouth, J^n2J, 1865.
jan43odtf

swear :
^iDon’t
When you flip on ihe loy
side-walk, but pet a pair of

fi'n>T
Cbbepbrb” and you can't
RB well
down.
Ladles,
slip
BiiLiye

jan. 5.

The Legislature to-day etected Gov. Yates
U. 8. Senator, by slaty-four votes to fortyI deoMeodtf
three lor James C. Cobinst>4,

as well
them.

G.

as

pen'lemen,

wear

L, BAILEY, 42 Exchange it.

Soldier’s

goods at prices to

meet

the views

OIL

Forest Hose.
Reserved 8eats,

to eta.
80 “
S*"‘ OfBoe opon for the sale of Reeerred 8aata,
wfthont extra change, from 10 A. K., to 4 F. M.
JatG 1ft

Gallery.

Exhibition of New
whloh gave

Subscription Price 93 per Share.

All of which we
est market prioea.

are

jan2dlw

TIJV, SHEET IRON AND COPPER
WARES,
Manufactured to order.
O. M. A D. W. NASH,
No. 6 Exohenge 6t.

MISS
Will

IS PUBLISHED OW THURSDAYS

At §2*00 Per

Annum,

in Advance.

OOBTAXHS

ADMIRABLE ORIGIN A L ARTICLES.
CAREFULLY PREPARED NEWS OF THE DAY,
THE LATEST TELEUKAPHIC NtWB,
AN UNSURPASSED NAYAL RECORD,
T0GETHBR

A
On

AGRICULTURAL SCATTER,

HORTICULTURAL AND

Prepared by Stillman Fletcher, late ol the“New
England Farmer," wbicainoludes
FULL REPORT OF BRIGHTON MARKET.

12

Shooks

Wednesday Evening,

13 and 14 feet Red and White Oak hhd Hoops,
tor whieh cash and the highest market price will be

JOHN LYNCH fc CO.

heretofore existing

under the

Copartnership
day

Notice.

We bare this
formed a copartnership under
the name and style ol Bradley, Cooiidge f
Rogers,
as wholesal;» dealers in klo.r, Grain and Provisions,
at 88 Commire a' at, Thomas Blook, Portland, Me.
Robkkt Roadlbv,
Davib W. Coolipox,
Alphxub G. Rcgkbb.

Portland, Jan'y 3d, 1865.

janldim

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of this oitr, hereTHEby undersigned,
tenders his servioes, for
reasonable
to
an

a

eom-

the publishers of any nows-journals
in Maine, in Boston, in New York or else* here, who
would liae to enjoy the ready correspondence of an
etperieaced writer and j urnaiist at the Capital of
thiB Stats. He flatttrs himse f tbat his acquaintance
with the local t.anaactlona and the public measures
a< d the public raeuof the 8t.t sand Cjuu.ry, as well
at his long experience iu typographical and editorial labois, give him an advantrge in this respect
which few others possess
Ho know- bow to write
■•copy" lor the priuter that will require no revision
after it passes out of his bat ds.
Be is also a good
and expeditious ‘•proof** reader, and is willing to
with
who
any publisher
engage
may desire bis services at home or aD-oad, in t > at eapaei 'y.
WILLIAM A. DREW
Angusta, Jon’y 2, 1866.
|an5dtf

pensation,

Singing School.
will commence hl< second term
MR.atGARDINER
Sons of TernneHaH, No 851 Congress
ance

street,

on l'ce-day Evening. Jsn 10, ai
7j
Twenty-four Lessons, Ladies,
Gluts,
janSdlw

o’c csk.
82 00
8 00

Copartnership.

subscriber 8 have this day formed a copartnership under the name and style of J W.
MUNGER tf CO. 'or thegpurpose of carrying on
the Marine, Fire and Li e Insurance business, at the
old stand of J. W. Monger k Bon,

THE

No. 166 Fore

St.,

PORTLAND

MAINE.

Tbe senior partner of this Arm woul 1 tender to
the citizens ot Portland hla taanks for tbeir past patronage, and would expres-* the hope that the new
arm may merit a oontinuanee of the same.
J. W. Ueseza,
Cum. D Mumobr,

»l3J3.v

Wk. W. Colbt.

Advance Class in
HR.

Singing,

School for advanced scholars
in singing, providing a sefficimt number of
can
names
be obtained to warrant success. All those
who wish to join fcucli a c ans will please leave tbeir
names at Paine's Music Store M ddle S'reet, immediately.
Tickets for the course of 24 lerspnt 96 frr Gentlemen, and 93 for Lacies. Fifty names will be required to start.
jan 6 l w

WILL

Notice.
Copartnership
copartundersigned hare this day formed
the
of MiLLIKEN k
THEnershipandunder
will continue tbe
Tea and Ton

came

FBEMAN,
Flour,
business, in the store recently occupied by
Freeman Brothers, No 86 Commercial St.
Wu H Millies*,
Samuel Frkkmam.
deol6d4w

Portland, Dee 14.

Dissolution of Copartnership*
copartnership h°reto#ore existing between
the sub oribers is this day dissolved by limitaTHE
tion.
F.
Geo

Fo-ter is authorized to settle all ont*
Geo. F. Fobteb,
S. H. Lisk
Portland, Jan 2, 1665

standing business.

The subscriber will cop time the buaine's of tbe
late firm at the snme place, No 2 Galt Block Com*
mercial street
GEO F. F03TfeB.

jan8dlw

Book-Keeper.

AI(K8T
A

A

Home for Sale.
TWO story house No 46 Fiarklin st,

Addrcsi
E. BARNES.
No. 42 Old Slip, New York City.
WM.

jiaSdZw

CLEMENTS is admitted a I artner in
and a'tcr tbi- date.
E CHURCHILL k CO.
lm*
Portland, Jan. 2, 1806.

MR.

Srm

on

7 3-10 LOAN.

fcla most choirs and

rare

CHRIS T MA S

k Diamond’i Qudrilie Bui

□

AX

January Oth,

HALL

1865.

For the

Holidays!

Choicest and Beat assortment of

and Ornamental

Vaicy

Confectionery,

Can be found at
\r.

LUCY’S,
St Exchange

at.

d.o33o2w

aee.

E.

8ucoeseor to H. H. Wilder,

Middle

90

No.

St.,

taken tbe well known Photograph Booms,
formerly occupied by T. B Burnham, and has
completely reQted and furnished them in the best

to close with

a

on

HAS

Seul; Kfpotite

tiu Uutml Sutei Hotel, Ibeu hi
annonaoe to the oituone at
respectfully
WOULD

Peru and aad rioiaity, that be has permanentiy located m this oity. During the two years we
have beea in this oity, we have cared some 01
the worst forms ot disease in persons who have tried
other tome of treatment in van, aad curing patients in so short u time that the question' ie often
aeked, do they stay eared! To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay oared, we will
doctor the second time tor nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical -Jeotrtcian ter twenty,
one yean, and is also a regular graduated physicist)
BeaMelty is perleotly adapted to chronle (Beetles
in the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgfe
in the bead, neck,er extremities; oonsumpUon.whca
In the aontestagea or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; saute or chronic rheumatism, sc-otula, hJt
diseases, whiteswollinge, spinal diseases, outran s
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy ororparalysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness,stammering
bosttanoy ot speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, oonstlpatlon and liver oomplal-.it, piles—ws out e
every case that oan be presented; asthma, broaohftis, stricture* of the obeat, and all forms of fsaaa’s
complain ts.
The Kheumatie, the gouty, the lame aad the las*
Imp with joy, and move with the aginty and elastic.
*f PMlhi the bMted brain Is tooiod; the frost
bitten limbs restored, the uneouth deformities re
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
blind mad* to mo. the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move uprlrht; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; themrritlmtl of mature li e
prevented; the oalamitles of old age obviated, an#
an astlreffifgalatioo maintained.

LADIES

Operating Boom,

Photographs, Ambrotypes,
And nil other style Pictures taken from the small-

est locket to life-size.
Particular attention

given to Copriiro all kinds

finished
Photographsone
of the

ink, by

in oil, water oolbest Artists in the

oonnty. Kspeoial attention given to the taking ot
Children’s Pictures.
N. B.—All Pictures warranted to give entire satisfaction.
The publlo are Invited to call and examine speci-

Who have sold hands and feet; weak stomaaha;
lame and weak backs; nervous and slok headache
dirtiness and swimming In the head, with Indigestion and constipation or the bowels; pain In the side
and bask; leaoorrhaa, (or whites); foiling of the
womb with Internal eaasere, tumors, polypus, aad
ail that long train oi disc usee will dud In Electricity u sure means oi oar*, for painful menutrnatlor,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long Ur*
•f troubles with young Indies. HeetrMty is • seriate
speolllo, and will, in a abort time, restore the suJbrtf
to the vigor of health.l
TEETH I TEETH i TEETH!
Dr. D. still soutinues to JSxtraot Teeth by SUctricwithout
Pain, ferrous having decayed teeth
ity
or stumps they wish to have remot ed tor
resetting
he would give a polite Invitation >o call.
it lectro Magnetic Machines for sal* for
Superior with
thorough feat ructions.
family ns*
Dr. ©.ran ucoommodute u lew patieaU with
board and treatment at hts house.
Uffioe hours from I
w
to tin.)
from ltoir k„ and 7 to Sin the EveningOonrattatiov free.
novltf

E.S. WORRELL’S,

Friday

Grand

No.

Calico, Comic and Fancy Dress Ball!
which the Firemen and Military are requested to
appear in uniform. The Hall on this occasion will
splendidly deooratcd from a desisn drawn by Mr.
Hudson, the arttBt. All (ersons wishing for Charac-

Oot 17—lwdeodSm

In

Prompter,
Tickets for the Course, including the Balls, S3.HO.
Opening Ball and each assembly 7 cents each, to be
had oi the Managers and at the door.
Managers—J. H. Barberick, J. B. Baekleft, W.
B. Stinson, 6. A. Hanson, C. Griffin.
Danaing to oommenee at So’elock.
Clothing oheoked free.
decSleodtf

STATEMENT

to Middle Bt., Portland, Me.

Of th« condition of the

Home Insurance

WHOLESALE

BOOT & SHOE STORE,
No.' 164

un

iso

name

CAPITAL.
The Capital o< raid Company actually
The

tuiplus on the l.t day of Doo

!

HEAD-QUARTERS

Congress street.

or

nay

snail

De

a lowed

LOCKE ft

JJAVK

on

hand and an constantly manufactur-

snoh

Garments made to order at short notice. We make
ol this branch of business and will

C

and SHA OS',
whioh having been purchased out of season. we areenabled to sell at wholesale prices. Ladies in want
of a Garment or Cloth will save money by calling
on us beiore purchasing.
We have a great variety

Dress and

All of whioh we

are

SELLING

expended in perfecting the Weed, which we nnhesitatlnglv claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and me Warrant oeery Machine, to Give Perfeet Satisfaction, fbr thev have been tried and imyean of

practical experience

and

constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillfxl workmen, and every part i» made of the best
material, nicelv adjusted aid highly finished.
The Machines oan be seen atthe

Sales Room. 13T 1-9 lUultlle St.,
Where Machine Fintlingt oI all kind* »re oonatantly
Machines of all kinds repaired in tne Dost
ob hand.
manner by experienced workmen.
Inattuctloni given on all kinds f ilaohines. All
fsr the
kinds of Machines taken in exchange
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Weed.

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
No. 187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland
C. W.

04(34

ROBINSON, Agent.

Pianos Manufactured
Davis & Co.

by Hallet,

subscriber has taken the Age oy 'or the sale
Mallet, Darla A Co.'s Plano-'ortes
prepared te fjrnieh at tfanutacturerB
prices, ft cae Pianos are need* b? the moat celeb aho apeak of them in
ted Ciiniate of the oountry,
the higheat terms
For quality of tune and beauty
ei'flinilh thoy hare no superiors. App'v to
M. C MILL1KEN, Teacher of Ma-ic,
#1 Mcchano Street.
Janfdlm
of liee-rs.
THE
which ha ts

R.

48,180 00

1,411,910 00

A.

ol

the

P.

F.

D.

MEETING.

ANNUAL

LOCKE * CO.,

The anneal meeting ol the Belief Aero
ciation of the Portland Fire Department.
*
be held at the Chief Engineer OfsSSSESswill
"
——flee, on Wednesday Erening. and tne
Uth,at 71 o’clrck. for the ohoioe of Trustees
transaction «f other business.
Per Order of Trnaieea.

School.

5 DBERING BLOCK,

.Principal.

Congress St.,

to

PORTLAND.
I

ecl7d6weodJtwcw

»

1

UKESBUKV, Pecrolry.

Portland, January 2J, 1865 —'d

House and Land to Kent.
TN Wee brook,three mile, ft m Portland Pest OfI «oe. about two acre* of land, on wliioh ia a lar^e
barn
two story boute, wood bouse, earring -bouse
vines.
and twenty five bearing limit t ana and grape
more
raised
on
will
the
uit
premises
The bay and fr
than half pay the rent.
For halo—a cow and

60

m

98.to0,c08 24
LIABILITIES.
lories acjustsd, and due aid
"N
Nous.
uupala,
Amount oflosses incurred audio process
of aojuslment
9(6,214 96
Amuuut oflo-tec reported on which ns
Svlion has been taken,
1,066 00
Amounioloaimsfor losses rest edbytbe
Comm By
21,140 00
Amount of dividends dec'ared and due,
160 0}
unpaid
Amouui of dividends either cash or scrip,
Hope.
declared net yet due
Hole.
Amount of money borrowed
Amount of all other existing oiafms aNona.
gainst (he company,
fetal ain't of losses, c'alms. f labilities
996 664 96
The grea tst amount insured on any one risk is
•72,000,but will not uu general rule exceed 910,000.
The Comtany baa no general rule as to amount allowed to be lusured Is any city, tor n, village or
block, being governed in this matt-r, in eae < aaae,
by the gai oral oharacttr of buildings, width of
-tree's, laoiiites for putting ont 6iea, fcc.
A cert'iled ccpv of tne Charter or Act of Incoporation, aa amanded December 31st, 1868, accompanies this Statement.

2d bandcarriage.
If 8KA.VKY, 92 Exchangest.
Doc
81—dlw
Portland,

Naw York,

Statuov

City and County of Hew

» ork

I

j

"

Martin President, and Joan
MoGnn, Secretary, ot tbe Home n.-uranoe Comry.,
being severally at.d daly awom. depose and say,
and each for himself says, tbit tbe foregoing la a
true, full and ooireot statement of the aAira ol tbe
saiff Corporation. andtbat they aretheabove descriUiSlib

J

bed off cers thereof.
CHARLK8 J. Martin, President.
(Sign d)
John McGkit Secretary
Subscribed and sworn b'fore me, this twenty suinik
dag of December, A D.t 1864.

Witness my hand and N‘ taria Seal,
J. II.Washburn, notary Public
(L 3.)

Know all Mem by these Presents, That
tbe Home I nan ran oe Comt any, ol tbacity m Naw
York, do hereby authorise any and all agsn'a that
said Company baa. or may hereafter have or appoint
in tbo SUv ot Maine fer and on bebalt O’ saia Comof all t ropany, to Eoeept and acknowledge service
in auv .Cion or prooee., whether mesne or lin.l.
of tbe ct urta
in
any
raid
company,
ceeding against
edmitted and sgresd
of said 8'hte. And It Is hereby
shall b« tathat laid service ol
sulBoiem
in that behalf,
ken and held to be valid and
the same asif served upon said company according
and practice of said State; and ail slams
to
on ot tho ma. nev of snob
or tight of«rror by rea
service is hereby exrreaaly waived and relinquished.
Witne-s our hand and seal of the Company, this
of Dcoeiaher,
twenty-ninth dayCnxxLKS
J. Mabtin, President
Sirued,

therrocessatoreaaW

thelawf

1864._

John McGnn, Secretary.

Policies issued by

JOHN

DOW, A*ent,

96 and 98 Exchange st, Portland, Me.

/a

Than the Market Prices!

00
00

ik* v me
ol seoui i ice pledged, at leaat *276 0 0
229,192 60
Amount of Aetmer Magnet and Wrecking apparatus
66,169 89
Atrount due lor premiums on policies issued at offlo
6,70122
Amount ot tills receivable for premiums
on inland Navigation >iau, So,
41,687 83
Interes seemed on 1st December, 1864,
46 OCO 0)
(| s'imated)

t j,

LESS

open every evening, Sundavt
7 until 9 p. x. Entranoe 338
G. W. NOYES.

furnishe 1 or unfurnished, with
77 Frte jtreet. None but
nepeetable persons need apply.
Jan3dlw*

Housekeeping

ROODS!

Rooms to Let.
or

S

CHIJVCHJCLAS,

now

Let,
ROOMS
without board, at

H

T

TRICOTS,

ARRANGEMENT

NOTICE.

O

in use. While manv other good Machines hnve
been ode red to the public, we have long folt the necessity of a Sowing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of Varniiv Sowing, as well as Heavy
Tillering and Leather Work; and to moot th's demand a large amount of labor and oanilal has been
now

proved by eleven

BROADCLOTHS,

has been made by which all
contributions fbrtlio National Freedman’s Relief Association will he ferwjrded promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities s> onid be
seourely packed, and directed to C. C. Luqh, Nos.
1 & 3 Mercer street, New Tork, Care of George R.
Davis. Pordand, Maine.
Contributions in Money *o Ebeu Steele, Keq., Portland. Me.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS,
Sec’y of Ex Comm, of N. F. R. Association.
January 2d, 1886.
janSdSm

Congress p treat.

L

hand the best assortment or

BEAVERS,
DOESKIJVS,

JACOB MoLELLAN, Mayor.
J. M. HEATH. Oity Clerk.
jan 5d3w

from

on

in the State, consisting of

J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.

Evening

T H K

speciality

Also

In Board of May or and Aldermen, 1
Jan. 2d, 1886.
}

,ptcd,

NOTI CE.

HEATH, City Clerk.

missionlfromthe Mayor.
Sxc. i—Any Keen ations heretofore established
repugnant to or oofiiotlng with these Regulations,be
and the same are hereby rescided.

School la

200,911*90

Amount ol

dec Ifdtoa

as

WARRANT EVERY GARMENT.

hereby estaMished:
Sxc. 1—No person or firm shall be permitted to
keep more than five hundred pounds of gunpowder
in the City Powder Magazine at one time; nor ohall
there he kept in the Magazine at any time more than
fonr thou sard pounds of gunpowder.
Sxc 2—Persons not licensed to keep and sell gunpowder In the city shall net bp par mitted to have
gunpowder • ept in said Magazine.
Sxc. 8—The fro for receiving, or delivering gunpowder kept in said Mags zinc stall be ten cents ibr
every twenty-five pounds received or ior ale squantity, when loss than twenty flee 'pounds is received
at one time. And no gnnoowder shall bs received
Into or dtlivered from said Magazine, between the
hours o< sunset and sunrlie, vjihout a written per-

exc

for Fhalon’o—Tnkr no
Sold by druggists generally.

plaoa

a

THK

THIS

Ask

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent Improvements, possesses
merit
CASSOCKS. which
WITH
points of exoclleno© and acknowledged
it far in advance ol aoy other Machine

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Approved,

py Beware of Counterfeits.
other.

SACQUES,
CIRCULARS,

To

By the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
following additions) Begulstions in regard
to the keeping of Gunpowder in this City, are

Copy,—Attest;

A HmI BigalilU, Belicntr and Frntbc
|rul Prrfunir, BUtillol from
Flower from
Rare and Beautiful
whieb it taliea il» name.
Manufactured only by P0ALOH A SON.

CLOAKS!

JACOB MoLELLAN, Mayor.

Attest;

No
4 Wall street,
A<u't of U S. KeiiUlerid and
Coupon stock,1881,mkt val 204 680 00
Am’t of V. S. Bonds, 6-20
market value
1,200,460 0)
Am’t of O. 9. Coruscates
of Indebtedness
6,93000

payable on demand, the

-OF

hereby repealed.
Approved, Jan. 3,1865,

Rend and adopted.

CO.,

ALL THE CHOICEST STYLES!

Ail ordinance* or parti ot ordinances inwith the provisions of this ordinances are

J. M.

ourse of transmission (estimated)
Amount of unincumbered real estate,

Amount
Missouri S Bonds
6 per cent, market value
12,200 00
Amount ol N Carolina Bonds
6 per cent, market value
6,000 00
Amount of lsnneaaee Boa da
8 per swat, market value
00
Amount of Ohio 6 per cent,
market value
10,800 00
Amount of UUuoia 6 per cent,
market value
20,000 CO
Amount ol itiode Island t
per cent, murket value
51,660 00
Amount ol Californ’ab Bonds
7 per ooet, market vs us
76.000 00
Am' u> t of Connecticut state
Bends, market value
102,600 00
Am runt N V City Central
Bark hoods, market value
62,96* 00
Amo. nt of Quetna County
oonds, market vame
26,000 00
Amcuntof KiubmonaCounty
bond', market va as
28,760 00
Airouotof Brook ynCltv Water bond., market value,
11.810 00 411,762
Ami unt cf bank etocks,
112,250
ot
loans
un
bo
dsaud
Amcuui
mortgages
heiag Srst lien of rs* orded unincumbered real es'ate worth a! le ■' *2'86.000. rate of interest 6 and 7 lar cent,
1,002,842
Amount cf It an on steoke anu b ads,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Congress St.,

Sxc. 6. The provisions of this ordinance shall
not apply to hay pressed and pat up in bundles or
balsB, BS required bv law. intended for shipment or
for sale wicnont being weigh, d in this city.

Copy Atteat;
jant—d2w

* CO.

No. 5 DEERING BLOCK,

weigher.

consistent

HOLMES

CLOAKS1

demand and receive from any person offering any
hay, straw or other artic'e, to bs weighed upon the
oily hay goalee, the sum oftbirt? cents tor each
load or other article so weighed, which sum shall also include thr weighing of the cart, wagon or vehicle npon which a :oad has been weighed by said

Sxc. 6

P.

CLOAKS,

fnlLmna

wngoer

1,648,911

11,100

OECTION 1 There shall be chosen annually in the
O month of March, by the City Council, one or
more Weighers ot Hay, who s all have tho oare and
control ox the City Hay Scales, and whose duly it
shall be to we'gh all Hay and 8>raw brought into
the City of Portl&i d for sale, and such other articles
as may be offered to be weighed,
they shall give
bonds to the city, in such eums as the Mayor and Algernon may require, for ihe laithfut penormatce
of their duty, and shall ooniorm to such regulations
as may fro-n time to time be adopted by the
City
Council, and shall receive such compensation as they
aha 1 deem just and reasonab'**, to be paid out of the
money received as fees for weighing hay and other articles.
8uo. 2
Noper8 m shall sail or effsr for sale any
bay or straw without having the same weighed by
the City Weigher of Hay. »Ld a ticket aig ea by said
We;gher, certifying the quantity each toad, bale or
parcel contains, on penalty ot lor eit.ng the hay or
straw so so d, or offered for rale, to the use of the
city; or the owner or driver of such hay or straw,
shall forfeit and pay to the use of the city, a sum
not less than five dollars for each load of hay or
stiaw sold or offered icr fa1©, withcut having complied with the provisions of this ordinance, at the
<li-oration ot the court before whom such case may
be tried.
Sac. 3. Any person not authorized cs » weigher
of
hay,inacoqrdanoe with the provisions of tho first
section o< thij ordinance,who shall weigh any hav or
s raw brought into this city for sale o. shall
permit
or allow such hay or straw to be weighed
upon any
scales be’onging to him or th^m, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exc eding twenty dollars to the use of
th** city
QB

0.

deoMdtw

CLOAKS,

Sixty-Pi ve.
An Ordinance concerning Hay.
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Councilor the City of Portland, in
City Com■-

oko. e.

up in

Amount of Cash in Continental Bank.N.Y 976,621 20
Amount ol Cash iuhandt cf agent*, and

Promptly filled,

NEW PERFUME

FOB

Tear Ont Thousand Bight Hundred and

na

|«dd

Total amount of Capital and 8arplus, >8,543,MB 29

Of the Lateet Style and of the Beet Quality,

AND ALL GOODS WARRANTED.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

nil fLXMnmh/.pri

18M,

Assam:

TH18

In the

locatio*.

of this Company is The Home Insurance
Company, incorporated in 1853. and located in th)
of
New
fork.
City

Shoos.

Soots and

On the flrot day of December, A. D., 1804, mods to
9ecr«ar> of the State of Maine, pursuant to the

The

TRADE,

RETAIL

Company,

.OF NEW YORK,
Statute of that State.

Street.

Middle

Ttw eubeeribere an manufacturing for the

Order*

’I arm will Begin Nov. 28.
School is for both Misses and Masters, without r. gard to age or attainments.
Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For further particulars apply to
J. 11. ilANbOH,
871

DM1AG,

AXedioal Electrician

style, and added a

Ihe Winter

novl6d«m

West.
AnoriowMaa.

REMOVAL!
IMl. IT. If.

Cashier.

Academy

going

By Hleotrlolty

WORM ELL,

S.

and i.

arrangmenta,

HENKY BaILKY * CO.
January 4—td.

mens at

To be followed by FOUR ASSEMBLIES
coarse

Bortlknd street It 1. a Wood.n build“Iiak basement,good eoilereand briek eie“ oMb-Dienty of
excellent hard water-aho
a good barn.
Immediately autr. ns rhail sell the
douole bouse on Greene Street, No. 45. This is also
a wooden bouse with briok
basement—excellent
wator, and a splendid feroe pump—aleo boose No. 8,
Mechanic street; this la two story, with abilob basement, good oemtntcd cellar floor, and good water.
i heae houses ar all in good order, under real, whh
prompr tenant*—sale positive—the owner having

m niDOLE STBm,

Where he requests all, both old and young to cull
and (elect lor tb9ins.lve aucb articles as will best
please them.
deollOdSw

Pictures.

LANCASTER

on

®

Hat removed hie office from Clapp’* Block to

New Year’s Presents !

ors, and India

Giand Union Ball

Beal Estate at Auction.
Wednesday, January llih, at 8 o’slock
the
ON pr.
mtses, w. sh u sen tbo double tenement

—AMD-

Portland, Dec 28J, 1664.—dco24d3w

decSOdlw*

TSTE hare this day admitted Mt. JOHN-MAR
TT SHALL BROWN as a member of ear house
J. B. BROWN k HONS.
Portland, December 30,1864.—dlw

By Eiymond

Chandler’s Full Quadrille Baud, D.H Chandler,

B. C. SOMERBY,

M. B.

our

Knit

T. *. Whalen,
B. O'Connor,.

John B. Daley.

Tickets for the Conne 82. 8'ngie Tiokets 76 ots.
KT Dancing to commenoc at 8 o'clock. Clothing
checked Dec.
dei28dtf

Aid for the National Freedmen.

clais Book-keeper desires sn engagement Address,
HORACE HARRIM AN,
Press Office.
Jan5i3t*

of

on

we
a
on On.
et.eet, near ana west ef the foot ofSummer St.
an 1 Iroutiug th«
Ship Yara This lot ha. a iront on
CanalI street of 242 lcet, and enelc.es within Ita
bouuds ftlty SIx lhou.-and Feet
This is a very
’aluablo piece ofpropeity,in a growing dietiict.aud
aesi-abie for buliaing purpoMs, or investment; for
particulars and plan call on
UKNKY BAIL1SY ACO.,Auctioneers.
janSdtd
nai

Exchange Street,

grand depository

*

Valuable Land at Auction
January lOlh, at 3 o'clock
ONtheToeeCuy.
premises,
.ban sell lot ot land

Oolesworthy

That rendera the light eo pleasant to the sitter,
whleh with the largest LIU Hr In tbe State, enable#
him to salt the wants ot those desiring first class
Pictures. Uvalog had seven yean experienee, and
been l«rthe paet two yea*a the principal OPJbKATOB IN A. MoKENNEY’S Establishment, as an
Artist, bale considered second tonone In New England.

ter er Fancy Cresses, can, be supplied by
leaving
their names with the
managers, me managers will
spare no labor or ez peuses in making this the ball of
the season. Music for the course by

Commission of } per cent, will be {allowed on
all sales of U. 8. 7 8*10 Treasury Notes made by
this Bank

GARDINER,

commence a

tbe

Blue

McLaughlin,

as.

tltd1**®1 B Alt FT % CO.,Auctioneer.

be

deoBdtf

Portland

of Bradley, Moulton at Roger
was dissolved by the decease of Air. Moulton, on
the 26th of September last.

J

McAleny,

John Walsh,

OO.

CANALJ3ANK.

Dissolution.
pirtncrhip
THE
styl?nnd

Jan. 4.1865.

Committee of Arrangement•:
Wm. McAleney,
John Walsh,
Wm. Me laugh,
J. H. Sheahan,

Evenings, the

A

AND 33 Inch hhd Shooks.

Dec 81—Swdfcw

&

H.

LA.R. A. ASSEMBLIES.
Sail,

Jan

the

on

made

January 41b,

Floor Committee.

B. Hbwkt,
H. H.Nhvaks.

November 10,1864.

lioops TJ. 8.

and.

paid by

HENRY

8.

separate call to eaoh

fear, without encroaching
the store of

Baohath, has

P.8.—Piece call and

°r‘Y£1L0B

ON

made alt bis

a

CHARLES

““jT

at 8

Wm.

K.

State Street, Be stow.
deollid&vtw

Wednesday

mohMdly

beiV.t*>!e tr make
N?I
house this

at

MIDDLE STREET,

ITS

Army Committee

by the

prompt sales and returns.

of lessons for be-

J. H. Mo Cue,
T. E. Whalen,
P. Conne leu.

They will carry on the Pork Paoklng business as
formerly by B. B. Henry, at No. 80 Portland street.

C. HtLE A CO.,
Deo. 1B61.

B.

oourse

Wm. H. Dyer,
John H. Daley,
B. O. Connor,

name

Merohant’s Bxohange.

at2P. U.
A few pupils can be reoelved to lean
tbe fancy dunces in the advanced class et 4 o'clock
the tame afternoon.
wm be

** b"q“

is this day lormed
AC0PABTNEB8HIP
of
subscribers, under the

R.

a

Commencing

Copartnership Notice.

—ALSO—

comm nee

Lancaster

B. Hsyes, receives Stores at 119 Mid-

Has removed to the
spacious store IS
Exchange Street, four doors below

f£IHE

Tue Irish American Belief Association will
give a Coarse of three Assembllesat

dle street.
Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money nt 76
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, reee*ves Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. b.. Johnson.
JonelSdtl

with

CHOICE STORIES AND MISCELLANY.

T.

BT

DOUGLASS

ginners in canting

IT. S. Christian Commission.
Chairman,

MUSIC

Class in Dancing,

OV THB

THCHI

EDWARD I.PAITIJI,
Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

Proceeds to be given to Heine Camp Hospital Association.
Jan8dtd

Fruit Store,
No. 18 and 15 Exchange Street.

Portland

Both Sexea,

at Auctlou.
Saturday January 7, at 11 o'oloak a w „„
Lime street, Hories, Slolgh., Tu0„ gi^f
Travers Kunuera—Kobe*, new sid2d
haudUirnci-

r. n

ON

No. 92

Will be worth the pries or admission.

HAVANA ORANGES.

Portland, Deo. 18 —dim

Jan. 9th.

POPPENBUEG’S CELEBRATED BAND,

SWEET

jan2ealw

of the

HALL.

THS

Corner of Milk and ExoVauge sts.

10,000 SSKF*HSK“
Allen’s

era

Hones, Sleighs. Honesscs_

ItxckBBg®^*'

Auction.

8atardaj, Jtn "(hat lOa’elork a. u. In which
pieces am remnant*, Cottom, Woolens. LineAn
Ureas Goods, Flannels, 8tr.pe\ Takings, <'sM|'
meres, Satinets, Beavers, Over Coats, rants Vests
together with a general aucrtim nt of Dry and FanCy 00°<1»-

In their unique costumes will appear in an erea
more interesting programme than be tore.

Ac.

prepared to supply at the low-

on

OVER 40 GYMNASTS of

WOOD & SON,

H.

tha
20th will be repeated at

Monday Evening,

The property of this Company consists of 6 acres
of Petroleum Oil.'ends, which an held in the simple,
and are located on Horse Neck Creek, Pleasant
County. Western Virginia, being In the oentreolthe
best Oil producing portion of this dlstriot.
This Company hare also an interest in two leases
near the shore lands, whioh contains lire Wells.two
of which are
no^prodnolng-Oil, and the ether three
are nearly completed,
ihcy bare also an interest
in Wells on the celebrated Oil Creek and
Cherry
Bun, Venango County, Pa.
The present production ef Oil ot this Company is
thirty -two barrels per day. It is confidently expected that this amount will be
largely inorcased as the
property Is developed by the sinking of new Wells.
The different pioperties of this company have been
selected with great oars by competent Judge., well
acquainted with the Oil producing territory in Pennsylvania and Virginia.
The facts above s ated have all been veiified bya
Oommitte sent from Boston Expressly to examine
the property of the Company.
The Books for subscription ier a limited number
of shares are now open at the office ot

at

Gymnastics,

mtroh satisfaction

CITY

President—Henry Labmert, Boston.
See’y and Treas.—Chas. L. Wheeler, Beaton.

W.

so

Dry Goods

.^e
2JHS*
onandise *«8MSI
solicited.
Cash advances made with

JN compliance with the request of many citizens the

$5 Each.

AUCTIONEER, 12

Will resolve consignment* of
Ne'ihandlss el
dsMnptiom for public or prlvau
tlake

REPETITION!

Laws of N. York.

Par Value

feis.»gss?fa.yrhiok ■“‘v.vsy
*• M. FATTEN,

AUCTION SALES;

Exobaag* 8t.

_iBIlldtd

The Comic Drama of the

COMPANY!

Organized Under the

E)a,ugh.ter.

SONGS..MISS CABBIE DAT.

NewTork and Boston

Stoves,

bacco

V. M. Senator.

Springfield, m.,

CABOOSES,

SHIP

name

east and west of the Mississippi, equviient to
the addition 50,000 men, and stimulate into
active opposition to the successful prosecution V
Funeral of Mon. Wm. L. Dayton.
of our operations at least 10,000 men within
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 5.
our own lines.
The funeral ol Hon. W. L. Dayton was
Every expedition he sent into the enemy’s largely attended by military and naval officers,
lines had been known to the rebels through members of the
bar, and others, including
this instrumentality,and nearly every one failed
Secretary Seward.
in some of its objects. He has now several
speculators captured in the enemies ecu a try
a Disloyal Member of the Miswaiting trial lor giving information to the Frpulsion ofsouri
Legislature.
enemy.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 4.
The rebel armies have been supported mainJohn Thomson, a member of the lower house
ly for the last twelve months by unlawful
of the Missouri Legislature, was expelled yestrade upon the Mississippi.
New Orleans since its occupation by our terday for disloyalty,
forces, has contributed more to support the
rebel armies and privateers than any portion
We* Tor# Market.
of the country except Wilmiugton. He now
Sew Yobs, Jan 5
Co ton—soles 6£0 bales; middling upl .nd at 121.
has papers in relation to contracts made by
Flour—sale.
5510
State
bbls;
Western 5@10o
English houses in Mobile, for the exportation lower; State 9 70; Bound Hoopand
Ohio 1120; Westof 800,000 bales of cotton by WBy of New Orern 9 75; Southern cull; saiee480
bbls; Cans da So
leans. The House Military committee have lower; sa'es240bbls.
sa'os
H500
Wheat—l@2c
lower;
bushels Chicago
the subject in hand.
Spring at 2 28@2 30 end 7600 hn.hels Winter Bed
WeBtern 2 48; and 6000 bushels White Michigan at
From South America.

Cooking,

Parlor and Office

S. E. BROWNE.

The One old comedy of <he

Iaviled

are

*■ M- PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12

r

Molaaies, Soap, Boat*, &o., at Auct'on.

BA 1.1..

....

ATTCTTQ5 SALES.

Evening, Jan'y e,

CYRUS K. BABB, 9 Clapp's Block,
dec22edistf
Congress st.

ME.

THE “FIRESIDE”

sinking

and perishing under the mighty power of the
Yankee nation.”

MANAGER,

5000 Shares Reserved for Working Capital.

WANTED !
Question by the Richmond Examiner.
New Yobk, Jan. 6.
The Richmond Examiner in reply to the
Sentinels foreign protection article says: “If
neither England or France will so much as
recognize ns, how would they receive such an

Bayers

for we shall offer
of every one.

PUBLISHERS.

Indiana Legislature.
The Indiana

VEERING

Address,

A

~Wf-

Cash

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
100,000 Shares,
The largest daily east o f Boston, largo eight column
page-, at $8 a Year in Advance.

HEAT H F.

1L_BABB’B.

Capital, $300,000.

Baltimore, Jan. 5.
of Maryland completed its

organization to-day. Gov. Bradford’s message
congratulates the members od the passage of

T

COTTON GOODS & FLANNELS.

to

Articles, Stories, original and seleotsd Poetry,

inal

Sale

Popularity
Housekeeping Goods, Increasing
This Friday

Linen

the Government in its eonfllot with a giant rebellion,
contains

C.

JWTERTAmrZNTS.

.Winter Dress Goods,

It is the largest pol'tleal paper in New Eng!a-d,

5.

Maj. J. R. Oberlne of the Veteran Reserve
Corps has entered on his duties as Provost
Marshal of the District of Columbia, vice Capt.
Putnam, resigned.
The President at the Instance of George D.
Prentice and W. R. Gist, has acceeded to the
request of Lieut. Gov. Jacobs of Kenrucky, to

-At

Is published e/ory Thursday.

dfrwtf

Washington.

Seventh Annual

PROSPECTUS FOR 1805.

inson, son of Gen. Robinson, severely.
front

MISCELLANEOUS.

Capture of Nine of Moeby’t Guerrillas.
"It is a
ft
Washington, Jan. 5.
Beautful Parlor Stove!
The Star says: “We have information of
I
Excellent castings,ueatin appearance,easily worked,
XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Session. the capture of a captain, lieutenant and seven free
from dust wnen shaking down, and ail in ail 8umen of Mosby’s command, who contemplated
pkrior to any St-ove that it has yet been our fortune
a raid on the Baltimore railroad. The party
to use. We award the First i rjzr to the "FIRESENATE.
crossed the river at Darneslown in citizens SIDE," of ail the Stoves that hafcre ccme under our
Washington, Jan. 5.
clothes, for the purpose of takiug the cars at personal examination, and according to present inA communication from the Secretary of the
the Relay House to proceed to Point of dications we shall be enabled with it, to snap our
at cold wea her, but also at the
Treasury was read, stating that the coast sur- Rocks to tap the Baltimore Road. Upon fingers, not oulv
prices qf Coal
vey report for the past year was ready. Four reaching the Relay House, Information of their high
In addition to the ‘Fibrsidb” we keep constantly
thousand copies were ordered to be printed.
movements having reached Gen. Tyler who on hand a complete assortment of
A petition from citizens of Ohio in favor of commands the
post at that point, they were
a
for

United States District Court.
WAKE J.

Gould of

Portland.
Land Agent—George C. Getchell of Anson.
For Counsellors—Sewall Lord, Washington
Bray, Calvin Record, Artcmas Libbey, Ebenezer Otis, Gorham L. Boynton, and James
Nichols.
The Democrats have made no nomination
for United States Senator.

47
76
00
62

--

Albert P.

Adjutant General—Samuel J. Anderson of

776 73

Dec 29 h,1864.

—

Thomaston.

293 12
H.

following

Secretary of State—Silas S. Drew of Ban-

121 56
268 94

Balancoonhand,

Jan. 5.

nominations for State officers have been made:
For State Treasurer—Charles A. Shaw of
Biddeford.

9988 23
Ac

member.
In the Senate Caucus twenty-six members
were present.
Mr. Hamlin’s name was withdrawn and Mr. Fessenden received the unanimous nomination, every member
voting for
him.
Hon. Nathan A. Farweii was nominated by
acclamation in both caucuses to Oil the place
until the 4th of March next.
H.

Augusta,

91.069 85

Cotton.

vote of every

At the Democratic Caucus the

BZOUFTS,

Balance from proceeding year.
Proceeds of Promenade Concert.

the

Democratic N<m (nations.

Report.

KXFCNDITUa’g.

Daily

Press.

-—--

Jan.

selves

New York, Jan. 4.
The committee appointed by tho Chamber
of Commerce to report on the communication

Portland

Special NoticeCommencing

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

I

New Advertisement* To-Day,
Theatre—S. E. Browne, Manager.
Wanted.
Dry Up for Otarrh.
Ccunty of Cumberland.
Biiuatioa Wanted.
Salesman Wanted.
Promen.de Ccncort.
Portlard Glass Co.
Assemblies.
Wanted to Purchase.

JanM3w

Mining.
Sarah A. Uowell left the bonne ol .To»eph
Gotchad. on B,0(er afreet, Saco, on Friday,
Deo. SOtb, at half p»st four o’clock r m., in a deran cd mate of mind; ainee which nothing onn be
learned or her wbertabonla Any iaformati n renpeo’in* ho- will be eratefully received by herafflieredtrendn. Addrens Jonnrm Umtchbil Saco or J.
K CBAnan, Pangor.
Jaald8t*

MISS

Wanted.

t)Uv/\ r

paid by
Jul i w8w

BUSH, of prime Barley for which Caah
and the hi*heat Market mice will he

JOSEPH H. WHITE.
No. <4 Union Wharf.

MISCELL ANEOtrS.

WANTS,LOSTJOUND
Waicb Found.

FUR GOODS.

TNOUND

F

Spr ng Street,* gold wr ch The owt• lb, tame b; applying at No. 6

on

ba

er can

Brackett, bt„ proving property

COE &

No. 95 Middle Steet,

paying charges.

6 h ot

ea'd
ON
1'r.uk; had aoord tied around It, aud
market MossK Rickard; rrntaintd lads, sreatii’g

AMERICA.X SABLE,
RIVER SABLE,

apparel

ttoe.

no-

d odd'in

SKATES!
Assortment

AT WHJLKSaLS AVD RETAIL,
CHEAP FOB

CASH,

AT

James Bailey & Co.’s,

FARMER'S

MAINE

!

ALMANACS.

bobikbon.m Exchange st,«u

Augustus

pay lor the Maine Farmer's Almanac, (edi ed
by Daniel nooiueon ) for the years 18)9, ’20, ’*4, ’'6.
’27, "21, ’29.20 cents each; jor lb3l, ’83, ’84 ’86, *86
1 loe- ts
’8», '88.
n; fo- 1840, '48, ’48, >41, 46,
’49, ’62 ’66, '66, ’68 ’69, ’60, ’61, 6 oents eacn.

Ueoc^sew

162 Greenough Block, Middle SL
aoTlidln

t

Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich < Upper Skates, Blondtn skates,

LADIEU'

Douglas’s Pat. Ankle Support Skates,
WILLIAM’S A MORSE SKATES,
fllAato

Of SKATES, and at as LOW PRICES, to bo
found in the oity.
Please pall aud examine before purchasing.
Nor. I—exdtf CilAS. OAF, Jr., 11* Kiddle St.

buy

Overcoat.

P. MOBBELL fCO.. have* good assortment at fair
dejl4dtf
priors, 118 E.chaugMtreet.

Wanted,
Book-kecpor la u wholesale
Copyist. Best of tefer-

S7TUA1ION

a

as
establishment. or as a

3L
jcoa

Address “H. F. if.

given.

Press

ti

LOST,

JUST
MICK

goad place

An

Straps.

TEB LARGEST ASSORTMENT

A

side o’ Exchange stieot, abont midNew city Hall and Post Offioe,

the sunny
ON way
between
to

othercolebiated Makers.

And

/

FOUND.
a

RECEIVED!! ONandtheuanrorth
evening of the 16th between Deering Hall
street, large uold Cross enaieu
Of N*w Buckwheat, fliuua
rue Under will
wi h
liberal reward
leer-

lot

► l.be, Uitiul, Hut Yuast Cakes, and
tot sale by

DAN FORTH

meet

by

DO WELL & .ENTER’S/
ui.Ti7d fExchange street.

ing li at

CLIFFORD,

*

a
a

Wanted.

novfOtf8Liroe itreet.

MRS. M. G. BROWN’S
Branch Office it at 33 Congrttt Street, above

a Gentleman, Wile and Daughter, 8 years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Booms
lai oisaed or uuftirnished, tor wbmh liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. 1., box2204.

BY

Portland,

oft, 28th_«d07tf

City Buildinq,

Lost.

Whtre you will please tend for u Circular.Consultation free.
n
r84dtf

Wednesday afternoon, out of carrlage.beONtween
Exchange tit. and 1*ornery St., pair oi
Ixeut’a Boots, xhe

Ttlb BtiLLiSM of BiLTimuHE
—

USE THU

a

tinder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN K. DuWA SON. corner of Exohange and Milk Sts.
ootaotf

ARtt.
POO HEW
around the
Trank
Central wharf,
Depot and yarc;

——MADS FROM—

CANADA

a

—

AKCTUSIWE,
GREASE!

BEARS’

For the growth End luxuriance ol the hair.

ON considerable
a

ing

Grand

or

a Calf skin Wallet
sum of money, and

value many one bat the iooet r. The
rewarded as above on returning the

containpapers of no
nnaei will be
same to No. 8

Whart, or 72 Brackett street.
.Portland, Aug 81,1864.

Central

Flee imitation" have appeared—obaerre the new
label with signature.
►■nr eair hv the Drnggiste.
deoil dim

aug8ldtf

Board.
of Rooms, with board, nan be obtained by
applying immediately at SO Danfbrth street.
May lltn.
mayltdtf

Greatest Wonder cf the Age. SUITS
Gray Hair Hr stored to its Original Color,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

Portland tad Kennebec R. R.

Carrying the Canadian and United

HOTELS.

Trains leave Portland daiBath, Augusta, Ken.
I .mjs gu oaewuegan, at 110 r M. At Kendall's
Mills tills train connects at 6 20 r. u. wltn train fcr
Ba gor aad all • ations east ui Kendall’s Mills same
evening
Returning, the passenger train is dui in Portland
at* T. *■ TO •‘rain takes passe, gen at Kendall's
Mills rom the train from Bangor at 9.10 A. x.
CuSkscr on 1 lOKUTa At* soid at Frjeport,Bruns
wiek Bara, aad all other stations between Bruuslok and Kendall s Mills, for Bangor an m l ot ler
stations oj the Maine Central K. B. east of Ken.

passengers booked
—TO—

and

Liverpool

Batura Tickets granted at Seduced Bates.
-JE

The steamship *t. Datid, Capt.
will Bull from this port ror
on GATUHDaY, the 7 h
January, Immediately after the arilain cl the p evious nay from Montreal

^SkamSSu
rival

\.i tee

Passage

Cspilal... $450,000
Number of Shares,.

90,000

Subset iptions...
War It lug Capital,.

$6,000

;_.®L22

The Directors of this Company take pleasure in
presenting to the capitalists and the poblio of New
England a chanoe to Invest in a Petroleum stock
is future pros-

to

Liverpool

Londonderry

and

Tbropoh

'hisroute

Liverpool-

Grollon House!

H AIR

Center St.,

REGENERATOR!
Will

tpeuse.

it wi.i

WiUaaraly remove »cuxt. Daxbeutt, and

PERCTIAS
Acte

eoalp.giring life te the rvots ni the hair
ing it lrom falling off.

PERIVIAS HAIR REGENERATOR
ft the m'att perleot Hair Renewer in
Every body ehnalri
xneTuh.
Peware
an ua r Kegeuerat

nee.

Pkbuviam Hair Kxgkn
.ns /
Call ror Peruvi-

nee

of tmitati
r

a-d

re- exve

-n

o'her.

Jo-es ft Ra wbol- aale agents, 170 Washington et,
Boston; alto.Wtekaft rott r Ca'ter, Bn t a Co
and th n At whole ale by tjheuparu ft Co. Port
la'fl. At re all L. C. Gilsom 14 Market Square,
Short ft Watkbhousx oor Cong'era $■ Middle tt..
Croaimin ft Co and J. K Lunt,and dealers gener» !y
nov 84—d «•

Col. Geo. Clark Jr. & Co.,
RECRUITING
-AMD-

SUBSTITUTE AGENTS,
NO. 235

CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND, ME.
OOMMOBTWBALTB

OF

MASSACHUSETTS.

I
Adjutant i*ena alt Office,
Boston, Oct. 6th, 1864. J

To whom it

concern /

personally

1 am
acquainted with Col. Geo. Clark,
Jr of Bo ton.
de tias recruited
'arge n lmber oi
men under the authority oi this common wealth.and
has cn duc'ed the business in on honorable and eatiaiact* ry manner.
W kh hviah B&owm,
Major an. Asst. Adjt Geu’l oi Massachusetts.

J.

on

Be mu to Jet
tbe

European

by

day

the

or

deeUdtf

week,

Plan.

O* Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunch every day at 11 u’eloek.

IlilFREGENERATOR

thu eeorrt.une of the scarf skin of the
and prevent-

uuen

be kept

erne

all humors of the soalp.

Hall,

y

•-Vi-.

ft.

a

Lancaster

This House is now open to tve Public,
bavin* b en leased by the subscriber for a
term of > ear*, ana ba* been thoroughly r*nvattd, and speadidl. lunaishen, regard-

halrtoita original eokr
thorough trial la given

aureiv reetore grav

where

Opp.

PORTLAND, MB.

Free

0. D, MILL KB. Proprietor.

Stanley Kvitie, Augusta.
I 1 he subscribers would reepeotf lly Inform
>ibe oit sens of A igus'a. aud hs traveling
public geoe.ally, teal they ha.e f.rrned a
II t 1 ccpir n< r 1 Ip, nnder the
name ol
WIN » A Wil,I 1 ,M>, aud have leased
ue Stanley u>use Iwbioh is icattd on w a<ei
»t.,
in o.osa or xlmity to th > l>epo and
u mess p, rti >n ol the o iy.) to tale iffie on the 12ib day at l-e.amber, 186t, on wh on day the hyu-e wM be ojeu
in a a.yle not au'pass d by any ho ol in the Man-.—
the large and oommoelous ro m s will
relit- d in
tue ms- app oveu style, with v«r
convenience to
s I : the wants at boar ets and vl.itor...
A numerous and u ell-trained corps t waiters will bei iatten^a- re whose efforts wi 1 he as iiu usl
directed
o the eo n tort and conveui noe o o.r natrons.
A nice suit of bath -rooms will bo p orideu where
t e
ueBis can indulge in a huh, wl'h oolu or warm
wstsr
Afl-e-or'Ot safe will be furnished lor the
c ommodation of visitors wishing to
dep jsit vaiu'b‘e articles for sa ek epinr. • oache. will bo l-i stteodaoce to a mey visitors to any part of the city,
the culinary a laugemeote wil be under the
charge
oi an experiecrea coikard bine
leeptr -aid no
effort will be spared losapply the -sties with
eveiy
I
dtlloicy In see son and ont
We take pieasureln e'ng able to announce that
we have seo-ired the valuable services oi Mr. Guv
fuaxxu, oruerly the popular and tifi i ntole k ol
he Augusta Bouse, as Ch ei Clerk, under whose iuoervision ihe internal arrangement o- the hones
will be conducted in a -uanner to suit the moat exacting and i'sendjous taste.
Thu subscriber* loteod that nothing shall be left
undone to re der their h use wo 'hi of patronage
and trastlhelr eff rts will meet with the approbation and support if the public.
CHaBI.ua A. Wise,
Hxxht A Willismb.

To be snooeeded by the
ioaw on the 14th inst.

Portland and Penobscot River.*

Augusta, Deo 12,1864.

uecUWfcblm

H ALLO WELL HOUSE
REOPENED!
NEW FUBBITUBE Sc FIXTURES!

SUBSTITUTES AND

VOLUNTEERS,

Furnished for any Town in the StatePte3—dlo.»

Notice.

S. G.

sae~rbe public are specially informed that the
spacious convenient and well-known iiallcwxz.c
Boub-, in theoentreof llallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and f nr miles from Togue Spring, has
Deo-i
etuini&h-d, and is open for the reoeptlonoi
oompauy and germanenlboarders.
Eveiy attention wil) be given to the comfort el
guests.
>

To the Bondholder, u-der the third Mortgaae Ol
the Androecogoin Railroad Company, dated De0 ember 11, 1866.
do id Holders are hereby reminded that by
t.iepr iv-siomof the ReviledStatatee. Ch ip. 61,
Bee. W, it ii mids t ieir duty to or sent all the r dilboioivd bonds or coupons under said mortgage to
tbe subeerbers who re t"e tr Jst-es holding the
name, at liait th rty d y# before the right of led-mptioa .ill xpire; a d that aaid mortgage, notwithst ooing th« eotry which has been made, will
not be torcoHsed by reason o the
non-payme t ol

SAID

nay b

n

‘s

-poo« not
tlier one oi us,

or c >

..resented. > f they are
belore the 14th of Janu-

so

bled with e
ary n-xr, It vlll'em sea on.
Lewxton, November 14 1864.
8*th Mat
Alls* Haimes.

STABLING,
and
are

artthe usual

Bale ol Lauds and Timber 'or the Benefit
ot Noimal bchooli.
L\«t> Dffio*,
September 18, 1864. /
?»“*
N pursnan-eof* he
Ao’ ended “An Ac fortbe
of Normal Sooo Is,” approved
t.bu'U£<:Bt
Mrrch 2 18 '8 and the n iher r.port o
Co. ncii
aide August [in, t6l: the band Avent will oner
tor sue a pub io a'otlon at/hi Lid-* OBo ln I-.l*nr, on fuosday, M rch 14,18 6, at ’2 .’clock noon
all t-e right t t'e and in-ores which <bs State
has,
bil g one uu-tiTlced bal*, owne in c mmcn wi h
K nge
H print sv o t .wn.h'pt numbered Slriee
W v a, (16 H l*)and nigtien
Range Twelve (1-6
1J) weu rom the Ess’ line ot
tue 8 ate in tb
C unty ol A-oos-ooi, t a mi- Irma Drioe f
thirty
cents par acre lor either or
othtraets. Te ms Cash

Of a popular hotel

couvonlenoes

amply provided.

Halloweli, Feb. 1 1864.

moKKeodtf

OAPI SIC POND

The public are rnspeetfhlly Informed tha<
is the intention of the Proprietor that
■this House shall bo kept a first-class road

[it

_I House.
ehoisest Suppers served.
Oet. 19—3m
GEO. W. MURCH.

FOREST AFE3VE HOUSE
POBHXULT KMOWH A8

I_

McClellan

ing in this locality, the comp .ny most conscientiously deem this tract ot very great vaiuv. It is in direct r.Dge with the esleb.atei Tarr Farm, and
every foot ot the territory is exo.llent boring land,
while its proximiiy to the leariht renders it ol enhanced value.
No. 4. tee simple of one hundred and thirty aores
onMutqulto Creek in Mecca, Ohio, on which ns
have three webs in operation, yielding about four
barrels parday of 1 lie very finest lubricating oil In
toe world, bringing readily fifty dollars per barrel
at the veil, or sixty dol are in Eastern Markets.
Responsible pirtita stand ready to take all the oil
raised a. tba. price. 1 heee Woile areover four years
eld and it is expect, d when we shall have a new
well down, we s el. get at least a >ee-barrel well
One well is nearly io oil dep h now,and in,the course
of tnir.y days will be producing. Nowell was ever
s unk on this toriitury that was not a paying one.—
Tui o 1 Is found at a depth of slxty-fivd leet, which
ensh es ns to sink wails at a slight expense.
The Phillips Oil Company arc sinking wells on
land adjoining us at a greater depth, with every

flowing

or

largo pumping

I

ties.

TheDirtotors fool in putting this stock upeu the
are holding ont snre and better inducements to subscribers than has heretofore le?n offered; for, while the e are. wells in ac nal operation
Oil enough to pay immediate dividendt ol at least
wo per cent, a month, as the yield note amounts to
*700 per day or S2,0 0J0 per annum, there are
also future prosp eta unsurpassed by auy other Company in navlng planty,ofb r.ngterri ory on developed lands, and plenty of land whers the excitement
has but late y reached, which enables us te derive
beneiit both from old and a (Or territory, snd on
which the dsvelopsments will bo vigorously pu bed
Wo would oitse this prospootus by stating that t-e
Company it entirely a New England enter, rise,
managed by well known par Its, some cf Oku ol
gr at experience in t*ie Pet, oleum business. Subtor ption bocks will be found with
Messrs J. H. Clapp k Co., Bankers, 37 State Et.
K.C. Batxs, Esq., 8 Merchants’ Bow.
Messrs. Wm.Lihoolk k Co. 16 Gentialttt.
Messrs. E. * B. W. Skabb. 101 State st,
Sinoe tbe above was written we have received advices that one of the new wells on the Me:ca pr .per
ty has reached oil, and now yields twenty barrels
per dry. As toon as tbe tubiug is put down it will
probib y greatly increase.
Subscription Books, for limited cumber of Shares
will be open at the offices of J. C. Pfogtok, Esq.,
Lime at, near P. 0., and at J. J. Baowu’a Banker,
*
No. 70 Exchange st.
deo23tf

Market, they

1864,_

Stook ol
Coal and Wood to Messrs. Randall, Me Alls

WE,

house,

WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietor.
The public are respeotfhlly informed
jiSshthat this spacious, convenient and well
JALSknown House, situated at
MORRILL’S CORNER,
I) mile, from Portland, has been re furnished and is
tyen for the reoeptiou of Company and PleasurePar'ies. Every attention will be given to the com-

SICILIAN

half hour.
WINSLOW A THATER.
Westbrook, Oot. 10—dtf

Vegetable

HAIR

Ur * |Go., do oheerinlly recommend them to om
former customers.
All persons having demand,
against us are requested to present them lor settlement, and all persons Indebted to as are requested
tomakcimi ■diate payment** trie old stand where
one ol the u.. jrsigned may be found for the present,
8AWYEB k WHITNEY.

Portland, June 6,1361.

junel8d3w

subscriber having
TBA
Coal and Wood,
ied

purchased the Stock o<
taken the stand recently
by Messrs. Sawyer * Whitns,. head Oi
ana

OOOUI
Maine

Wharf,

are

now

prepared

every

i'r'»n
rutore the hair to ltd natural oolor, and

Holyoke Mutual Fire

Ins.

Comp’y,

IN SALEM, MASS.

STATEMENT

It is net H
iee
preparations, making the hair
dry and br h?, 6*t will make It molar, soft, and
Sola
all
t'e epotheoariea and Medicine
gl any.

Amo mt or
Capital Stock, 8619,768 (9
Consisting of Note, and Statute Liabilities,
*4'8,67178
and cash asset as

original

coPr

Dealo-s in thie city and State
W. V. PHILI IPS, 14# Middle Street, Wholesale
Agent tor the State.
octal evdlm

Mecli ntc’s Bank.
moetiag of tho stock bo'ders of the
Huuhaulo’e Bank, will b* held at thi i Bank! g
Boom, on yionday, the .ix'senth nay of January.
»l 8 o' .'lock, P M., for the
following purpose*,

AM'E'iItL

to*wi
I

To
ir th» Stoekhnld*rs will vote i. ear
rtnder the C arterot tho Bang.
they lit ,0t to change or convert
fho
echimc « Bau* iuton NitioDul Han ioc as<oolation, under the Law of ,h8 united St .tea approvid Jan 31. 864
1 1
Tttc u on any other busineas that may le>
ga.ly oome beiom them
I'er order of the "l-vctor*.

of .he condition of said Company
ou ttu ti-st
day of November. A p. 1864, being
iho date of its exhibit next
preceding 1st Deo., 1884.

iovestmenta in
wa

followi.vli

Old

RAILROAD.
W’NTER

,P.a STEPHEN8uN, Cashier.
Portland, Fee, 17.18U4
Peril

A

n

Copartnership Notice.
underlgaM have thla dav formed a copart.
»(Vi® of FLING A
.4.™ ^ S"*ha“">and
HI

THE
rr

rijtit

IIE, and have taken the More formerly

occupied by H-nrH
N
9l Commercial street,
wneretbeyie en'idotana Commission and Whole-

tale business In Teas
caries and Provtsio *.

tobacca,

AUGUSTUS STORY, Pres’t.
V
Thomas h. Johuboh, Seo’y.
EL1PHALKT WEBSTER,Agent,
No 18 Exchange at.. Portland.
dec8eod3w

John's,

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.
Polloiee

Board.
Bnomsand Board, at No 72 t>.„
PLEASANT
lerth street, 21 door above Bracket st.
call
dec2Sd2w*

Company will
THIS
t>>n payment of a<x, eight

isme
to be free after
nr ten Premianu at
insured, and at rates as low as any
other Company The istne of Free Policies readers
it ef lees equal If not superior to the participation
Con-pan es
Offloe No. lot Middle Btreet.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Free.

the

option

or the

__

Feb. 16—dfcwtf

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry.
Together with the best quality of

Coal J

Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.
Also, Hard and Soft Wood,
Delivered to order in any port of the city.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer A Whit
aoy are respectfully invited to give us a call.
RANDALL, MoA LUSTER A CO.
Portland. June 13. MRS.—dlv

Insurance

Company

KDWARD8HAW, Secy.

W D

I

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.
Portland Board of References:
Jons b. 8sown A Son, Hkrbey, Fletcher A Co.
H. J. Libby A CP.
Jobs Lynch A Co.
“aderalgned having been appointed Aoent
.7J1*ATeo«»lT
ana
for this Company, is now prepared
to

Policies

on

lnsnf able

Property

at current

AdP~Portland Office, 106 Pore Street.
JOHN W. MUNGER,Agent.

Jute 8,1864_dtf.

_Gopaitnerauip Notice,
day formed copart.
T-r!*?yd.haTe bis*D<1
*‘>ie ofMOKeE A
^THROP
,h^B„n*me
;?o™:?pBoSr. tar? z
‘
The trade is respsctiSily wllcitfd “ 48* ^
a

R-

L. MORBR.
W‘ LoTaB0T-

Portland, Jan’y »d, 1886—d8w‘

TRAVELERS

LITTLE

IS go, Cincinnati,

(DP STAIRS.)
W. L>. LlX'i Lb, Agent.

t RE

acres

on

interoeeaed by two
Lawiei.ee,
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded witu every description or timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beeob, tamarac ana bass word to any amount
H. T. MACH1N. Portland.
Enquire of
feb26 eodtf
Portland, Feb 1664.

Agency

31

Exchange street,

W‘ Dj XJTXI,E’

decgdtf

A«ent-

Annual Statement
OF THE

Western Massachusetts Ins. Go.,
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
Made In compliance with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.

Capital Stook, all paid in, $150,000.00
Surplus Over Capital $96,939,48
Invested

as

follows,

vii

oorner

Congr

For

Sale.
some

ojinpotent physician, t be location is on the Una of
aralir ad, witb.u an boar’s ride of Portland, and
worth *1 800 per annum. Real eatate, hot sea. carriage he, can be bad '-n tbe most liberal 'arms
Address ”t hyeioian,” at toisoffice.
Jan2d2w*

Real Estate for Sale.

end Let onHampsh.re Court, occupied
HOC8E
by Rhode Henson The bouse is two stcries, in

LIABILITIES.

Losses adjusted and due.
none.
claimed snd unpad,.
*7' 0 00
', reported and unadjusted,..
6,980 00
E. U. .Kellogg, President.
J. N. Dunham, Seo’y.
Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,
Henry Checkering, nstice of the Peaee.

good repair,and will be sold at a bargain. F quire
JOsiAH JONES, No# MenUlat
dec31d8w*

Portland Office 31

FOR SALE.
YX7T3 BING to make a change in my business*,
ATI offer for sale my estahlisnment, where a man

aov

of

with a capital ot 12.000 or 13,000 can do an extensive business,
tor farther particulars address J.
O. N. A 8,>N, Portland, Me
deo20d*wtf

To

16dtf

1 bideds-med nnress enable
CHAttLEI SUTHERLAND,
Surgeon U. 8. A. and Medina Purveyor,
Washington, D. C.
Printed forms of proposals may be bad at this offloe.
J infidfit
and

a

FH.ITIT
WINB,
Made Without Fermentation.
THIS WlUt possesses a nrfld
and deliciouH flavor, mil body.
It is prepared Iron choice indb
genouslruits; and ircm its curity and peculiar mode of prep
ara'ion, possesses retnarkabli

healing properties.
A othing more Ualatable,I/othi*g more Invigorating. Nothing more Strengthening.
A half wine-glass taken a short time before breakfast will sharpen (he appetite, and it is to be relied
on when every other mode of treatment fails,
Used for Nervous Weakness, Used for Kidney Complaints, Used for Indigestion.
It is rapidly growing into public favor, for those
who use It ouoe invariably buy it the second time.—
It is used as a dinner wine by many in plaoe of all
others.
Good for the Sedentary, Good for the Consumptive.
Goon for the Invalid.
It is quite refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and oonval. scent It can be said to
be truly invaluable.
Every household snould hare
a supply eon. antly on band for family use.
This frine is Unfermented, This Wine is Unfermented, Tnis Wine ie Unfermented.
Prepared and for sale by I>. BLACKMKK A COWorce.ter, Hass. For tale in Portland by W. T
PHILLIPS, A CO., and by Druggists and dealers
generally.
ootSTevdtm.

JYeuralgta.
Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litch, at Charlestown
March 18, 1884.
This is to oartify that nine mon>hs ego
was attacked with Neuralgia U th < meet violent form.—
Several physicians wire applied to. who did alltney
oonld te relieve me but to no purpo e. Every patent m. dicihe and remedy that coul.t be found were
applied without effect My fao- was poultice a and
bandaged in order to find relief. Since the Neurolgin attack d me I loot twenty-sereu pounds of flesh.
In this stated frieud ol mine rtcnmmeaded me to
try Mrs. M. G Brown’s Metaphysiosl tacoveiy, as
it had cured a friend of bis of tery bad e es, which
had baffled the skid ot the most eminent phydotant
Consequently I went to Mrs. M G. Brown’s office
and obtained her metaphysical Diaoovery, on Saturday the 10th last. 1 applied! at l«ar o'clock in
the arternoon
The re-uit wee that Neuralgia subsided—a,most immod ately I felt relief. I sl-pt well
without any poultices, aa belerc, a<.d at the ume ol
giving this eertihoatt, he Slat inst.. 1 oonaider myself delivered of my diseose, and lecommcnd the
Metaphysical Diaoovery to all who are suffering.
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DR. R. GOODILE’S

t

il

for sale.

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over SO
.toms. large stable and sbeda-eituated two
and one-half mile* fiom Portland and the
iicest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waand summer boarders.
--Wring
For
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of

CATARRH REMEDY,
*■»

lODiomunin

is

i‘ne Acme of Perfection!

place

apJ dtf

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for Maine.

Let.

o<

101 Commercial Street, Portland.

House tor Sale.
THOROUGH built two story wooden house,
with every eonvenieDoe, la a desirable part o'
the city with 60TO feet of land, n
axing one of the
be t garden spo s In the city; a«d algo a good piece
of property tor investmen. Addieas box 2i29 Poitland postoff osdeeSlulw
A

Apothecary fchep
unders

gccd wishing to
of
THE
iidenee, will sell big
St ck ac
Ine
r

It Cares Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh
It C ares Catarrh in all its types and
stages

It Cares Catarrh and averts consumption.

for Hale.
ch>nge his p’noe

Shop Furnl u e,
took ia now ana c mplote in all its
deoartmen*B Th stand is cae 01 the beut in Portland beinr* snited to Family and Country 'lit <e._
Apply mt 146 Congress ftioet.
rota*

No Violent

For Sale.
TWO story House and Lot, situated on PottXV land street, with Stable and other outbu ldin gs
Also two adjoining lots containing about eight
thousand square feet.
Enquire of N. &TEVENS
No. 17 Portland street.
June 9 dtf

FOR HALE.

TWf> story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formXV erly occupied by R. Merrill A Co
Enquire oi
the subscriber.
REUBEN MEKKIeL.
deoUdta*
A

To Let,

<?3,2Vi“^leor

®v®1' Stores Not.
i?
F 152 and 154 Exchange Street,
opposite the International House. Apply on the premises to
A. L. BROWN.

Wood for Sale.
A ®OUT eight acre* of Pine Wood on
rtumo
A at Grave. Hill, Westbrook, will bethe
,old at s
bargain.
of
FRANCIS B HANSON, at Geo H
Enquire
Babcock’s, {’e'eral Strtet, or of ASA HANSON^
head of Borlin
Wharf.
Mte (jtf

A

For Sale.
PHOTOGRAPH SALOON,Price*150. Inquire
at
Nc.affljCbBgretsstr.et, Portland, Me.

dec29d8t

SfWlDf machine for Sale.
of Ladd R Wobste>’s Family
8e»|ng
ONE
chine’s can b seen at
Portland. Dec 24,1M4.

8» Paris street

RESTORED.
skill of physurgeons. No.medical work contains a prescription that will eradicate it. Nothi. g
aave Dr. Uoodale’s Remedy will break it
up, radically destroying the principle of the disease, and
preoiudlng the possibility of relapse.
No form ot Catarrh oan withstand its
searching
power and no mode of treatment ever afforded such
immed ate relief, or gave such universal satisfaction
it penetrates to the very aeat of this terrible disease and exterminates it, root and braneh, forever.
[From the Commercial Advertiser. New York.l
Hay, Rote, and I'vriiMic Coiarrh.—Dr. R. Goodale’s catarrh Remedy, ana mode oitieatment not
only affords the greate-t reliei in every vatiety of
Catarrh, but it extinguishes tho di ease forever in
all Its types and stages. Kvory one speaks well of it.
[From J hnL. Beebee, New London, Ct.1
orton f Co.
Mliurt,
Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale's Catarrh Remsent
me has cure t me ot the Catarrh of tea
edy you
years standing. I gave a lew doses of it to three of
my neighbors, and they say it has cured them 1
have now half a bo.tie left and would not take a
thousand dollars for it if I could not procure more.
Dr Goodale has surely discovered the true cause o
Catarrh, and an untailing remecy to cure it
J hn L Bibbx.
Youratrul*,
New London, Conn., June 9,1863.
a

stamp for Dr. R. Goodale’s New
mode

CHARLES WEBB.
Ml Congress streU.

treatment

ATHR’lBI

PHOTQGRAPH ROOMS,
nno8dtf

derUdlw

house

ot

and rapid cm e.
Dr. R. GOuD ALE’S Office and Depot, 76 Sleeker
street, one door west ot Broadway, New York.
NORTON A Co., Sole Agents. U. H. HAY, Agent
for Portland.
June 2.1863
JnneJ-dly

101 Miadle

corner of Concord and Merstory
A rill streets,
with the lot, la offered tor sale
In.

]«tfe
jan«J8w*

Price SI. Send

has defied the

Famphleton Catarrh—Its perfect

Ma-

House and Land for Sale.
TWO

the Nead!

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

Billiard Table Tor Sale.
FIRST rat. Billiard Table, with marble bed:
also two sets ivory balls and a se: of
points, and
everything pertalniPg ts a well furnished table.
Will be sold os liberal terms. Apply to
WM. J. MCDONALD.
w
*»■ 136 Federal 8treet, under U. S. Hotel.
wptd* fltl

A

Syringing of

centuries Catarrh
ptOK
A
siciansand

A

fnU

vigor

and

strength.

For lull pirt culirs got a
pamphlet irom any drug
store in the country, or write ns and we will
mail
Dee to any address, a tall tree'ise.

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, $2 per hottls,

st.,

June IKh, 18:4.
„
I, John A. Niwcomb, of Quincy, do oer ify that
have been entirel y deaf in ny left ear tor twenty
years, and (or the past six years my right esr has
oten to deal that I could not hear conversation or
public speaking of any kind. I c lid nut hear the
chureh bells ring, while I wee alt ing in the ohnroh.
1 have also been troubled for a number of
years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was
obliged to give us
siugiug tn ohurch, tor I had ,’oet my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a sou roe of constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy tbet oould be thought of.—
I went to aurUts; butas they wa ted to nee inetiumeats, I would have no bing to do witb them.—
About one month since I obtained Mre. Brown’s
Discovery, and used it aooording to
the directions on the bo:ds <. And the r, sul
the 1 earing* of both tars is perfeetly restored, s.
that I can bear as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head it entirely gone. My bead foe la
perfectly easv and at rest. My throat, width wa> so diseased, is entirely cared; and I have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mre. M. G

Metaphysical

Is,Thai

Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

I, Mrs William Ellery. ffT6 Central Avonue,
Ch isea, do certify that I have bren a greet suffere
ail my life tr m Catarrh ami Scrofula of fo worst
kind. At the »g of two yesra, the disease began t
assume a vlo.aut form.
All my life it has kept me
in bondage. I have had hundrt ds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have (evenin a whiter. I had great
paia anu dizziness in hsy brad, w th many ctusrai
meets
Last wine the. acroiula broke out under
my chin end run to -uch an exunt that f thought
my life would ran out, as no doctor oould sure me
One told ms tt would ta*e three years to crop the
running. I conn tt U ibe suffering endured in body
and mind. Moat providentially 1 was advi ed to go
and see Mrs. M U. Brown. I did so. In the beginning of May last, 1 obtaiutd her Metaphysical Discovery. and used it lal h ally. The hapry and glorious tesnits are, that I am deliver, d ircmallmv dieesses.
My Catarrh is gone, my dizain ess and headache are gone.
I ieel as free from Scrofula and its
effects as any being in the world, lu two weeks t fI

began

*o

the Medicine the running sore an
dermy chin had ceased; in lessthan a moa h I found
a
cur
o
woman
I- is now nearly six months
myself
sinoe. andl fa eh.d no return ofdiseas-i. My throat
whl h always troubled me with ulcerations, is onirOiy cured. Every exposure used to give aao oold
now 1 do rot take cold at all. 1 reel
stronger and
bet er than at any period ol my life. I had wino
on my stomach; that is all
gone. 1 can feel the Discovery seareting th ougbmy sys am. fey oirouiatton waa alwat s bad; now tt is
good. I am gening
much heavier and stronger
I am aUty-ove years
old. I want all the world to know ol my great deliverance from Catarrh and Sorotuta, and alaofrom
the grave where I expired soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM E.-iEttY, 76. Central Avenue.
Chelsea, whose t can be teen.
■er

No hing Chined!”
T>ARTISs wishing to engage in legitimit., safe
“d pnyiog bwjioeM, can tad 1.
by calling Imat as. Congress St.
mediately
dedMdlw
S. CHAPMAN, Jr.

use

Sound

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION,

per bo tile, or

three bettlee for SE.
Sent by Express to any addrass

reoeipt

on

of the

pries.
Bold by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN fc Ce..
soli

raoraiwroas.

No. 89 Liberty 8t„ New Turk.

Cherokee

Curel

tonut
INDIAN

MBDICINB.

BOOTS, BABK

AMD

L1AVIS',

An

unfailing oure for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self potation; suoh as Lost of
Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Paint in tbs Back, Dimt.es of
Vision, Premature old Age. Weak Nervee, Difficulty
of Breathing, Trembling,
Wakefulness, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale
Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints canted by departing from the path ol nature;
This medicine it a simple vegetable extraet.
end
on which we can
rely, as it has been user <_n our
praotioe for many yea*t, and, with thousands created
U has not tailed m a si
>gle ins ante. Ita curative
powers hare been sufficient to gain victory rvertho

one

most stubborn case.

To tho. e who have trill :d with their
confutation
they tnlnk themselves beyond the retch of
medic tl aid, we would say.
Deipmr not.' t re CliEEOKEE CUBE will restore you to health
and vigor
and after all quack doctors hive fa.led.
For tall particulars got a oironlar from
any D.vy
store in theeountry, or write the
Proprietors, whw
will mafl free to any one
desiring the samuafbll
treatise In pamphlet form.
until

Prioe, 9U per bottle, or three bottles Ibr
BS, and,
forwarded by empreae to all parts of tho
world.
Bold by an re*pvotablo
druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN k CO
•oil

feb8 eodkwly

*No.

rmoraiBTona,
69 Liberty St., New Tork.

DU. J. B. HUGHE
QAB

MOOMD AT BIO

BS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,
No.
he

5

Temple Sheet.

be consulted privataly, and with
oonrtdenoo by the afllictcd, at all
u„u,s daily, and from 8 A
u. to 9 p n
*d.dre*^* tho“ who are sutler in* under the
whether -rising from
1*«I«‘«ordisease,
impure commotion
the terrible vioe ofMlfthiM
Dovmsng hi. entire time to ,h.t

WHBBK
Ah,?.u‘UIha*

ean

£'£’«&'Tr^"f

In a’!

cases

of local, snddsn,
a box of the

metaphysical
a

Quicker and Safer

he Land.

ihoir house.

t^Let

at-

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every Intelligent ud thinking person muat Agdw
that remedies Landed oat
Jor general use sbonld
have their efficacy established
by well tested exm-r.
ience in tin hands of a
regoiariy educate ahv^lwhoce pro.ar tory stuules fits him <or
5**n«
duties he must flulflJI; ye
theooumryis flooded with

Si^he

3n,in<5Ktrunw.?,>d
Jwst
in the world, which

po*P®r,i*g to be the
are not only uaeies* but al<
sbouid be fabtic.
V 1wottaaate
ulab la kelecting
his physician, ai it la a lao untatiA
yet incontroTertable fact, that
many syphilitic

Best Physician <a
Box in

alwavs*k«ep a

Bichard’s

oornpSSit

P"*"0®*

neithe^p.

P1 kotltloner, having
t,m®to «>»k® himself ecquaiuted with
their
Oology, oommonly pursues one system of
treatment, tn nhhit eases making an indiscriminate
that
and dangerous
Mer-

pit

natl^rated

ase^f

.EsaXyear*.

SB BE FOB AN ANTIDOTE IN
SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nerve—.
Prostration that may follow Impure
CoiUon.Vra
^
the Barometer to the whole at stem
Do not wait or the consummation that
Issnr* »„ fol‘
»„i
Disabled Limbs fur
and

Water!
ahouldu.tfft a!

DIPHTHERIA

Can oome where It is used; he
vtfee,

Uleerv

of beauty

juo*s

for°

Complexion.

HO IP MANY THOUSANDS CAN
TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY
EXPERIENCE.
Yo«»g m-n troubled with emissions in clean a
complaint generally the rerali of a bad hadof’i?

yoauh, tr. ated soiontlfloaUy, ..a
ranted or no charge made.
or mere

a

Lj^eum
p
®ur®
”

P"“«Jbut
young man with the above

»oare consulted

by one

diseas*. some of
aod emaciated aa thongh
they
and by their friends >oppoat d •
to have ?,on”™prto“'
It, AU suebea-ej yield to the
and
proper
only oorrect ocurso of treatment, and in a abort Uo,
““
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

jb?5.“®

“

w“*!‘

5?-JJ!|®

There

are

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
many men at <he age o< thirty whn

t0° fre1
»l,h rcoompanied
evacuations/from
KmrtSiV1
bladder, often
by
slight
,m

bunting sensation,
manner

the patient

a

*»

the

»•*«...

and weakentag ho
cannot aoconnt fn*

sT.^S
??'“■

«

a

oftlnnJ
iSnd1^ d0P0?,*‘
it 7Xt
*ygL\zt" *pjr?“o'-«S«5k^m
adar* a"d turbid
w>H

*>

,0

appearance'

TOtThtnoTn^^cV/se^lc^tt

a,

mthsir“ue^l^d”hV,y°jyi***r^^?rtP,ir*'
w'^,
immediately
*

forwarded

b.^t^eTO^. 8^y

*

r« “mdses

°°®flJ®a«U w

AN<STTemp1.D8t?ioBrMi^^
VlraSu. ‘adJ®J

ET Bend Stamp ior

V

rogttand.

HVed’ca) Infirmary,

TO THE

wm make the weakest eye.
atroair.-removin, .11
nfUmation and humor. Every
one
**
It provea the preroutlon of disease.

NO

weapon,

HATE CONFIDENCE.
All who hare committed an e'oers cfanr kteif*
whether it bo th. sotltary vlo. of voutt w
I ug rebuke of misplaced oonfldenee in maturer

nt«d

Eye

generi.il/

gen,®r*'P''“tl0J•*
?L!!jL^"*.,J?1,,,0|tr*phe"'

O. BROWN’S

CELEBRATED

Poor

irom

inexperienoed phjs oians in
It la a point
concede*
th*ttb? study and management oJ these complaints sbouid
engross ti.M
whole time of those wS, would b
suooessfui in thoir treatment and
enre.
The inex*

Eleciie
JOBS. HI.

ooBsUtutlonS

petten's are nude miserable * itb rained

by mnlt'emment

ho

Discovery

than the
ihe wise

7?.Bl,d

•aroeo reputstil®
taSfihtaJ'^K.'^!?***
tarnishing sufficient assurance of his skill
and sue’

SBCOND STAGS OF SEMINAL
WEAKNESS
• Perl®ct cure in
ench case* sort

unexpected

or

* *
per tact and BbHMANANT curb'.
oall the attention of the afflicted to the

n0•“s1E‘r^‘0,

-Aadvioe!

tacks of disease,

LADIES.
nvitr« all Ladies who
Particularly
itwi—r, to call at his rooms, So 5

a

5jyli5Sfr-»ttLag.-»M «“d

for

Renovating Medicines are untivai„dUf; ®’» Kleolio
andiuperior vinue in
all

n,^^?,®®c*cy

rsgulsting

Irregularities. rash- action is
certain o> producing relist in a short timeipeetfioand
LAD1KO will dtia it iavaiuaoie in
esses of obitruoiiou. afier a.i other remedies have lean triedin
',yin ** *• purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and mar
7 bo ts&an
with perfect safety a. all times.
oftt>e oonitry with nil dtreotiou

al?

bv8.e2i‘rtX.P‘rf

^r%e"wAt'.fe”h9ir'y“ itUy WU*» “SwitaE “winsa.»»«.
Price per
*•

•

ud

Bottle,
targe,.
“

Sre. M. G.

PORTLAND.

“Nothing Vemur,d.

A-

or

three bottles for |(.

)

BEAD THE FOLLOWING REM ASKABLE CEB.
TlslCATKS.

Catarrh—Scrofula.

a

■

Exchange Street,

CATARRHI

gentleman steady habits, large, pleasant,
TOtarnished
Room, heated by furnace, and mpth gas, iu a private
mily. Rouse centrally
filied
oeatsd. Apply to W, 42 Midulest.
dcc26d4w

_.1,

Sutherland, U. 8. Army, M dicil Purveyor, Washington, DC."
TheDe lar'ment reserves the vlght to reject sny

people

I

ss

about to

a

allegiance to tbe United States Goval o accompany the proposal.
I ho eootrao will be awared to toe lowest
rrsponsib’e party or pa lies who «i 1 be Duly notified by
mat or o h-rwire that their bid is acc
ptest.andimmedia ely requ r*d to enor iuto cont-aot su rer
o .ad«to tbe amount o $5 C#0.
The bands mu.t t e
properly oereided, and the pisioffioo address or prlno p Ih S' d su-e-ics sta ed upon them.
Bidders may b pr. sent fa person when tbe proposals are ope ied
The post o "oo add-on or the par'ies
proposing
mast be distinct y written upon the prop. at.
Proposals must be addressed to "burgeon Charles

never would nave been cured had J not found this
medicine. It mustbave been sent of God >0 the
to rid them of toe horrible disc ees that take
hole of them My daughter's Catarrh ia entirely
broken no, her sense ol smell has returned, the pee
sage to her head la clear. I cheerfully recommend
the Me aphyaioal Discovery te all who suffer from

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty
Years Standing.

advertiser,
leave tbe Btate, wishes
THE
to dispose of Msold established praotiee to

-■■■

A proper ku iranti e that the Lidd r is able to
falfll the oourrsct. ce tided t-tn tbe Clerk ot
the nearest Di t iet Court, ora United Slates Distr ct
Attorney, mus accompany tbo proposal, or it Kill be re-

The last dividen of *8,000,00 < among tbs Policy
holder wee about tevenip per c nt. ou the part cipatiug prem ums, being the ia ge-t dlrideud ever
declared by any Ufa Insurance company.

dac29dtf

lor.

The above f m of proposals will be adhered to as
alosely as practicab e. O' her f r-i ulil be received
bythe depeitmeot and duly eoneide ed.

1 its

street Hone arc, win bs let on reasonable terms;
posse- ion given Jan 2d. Inquire on the premises.

Payment to bo made from tlmeto time Moon duplicate bills, certified to by the Medloal director,
[digued]

-.

Cure qf Catarrh qf Ten Yean’ Standing.
1. Mu. Willis.* Doukbllt corner ot Denter
end D streets. South Bo ton, do esr.lfy that my
dangbler has been suffering fr. in Catarrh for the
pare ten years, bbs lost the sens of ,mell, and had
no passage hroigh her nostrils daring that time.—
Every remedy was re-orted to. without receiving
auv relief.
Seeing Mrs. M. G. Bro wu's Me aphyaioal Discovery Advertised I concluded to try It. After doing so. 1 mast acknowledge my gratitude to
tlodftor molin'ng me tw t Is great remedy for that
dieadfrtl dtaeaae—Cater, h. 1 believe my daughter

4 Furnished House to Let.

Tbe Ice to bs subject to the lnspeetion, manuremeat, and approval »f a Mediosl Officer, or other
proper y appointed inspector, before being receipted

The undersi n*d proposes to lurnisb, daily or
otherwise, at' tbe Ice rvquired for tire nospita a upon
approved rcqalsitsona or cuigeons in charge, at or
near the witlii
nam.d points, at the fodowiug price
per hundred pounds namely:-——-,—-* S-cts per hundred
pounds.
The Ice snail ha of tin beat quality sod subjietto
the approval t f tbe burgeon in onargs, who will rear ipt for the actual amount dtuverea at each
hoapli*al.-o
Payment to be made from time to time upon duplicate bills, certified to by she Medical Director.

mutua', d'viding

a

Dwelling House, furnished
with gente.1 lurnit-ire, situated
ACONVtfllEsT
oi
the
and Bracket streets and neartbc
Vsughsn

By the ase of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CUKHOKEE INJECTION—the two medicines as
tbe same time-all
impropor discharge! are removed
and the weakened
organs are speedily restored to

OOMPOCMD nOK

Met-physical Diacovary to save
ea from an uulimety grave,

m

hare iudoctddis-

wluoh

caates

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended at an ally
aislsmnt to the CHtROKEE REMEDY, and
should be need in e njuoetion with that medicine In
all eases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Albut or Wktlco
Itssffso s are healing, soothing and d.muloentj removing ail scalding, heat, ohorlw and p-io, instead
of the burning and almost nnendtt:a> le aiu
that In
experienced with marly all the cheap quack WJeeflows.

—

TblsCompsny Is purely
profits to ibe insured

early application at tbis offiee.
mayltodfcwtf
——seae^OMps^lseMm—

block of land, of abont 78,0(10
ASQU
of wood land,
the south side of the river St
in Canada East. It is

through

alterative in Its a.Hon; parleying
bldfcd, oaoslng it to low in all its
v.gor; Una removing from the

or

storm

Catarrh.

Portland

For Sale.

a

LBATBS.

Mse,

suusmtio to

blight,

and prevent di ease from being left a* an lnhcrl.ai.es
to unborn generations.
There are many wuo do cot be'levo In Phrenology/
because they ar J not abstruse thlnk're. Phr no'ogv
Is begotten, born, and siutained by immutable laws.

Subscribed and sworn to befcse ms,
Mosbs B. Macl at Maine Commissioner.

Passages ior Calilbrnia, by tbe Old Line Mail
Steamers and Panama Railroad, may be secured by

FOR SALE & TO LET.

38

A
811,462,454 38
PaamuM Not**, iron.
8.
WINBTuN, President.
f.
Isaac Abbatt, Treunrer.

routee to Chica-

Cleveland, Detrol Milwaukee,
Galena, Oakoen, St Paul, Lacroeee, Green Bay,
tjuinoy, St iouis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
etc, etc, and is prepared to turnish i hrouyh Ticket!
irom Portland to ail tbe principal eities and towns in
tbe loyal Stance and Canadas, at tbs lowest rales oi
laie, and ail need ’Hi lulorination cbeertblly granted
Travellers wilTBod it greatly to their Advantage to
procure tbeir tickets at tbe
Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St.'

y: at

Blackmer’s Concentrated

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

issue

RATES!

Agent for all tbe great leading

$11,463,454

Invested as ioilowa:
Cash on band and In Banks,. 8705,879 06
B.nds s,d mortaagesatTprot. inter, st, 4 738,965 37
United S ates Stocks. oo«t,.4 91^,668 76
Beal * state. 647,875 86
Balance doe from Agents...
24,086 80
Internet accrued bat r ot due. 188 4i 0 0
Interest due and unpaid.
2,970 01
Iremlums doe and net yet received.
87,679 04
Premiums deferred, semi ann. and quarterly, say. 225 000 00

West and South West.

Veit, North

bled

NOVEMBtr

Asset*,

u

ihousindaofvaluableli

OF NEW YOEK,
1st, 1864. made in oonfbrmitr with
tbe Laws of Maine.

to raa

An oath of

Locust Mountain.

Cumberland

nti68.

PARTICIPATION.

W. I. Goods, Gro-

HF.NRT FLIiq
STEPHEN WHlTTKhffORK
*«TEMOKE.
Portland. JnlyS, 18*4

toon.

Amount at Ri-k,
811,809 008 9a
Amount of Liabilities fo*h r than ain't
a”'.sk)vix: Cairn-for lo ses,
88.60000
Dividends on expired poi cies,
894 93
Ther are no other liabilities unless of bills nut
rendered for expenses.

IMPORTANT TO

8———

ernmen*. ma t

Qf New York, Office 118 Broadway.

8839 75389

mm REDUCED

LITTLE, Agent.
®

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
trB*n® w**1 *ake
passengers at way
stations
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHA»E, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 1,1861.
oo31 edtf

and show

In giving the above eatraots from my Phre ological Chart, I do St> having a two told object la view.
first, Be sure I do not wl h to be classed with
Qnaoki or Humbugs, who bavo enter men ted oa the
catering mass • till the blood of those slain by
Guaokery, pouring Kedl.iue down the thioaty and
Instruments, would float all the navies in the wo-ld
Bsc ndiv, I wish to appear beftor the world in my
true colors, ‘or if rightly understood, I may be e< a-

OF THE

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30

Absurdum/’

original parity

physical power, Imitation and Mlrthfhluess.

Statement

PM™

p

W. L.

dec9dtf

Nov. 7th, 1861.
trains will leave the Staot Canal street daily, (81111Slfc. IMlltion,
ay. adopted) as follows:
Portland for Boston, at 8.« A.M. and 2.80

per ton.

[Signed,]

ARRANGEMENTS.

Commencing
cangao Passenger
foot

iteduotio ad

AID

aad

aysttm all pernicious

amonginte leoiual men. you wish you were a man;
when your lile falls back into the domestic channel,
y a are contented as a woman; bat hare ever felt a
desire for more intelleotaal elbow room.
Yon hare a good memory of iaete and principles
but the strength or yoar Intellect I ts In the. reasonlngue artmouti and year reasoning power eomos
from Caeoality, locality, Cotstr.cbven as, Meta-

#861,09217

Sworn to Not. 16,1864. Before me,
Thou. l. Thohkll, Notary Publle.
Portland OSee 31 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND* SACO A PORTSMOUTH

the

It Is dinrotlo and
and rle insing tna

Yon have sttong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
mated, • otally, weald feel at home in the uomestlc
circle.
la obaraoter and disposition you are pre-eminent,
ly womanly. In your Intellect and tendei cy to reason aid plan you are decidedly masculine— when

LIABILITIES:

C. M. MORSE, 8upt.
deoil

as

BOOTS, BABBS

FBOlf

CHEROKEE REMEDY, tbs groat Indian Dinstia
corn all diseases of tbe
Urinary Organs, suob as Incontinence ot the Urine,Indentationottbe Kidneys
Stone in tbe Bladder, 8triotnre, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and Is especiaUy recommended in these
eases of Fluor
Albut. (or Whit.s in Females.
It is prepared In a
highly concentrated firm, th#
dose only being from one to two
teaepooululc three
times per day.

eptloa.

Losses adjusted and due,..
none.
Losses unadjusted and in suspense. *46,194 80
All other oluims,.
287 to
WM. PITT, PALMER. President.
Ahdsxw J. Smith, Secretary.

Waterville, November, 1868.

following

name

Total assets,

use

ivucauoffiiwuauBTs; iinua
y ur roel, while a frown U, to you, a
and a sorrow.

all paid np, is $500,000 00

Amt. of Surptui.U $361,09!) 17
Assets as follows:
Cash in Bask and on hand. *304170 28
Bonds a d Mortgages,* log first liens, 196,176 00
Loans on oemand secured by collaterals, 240,336 0 >
10 860 86
Unpaid premiums in course of collection,
In erestaeoruedanadue..
26671 66
All other securities,. 38 Ooj 000

line.

on

tons at

Capital,

Juied.

Company Lehigh,
Sugar Leal Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,

Fire

-8168,19216
_

a

INTERNATIONAL

otocM,
4i 9ai aA
Kni road Bonds and Stook,
is oko co
United St -tes, If City Bonds,
87 179 98
Loans on Collateral and Notes
Keoet.able,
17 043 49
R°al E-tafe,
2,room
Cash on hand.
7 487 48
Balanoe in Agent’s hands,
2(9 7s

**■, to**} jt

their

WKLL PICKED AND SCBRBNMD

841 641 ST

t

(apply

A

roduoe
rivih ehmlUMs fallen off. It will cop
the tailing out o 'he hair, in a few
Iftal'hiully
day*.
*n<1
W* *tarn GaAT MA,a to it*
a atw

to

Ibrtni r patrons and the publio generally, with
One assortment of

RENEWER.

The beet Preparation for the Hair.
immediately freo the head from dandruff,

oar

CENTRAL'RAILROAD.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1P M.
Stages oonneot with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this

10 tobj.
180 *
60 11
800
100 •**
1.300

—-

In 1921

Boston.

600
Baltimore, Md,
Frederick. Md,
75 •>
Washing ou, D C,
2,600
Ail additional amc-unt* that may be required at
these plao s until January l, 1866 aieto be tarnished at tbe same rates.
Form or Proposal.
The u'dsruigi ed propose to turnish
tens
of ttr.t quality les, carefully packed in rabe antial
loe houses, at the wilhih named points,
namely:
---

Agent,

ON

nov7

stations at 1.26 P. M.
Rbtubsinq-Leave Lewiston at 620A.M ,and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A.M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. M, and arrive in Portland at 2.15 p. M.
Both these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for

Unittd Stales,
100
Bay, Ala, ice hone* not owned by
the Uoi.ed States,
100 "
New Orleans, La, ice-honse owned by the
Unites Sca.es,
600
P cp seals will also be received fer furnisuiag Jcs
daily, ny weight or ihe tear ,866—in »uoh qnantities as may bs required by the surgeon in
charge—
at Uni ea Sues General Hospitals, at the
pao-s
enumerated above, mod upon the ioiiowing annual

price per ton of two thousand pounds,

Incorporated

and such persons

You are oapable o'mating great discoveries;
you
hare the power of invention. You could not fellow in the footsteps ol others, although with your
large imi ation you are capable or adapting yourself
to the forms and u'agea of sooety. You are not inclined to adopt o her people.’thoughts.
You have large Ideality and Constructive!esa,
which g ves imagination and originality; you are
never better satisfied toan when
poring over some
new problem, or following out some faint hint into
its'egi tmute and logical results. You are iond of
the beauti ul and the new, and are inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, id* as and things, and not
easily puzzled with complications. You have a faculty for unravelling causes. Your Spi ltuaHty is
large, nhioh elevates your mind 1. to the uneven and
unknown. You promise yourself only so much happiness or succms as you really work out; lor the rest
you trust to Providence.
Your love of ap robation isso large that you wish
the good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
you want alrto give you a hear.y and generous re-

the 1st dsy of Nor. 1864. mado pursuant to the
Laws of Maine.

7.10 m at and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate

Mobile.

at the

ic you

CITT OF NEW YORK,

TUB

appreciate Philosophy,

the uusouudness oi ihe opposite proposition by disoloaing i.s weakness.

Manhattan Fire Ins. Comp’y,

ES&b&ssSS Trains leave Portland! Grand Trunk
jajE!9KtStation, for Lewiston and Auburn, at

UuLed Sta es,
UO tons.
Poiut Loouou<, Md., ice-house owned by
tue United mates,
300 "
Fortress at nroe, Va ico-bouse owned by
the Unite 1 d ams,
280 ••
I'or s nouth, Va, ioe-honse not owned
by
the United stites,
100
Newb ru, h C, oe-house not owned 1 y the
«•
United rjta. s.
400
iidiou Head, b C, ice-house owned by tbe
"
United ata es.
460
Be .ufoit S U ice house owned by the Uni"
t d States,
t00
Savannah, b>, ice-h-use not owned by tie
’*
United States,
400
Penaaco a F a, ice-house not owned by the

—-— —— ——

Yob

have a philosophical turn of mind
You reUh wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous;
and it you cannot carry the
argument by direet log-

OF THE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Quantity to be delivered at
Annapolis, Mu„ ioe-house owned by the

thilad-lptus, Pa.,

many lespeotsyou have the legalization of your
lather, your nteliect espeo ally. There is not more
than one person in ten thousand of either
sex so
strongly inol ne.* to reason logicslly. Yen are willing to stand by logical iacis and to follow out the
plau or purpose to its egi Imateoooeluslon, Judging*
ofi s morns or demer.t.
accordingly.

Statement

IB

CHART,

k

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE
OOMPOUBD

Wills, September 1, 1888.
You have a strong constitution,
large brain,and
vnaiity enough to sustaio it. You are organized for
*°“* hie, having descended lrom a substantial, healthy, vigoroui and long l.vtd stock; in

No. 3 Exchaage at., Portlaad.

_.

rtOtlpUdlor,
To* Pr >poi»ls will be made for the quantities indi-

Fortum-uihtirove, B 1.
hew tsa en, Uon,
new Fork,
Newsrk, N J,

NATH’L F. LEERING,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C- J- BttYDGKj, Managing Director.

MAINE

By Fowls*

Remedy,
odf

BROWN’S

G.

PHRENOLOGICAL

Bolton, Dee. 7,1864.
Bubsoribed and sworn to before
A. W. BRNTON, Justice of the Peace.

dacl4d8w

I.

last.

--AND-

(18 Pemberton Square. Boston.
Ornoxs ? 410 Arc* Street, Philadelphia,
(46 Bond street, hew York.
KXTHACTd FiiuJt

MRS.

FOB

at

Cherokee

PRICE $5.00.

minated,
146,221
ree’d T 8-10,
balance tc eredit of profit and loss 867,969 71
SAMUEL GOULD, Pres’t.
Jambs J. Goodbich, Se.’y.

On and after Monday, Hot. 7,1861,
SMETMBS trains will ran daily, (Sundays exoept.
edj unm timber notice, as follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for Soutti PariB and Lewiston at7.10
A- M. Also Island Pond,
connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.s6 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave Sooth Paris at 6.16 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.

DISCOVERED

Metaphysical Discovery!!!

highest rate of lot.

"

Asthma.

Mrs. M. 0. BROWN’S

24

TRUNK RAILWAY,

IP BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7,

$400,000.

Loire SOUUBT

frcm the Ear, Catarrh,

OCrofUia. CODIomnHnn. Rrniw>h ll
Affection’, tnroat ujb allies. Dueled Eves, Lott
ofthe Hair, Dyipip la. Enlargement of the Liter,
Diana a of the hidueys, Constipation.tiravel.Piles,
Paralysis, with alland every da au which infects
the hamaa body, cured effectually by

premium.
of;preminm notes on risks not ter-

“

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

cated jelo « as r q air d at the resp t live plates' wl h
the proviso hatshouid more be heeded a any time
f r the year's supp y, it ha 1 be tr-niahed a; the
same rates aed und-r he tame ccndJ ions:

—

Ibr

Of Canada.

SEALED

——

Center,

GRAND

Medical Purveyor's Orrion,
l
Washington, U.C. |
Proposals will be received at this office
an.l. J 'Uiiry 26,186 >. tor
furul-lnug Ice to toe
Med.oai ssep irtmou t of too Army, during tbe CL 8u
leg tear ai ,aepoints berein designated. J h. ice
to be stored by tbe contractor in roper 1 con-ti ucted lc > houses at each point oi
delivery, on r beiore
tht 15-h day ot April next; the loe not to be reo
ipted for undi itsq unit
the dtneds or the ice-house,
and he ma-iner in which it is p ek d shall nave be n
approved uy a uiedl ai office and pay cent u ill be
maueonly r>,r the ainjUut thus uc uauy stored and

"■1

80 ,nd 8'40

6

—

Ice.

near1

“

At Saocarappa, tor South Windham, East Standlab, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays.
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Snpt.
Portland, Oot 81,1864.
dti

dtf

estimate, in ana
Boston, Ma s

f<>r Portl,uld’

1864,

until fur-

leld, Parsonslleld, and Oasipee

I--

Proposals

follows,

West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South L m,mpon. Limington, Limeriok, NewAt Buxton

York.

ior

as

Porter,^Freedom, Madison, and Eaton? N^R1

Steamship Co

Deo. 6, 1862.

November 1st,

Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
1.00 and 6.80 P. M.
The 2.00 P.M. train oat and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
ears attaobed.

V3BX or PBOP08AL.

NOTICE.
the undersigned, having sold

ort of guests

Hall’s

«ew

Coal and WoodJ

THB

Re-opencd with New Furniture h Fixture!,

dJfThe Cars from Portland

wells.

property we have two large house), new
barns, ofiioe, oil refinery lour first class engines,
pumps, tubing, teams and everything complete tor
g on a large oil business
Plenty of the best
wood giowimt on this property,enables ue to
get our ftael at cost of cutting snd hauling, as all
our engines burn wood alone.
Splendid timber for
staves and other purpos s is found in great quanti
On this

HOUSE,

THREE MILES EROM PORTLAND.

) Trustees of
! Third Mortgage

Pa.Lir M. Stubbb, 1 oiA. Jt. K.Co.
lUrodtd

Boy

DENNIS,Proprietor.

develop-

and after
will leave

notice:

A1!?Vand*8 tOP^M

Fall and Winter Arrangement, 1864.

England

CUMBERLAND RAILROAD.

3HHS52. 9°
ther

Stock,

Good Iew» for the Unfortunate.

Voiieiin the Mead,
Discharges

Neuralgia, Kheumaism,

Number of 8hares 4030; par value 8100 eaob.
Amount ot UbIku Statu Stocks,
8158 000 00
'■
of Bank atook4,
339 61614
of Rsilrosd Bonds,
87 783 67
•'
ot National Dock and Warenouie CO. B inds,
60.000 00
"
of re il estate, cash value,
27 396 07
11
loaned on mortgage ei real estate 27 60000
«
loaned on collateral,
88,937 86
loaned without collateral,
28>,830 20
"
ot a'l other investments,
11,60000
ol premium notes on risks terminat.d,
28,937 66
“
losses due and nnpa'd,
8,o00 00
of losses repo ted. upon which
the liability of tbs Company
is not .determined,
108,600 00
*■
of oash reo-ived for Preminms
ou Fin risks,
72,436 20
of oash reo’d for Premiums on
Marine risks,
88,966 27
of noM reo’d for Premiums on
Ma ine risks,
256,607 59
of oash reo’d for interest,
87,40011
"
of inc ;me from other sonrees,
3.59103
*'
oi Fire losses pa d last year,
68,321 14
of Marine lo«i« s paid laet year,
187,810 3I
of dividends paid last year,
120 000 00
of expeneeeof office,
16,967 38
lor state,U 8 taxesfstamps, 18 692 93
paid
"
•
reo’d in oash tor lire risks not terminat.d,
70,849 73
*’
to
re
Insure
all
out-standrequired
ing risks, from 76 to 95-100 of

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

jltt

|

Published in compliance with the laws of Maine.

Capital

MEDIOAfr.

DEAFNESS,

OF BOSTON', MASS.,

Fab as from Portland ard Bo ton
by
Bangor wUl be made the Baku la bv

YORK &

Steamship Nouth Anna-

rortland, Nor. 21,1864.

amply reward

lo

Statement

Manufacturers’ Insurance Oo0

F eight Train leaves Portland at7 A. H. daily, and
is due av8 P. Mi
EDWIN NOYES,
Deo 19. 'll—tec22tf
Snpt.

aach inve tments.
The Property of the Company Consist*
THE HEW, STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS
1st—Of a perpetual lease of five snd one-half acres
STEAMER
LADY
of and with en ine, fixtures and bnlldingB, being a.
Built expressly for this route,
part of the Killer Farm, about fire miles below TiCAPT. WILLIAM R. ROIX,
tnsv'Ue, on Oil Creek, at the month ot Hemlock *
Ron.
Will oommenae tar Fill and WinAWpa
The Oil Creek Siilroad runs directly through this
jjeajSSSdrf'ter f rrangement on MONDAY
'^^^^^^SmMORNiNG, October 17th leaving
property, which enhances the value ot the product
Bang'r every Monday and rhureuay Morning at 6
in ly one dollar perbarre', there b log no car ing.
o'clock
No finer boring t rritory being found the w hole
Hemming, will leave bail read Wharf loot of
On this
State-treat, ortland, every Tuesday and Friday
eogth ot Oil Creek than on this section.
Evening, at Oo'olock, fof Bangor, or as far ts the
laud there is one wall now producing sixty barrels
ioe will permit, eonneotlog Wita the Eastern, Boatof Oil pel day, worth at the well twenty dollars per
on A Maine and Portland. Saoo
f Portsmont Railroads from Boston ana Way Stations, leaving Bosbarrel.
ton a 3 o’clook P. M.
This well being anew one, we have every prospect
The Boat will touoh at Rockland, Camden, Belofita increasing to a mnoh larger yield, as most ol
fcst, Bu.k port, W iterport and Hampdsn, both
the Damping wells on tho creek have oone heretoways, t assengers ticketed through tc and from
Boston, Lowell, Law-ence, Salem and Lynn.
fore. For this trail alone the Company are now ofFor more extended information, apply to J. O.
fered $176. TOO cash. We have aiso on this track room
Keud-ick, Bar gor; tne local agents at the various
for at least ten mo e wells. One well will be pm
landings; tne Depot Masters of the P. S. ft r.
Eastern and B. ft M. Railroads; AMel Somerby,
down immed ately upon the arrival of the engine
Pur Hand; Lang ft Delano, Boston, or
end tools which theoompany a'readyown.
CHAS. SPEAR, General Agent.
Ootober 17.—dtfM ich bet’er results are expected lkom th's territory than already obtained when we shall have souk
Portland and Boston Eine.
the other well.at almost every well sank in thlsviolalty htsbe neminently successful; for instance,
THE STEAMERS
the “Noble Well," only three mites below us, with
surface indications inferior to ours, when theeil was
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
struck flowed two thousand barre a a day for a year,
-sa—»
Will, until further notice, run as
and its nrtunace possessors became mUlionai.te.—
follows:
Leave Atlaatlo Wharf, Fo-ttand',
Now our ebaneeof striking asissilardeposit is reatevery Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
ly superior, being nearer tbe oen er of the great Ob Friday, at 7 o’clock
P. M and India Wharf, Boston,
Jtaaln. Shou.d a well of this kind be struck, at tee
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday /Thursday and
prerant price ol oil, it won d yield an income of d20,- Friday, at 6 o'oioek P. M.
Fare in Cabin...*3.00.
This
000per day, or over $1/01 COO per annum
Fr- igbt taken as usual.
would indeed be a prize; and facts show that it ie not
Tbe Company are not responsible for baggage to
all ckiinsi toil, font has been done in our oeighb, rany am ant exoeeding f60 in value, and t at perso al, unless notice is given and pa d tor at tho rate
hood, and we dc not see wny our chance ii not go-d
of one passenger for every *3 0 additional value.
or doing the eame thing.
Feb. 18,1803.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
No. 2. Fee simple of two hundred and sixty five
mores of land in Oil Creek and Spring Run, six
New
Screw
mites from Titusville, n large portion if which is
and
trom
su
face
indication)
we
boring territory,
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
have eatery reason to bell. ve that this will prove
equally as valuable as land telow Titusville. ParThe arlerdid hud fact Steamship*
-JL-dR*
ties are sinking wells on land adjoining us wl.hvery
APEaKE, Capt Wxllaaii, and
^STjpWCHES
sa is&otory results.
PO 1 UMa C. Capt. nrixuwooD,
will,
^^^^^^■au'il lurther no ice, rnu as oliows:
No. 3. Twenty four acres of flats ru ning across
Leave B own’s Wharf, Port and, every WEDNESthe south ana of Morgan Jennings’ term. say two
DAY and SATURDAY at 4 P. M., and leave Pidr
miles north of Coopeistown. Fo.ty yean lease, re- 9 No th blver. New York,
every WEDNESDAY
and
corded. Nine-tenths ol oil on first tve acres, three
SATURDAY, at 3 o’olock P. It.
These
ves-eis are fitted up w th fine accommodafourths of oil on residue. One derick up. Propi ietions to- passengers, mail g this tbe most speedy,
tor pays »U taxes,making it btttsr thau a deed.
A
safe and comfortable route lor travellers between
Now York and Maine. Pa sage *8.00, including
Rochester Arm, Messrs ugbes. Crane A Co have
Fan and State Rooms.
a similar lease t cross north end of this farm,and are
Goods forwarded by th-s lire to and from Monimproving it with the gre-test energy.
treal. Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St. Jo'in.
lh a lend was rary car. fully seleo ed last August
Shippers are requested to eend the'r freight to tho
by a most experienced expert, and i- unsnrpis ed on steamers
»s early aa 3 P. M. ou the day tlfat they
the Creek. The oil is a heavy lubricating oil, sellleave Portland.
For f-eight or pas age applv to
ing atthe wells fir twenty-live dollars per barrel;
EMBRY ft FOE. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
and thorn the superior loo ition of this property, toH.B. GROM WELL ft CO., No. 88 West Street,
gether with a large amount ol money new

show of getting

MEDICAL.

OF THE

any other line.

(according to accommodations) (66 to (80.
Steersge,
(30.
Pay able in Geld or Its equivalent.
For freight or pa-sage apply to
HUGH fc ANDREW ALLAN,
S G. T. £ R Passenger Depot,
taoin

Annual

H^ar^Wlttr »» Brunswick,

..

PE R U VIA N

ISSUE A N CE.

uahtatitaga

Mails.

«^^^|LAird

E. 0. BATES.

that oilers immediate returns as we’l
pects of realizing an income that will

States

LANG,

Wanted loPu tb me,
BK1CK HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
IY the city. Po.ses.ion to be had Mav 1st t 66.
Addis 8 Bax No 70. P rtand P. el., staling locald»cl9dwtf
ity,price feu., lor three weeks.
A

j^Skates I

HAII,ROARS.

Londonderry

Dlrrewn.
R. W. SEARS,
FRANKLIN HAVEN, JR.,
F. E. SMITH,
WILLIAM LINCOLN,
J. H. CLAPP,
D. M. YEOMANS,

immediately—boatd lor

WANTEID

England

President—EDWARD C. BATES.
Treascrer-JAMES H. CLAPP.

ceo*91 dl"

Four Young
Men In n good board! g-houst, wi hie Are or
t nminutee’ aalk from me Post Otttoe, oau-lactoiy
Address AlUldoiuK, Beau
ret rentes giv-d.
lwde.Su*
FortUna Post Otfic

STEAMBOATS.

■

Organized Under the Laws of Massachusetts.

Wauled".

H ard

■'

OF BO Si ON,

ucd at neary 120J
Whoever * ill g'»«
information lesdUg to th .recover, of the above,
shall be liberally rewarded.

WatervlUe, Dec 87, 1864.

''

PETROLEUM COM’Y,

va

WANTED

Which we shall offer af bargains.
Fan exchanged, aiteied end repaired at short

Skates

New

C. M. MOB-’*. Supt.

FITCH,
SIBERIAJV SQUIRREL,

"

LOST.
Oct. last, a large iron-beand black
a

a

m

Lnrge

ana

A—ri6nl*

the

jo.t purchased lot Dancy Fan for nine*
Ik
kr.ou of nice
HATE

i.

Jie

MoCALLAR

SKATES,

MI^CELLANIJOUS.
=■'■'»

^

a«Si„;.v.v.v.‘.'.:'.'.'.'*1,2

Brown’s “Scalp Renovator.’’

^J1"*

,be

S0»'P- Inor®aelif

and

novlT 18M

Grand Trunk

Kailway.

Pbbioht Darn TK»»T,
Portland station. Nov 28, 1361 (
TVf"KRCHA NT8 are rrque ted to not fy the U 8
1x8. Customs at Island Pond upon eaob shipment of
goods iu bond f r Canada, or upon which ate rioolred certificates for drawbseks from the U 8.
ttovemJOUN
a«®"‘29_dim
__

Price per Bottle, SI.
^ *bs above oelebrated Medicines are to be had
of H. H. Hav, oor Middle and Fro*
ala, and Drug-

glsta generally.

H. B —Ivadisv deslri ■•g may oonsultonaof then
sex, A lady of experience In constant attendJanl dfew y

°wn

“*•

dWfSfewly

“SroT

^Rr“QUa-

